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ABSTRACT 

 The incidence of childhood leukemia is increasing, especially in urbanized areas. It 

is hypothesised that transplacental exposure to environmental carcinogens, such as 

benzene, plays a role in the etiology of childhood cancers.  The studies in this thesis 

investigated mechanisms of transplacental benzene tumourigenesis focusing on the role 

of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Initially, we investigated the effect of maternal 

benzene exposure on fetal erythroid progenitor cell number and the role of ROS in 

benzene metabolite-induced dysregulation of erythropoiesis. In the CD-1 mouse, in utero 

benzene exposure caused significant alterations in female fetal liver erythroid progenitor 

cell numbers at gestational day 16 and postnatal day 2. Using an in vitro chicken 

erythroblast cell line capable of erythropoiesis, we found that hydroquinone significantly 

inhibited erythropoiesis and this effect was prevented by pretreatment with PEG-

superoxide dismutase. The second objective investigated the role of ROS in dysregulated 

fetal hematopoietic progenitor cell growth after maternal benzene exposure in C57Bl/6N 

mice.  In utero exposure to benzene caused changes in fetal hematopoietic progenitor cell 

numbers, an increase in levels of fetal liver intracellular ROS, and a decrease in I!B-" 

protein levels, which were all prevented by pretreatment with PEG-catalase. The final 

objective determined the incidence of cancer in offspring transplacentally exposed to 

benzene.  This study compared two strains of mice (C57Bl/6N and CD-1), as well as 

male and female offspring.  This study also measured levels of benzene and benzene 

metabolites present in maternal blood and fetal liver tissue after maternal benzene 

exposure. Transplacental exposure to benzene induced hepatic and hematopoietic 

tumours in male and female CD-1 mice, respectively. Interestingly, there were no 

significant changes in tumour incidence in C57Bl/6N mice demonstrating a significant 
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strain difference in susceptibility to transplacental benzene carcinogenesis. Levels of fetal 

liver benzene metabolites also differed between genders and strains of mice suggesting 

that the gender and strain differences in tumour formation may be dependent on fetal 

benzene metabolism capability. In conclusion, this thesis supports the hypothesis that 

benzene exposure to pregnant women contributes to the etiology of childhood cancers 

and highlights ROS and fetal benzene metabolism as potential mechanisms. 
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1.1 HEMATOPOIESIS AND HEMATOPOIETIC DISORDERS 

1.1.1  Hematopoiesis 

 Hematopoiesis is the process that describes the progressive differentiation of blood 

cells and elements from self-renewing progenitor cells to mature, functional blood 

components. A simplified, schematic illustration of hematopoiesis is depicted in Figure 

1.1. In adult humans, this process commences in the bone marrow by the division of 

hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), which are self-renewing pre-cursor cells from which all 

other blood cells and elements are derived. Proliferation of HSCs produces daughter 

cells, one of which will remain a HSC. The other daughter cell will commit to become a 

lineage committed myeloid or lymphoid progenitor cells. These progenitor cells, known 

as colony- or blast-forming units (CFU or BFU, respectively) because of their ability to 

form unique colonies in semi-solid media, continually divide to give rise to cells that 

become more and more mature as they differentiate from a hematopoietic stem cell into 

terminal blood cells or elements.  Myeloid progenitor cells differentiate to form 

erythrocytes, platelets, and the myeloid white blood cells (basophils, eosinophils, 

monocytes, and neutrophils), the latter of which are primarily involved in innate 

immunity. The lymphoid lineage is primarily composed of T-cells and B-cells, which are 

the cornerstones of adaptive immunity. T-cells are involved in the cell-mediated immune 

response and B-cells, due to their ability to produce antibodies, play a large role in the 

humoral immune response. Although progressive differentiation of most blood cell types 

occurs in the bone marrow, the latter half of maturation of lymphoid cells occurs mostly 

in secondary lymphoid organs such as the thymus (T-cells) and spleen (B-cells) (1, 2). 
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1.1.2 Developmental hematopoiesis 

 Blood is one of the earliest tissues to develop during embryogenesis, but the origins 

and processes involved in developmental hematopoiesis are still not fully understood.   

Much of what is known about mammalian hematopoiesis during development comes 

from studying the mouse embryo because it has a relatively short gestation period (18-21 

days) and because developmental hematopoiesis in mice is remarkably similar to this 

process in humans (3).  During embryonic development, two types of hematopoiesis are 

evident, namely primitive (embryonic) and definitive (adult).  Primitive hematopoiesis is 

transient and mainly involves erythropoiesis; however erythrocytes generated as products 

of this type of hematopoiesis are large and retain their nucleus for a prolonged period of 

time, even after entering the circulation. This is in sharp contrast to the small, enucleate 

erythrocytes generated during definitive hematopoiesis.  Definitive hematopoiesis 

continues throughout the life of the organism and involves the maturation of all blood 

cell-types. Hematopoiesis during embryonic development is further complicated as 

multiple embryonic tissues are sites of hematopoiesis during different stages of 

embryogenesis. These sites include the yolk sac, aorta-gonad-mesonephros region 

(AGM), fetal liver, spleen, and ultimately, bone marrow (4). 

 In the developing mouse embryo, the earliest signs of hematopoiesis are aggregates 

of primitive erythroid progenitor cells (blood islands) in the yolk sac at approximately 

gestational day (GD) 7.5 (5).  By GD 8-8.5, the emergence of a functional circulatory 

system is established between the yolk sac and embryo, and primitive erythroid numbers 

begin to increase (6).  Definitive erythroid cells and hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) can 

be detected in the yolk sac as early as GD 9 (7).  Within the embryo, self-renewing HSCs 
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can be identified as early as GD 10 within the AGM (8-10), although whether the AGM 

is the original source of all adult HSCs is unknown. Around GD 11.5, HSCs and their 

differentiating progenitor cells can be detected in the fetal liver, which becomes the major 

fetal hematopoietic organ for the remainder of gestation.   As the fetus develops, HSCs 

circulate and are responsible for seeding the developing spleen, thymus (GD 14.5) and 

bone marrow (GD 17) (11) (Figure 1.2).  The bone marrow becomes the major source of 

hematopoiesis about 4-5 days after birth and hematopoiesis is maintained here for the 

duration of the organism’s life (3). 

 In the human, primitive embryonic hematopoiesis begins in the yolk sac blood 

islands around GD 15-17.  Yolk sac and AGM hematopoiesis sustain the embryo until the 

liver is colonized by HSCs by approximately week 5.  The liver maintains hematopoiesis 

throughout the duration of the first half of gestation; however, by 20 weeks hematopoietic 

cells are no longer detectable in this organ.  The bone marrow is colonized by HSCs 

during the 11
th

 week of gestation, and is the primary site of hematopoiesis by mid-

gestation.  After birth, the bone marrow remains the only site of hematopoiesis (12) 

(Figure 1.2). 

 Developmental hematopoiesis is complex and involves frequent changes in cell 

signalling pathways, gene expression, and cell growth (13).  Therefore, perturbations in 

signalling pathways involved in the development of hematopoiesis, or alterations of key 

regulatory genes could have persistent effects. 

1.1.3 Hematopoietic diseases 

 Hematopoietic diseases are a broad group of blood disorders that are characterized 

by the abnormal generation or function of one or more blood cells or elements. These  



Figure 1.2. Anatomical locations of developmental hematopoiesis in the mouse 

and human embryo throughout gestation.  YS: yolk sac; BI: blood islands; AGM: 

aorta-gonad-mesonephros region; FL: fetal liver; SP: spleen; BM: bone marrow; GD: 

gestational day; P: primitive hematopoiesis; D: definitive hematopoiesis.  Part of this 

figure is reprinted from Trends in Cardiovascular Medicine, Vol. 16, issue 2, Daisuke 

Sugiyama and Kohichiro Tsuji, Definitive Hematopoiesis from Endothelial Cells in the 

Mouse Embryo; A Simple Guide, page 46, © 2006, with permission from Elsevier. 
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diseases can be classified into two subtypes depending on whether the disease is 

cancerous or non-cancerous. Examples of the latter include hemoglobinopathies, 

anemias, cytopenias, myeloproliferative disorders, and coagulopathies. These non-

cancerous hematopoietic diseases can be further classified according to the specific 

nature of the disorder, however this section will only describe those that are pertinent to 

the research of this thesis.   

 Anemia is defined as a lack of red blood cells or hemoglobin and has a variety of 

etiologies including excessive blood loss (hemorrhage), blood cell destruction 

(hemolysis), or deficient erythrocyte production (anemia).  Aplastic anemia is a disease 

characterized by the inability of the bone marrow to produce enough blood cells to 

replenish the blood and involves not only a reduction in erythrocytes, but also leukocytes 

and platelets.  Aplastic anemia can be caused by an autoimmune disorder, or exposure to 

toxicants.  Myeloproliferative disorders (MPDs) are a group of non-cancerous diseases 

of the bone marrow where excess cells are produced and arise from myeloid progenitor 

cells in the bone marrow. MPDs and aplastic anemia involve disrupted hematopoiesis, 

and individuals with these disorders have an increased propensity to develop some types 

of leukemia (14).  

 Hematological malignancies are cancers of the blood, bone marrow, and lymph 

nodes.  These three locations are intimately connected through the lymphatic system; 

therefore a disease affecting one of these three organs will often affect the others as well. 

Hematological malignancies are generally categorized as lymphomas, myelomas, or 

leukemias.  Lymphomas are cancers that typically originate in lymph organs (lymph 

node, thymus, or spleen) and/or lymphatic tissue and involve an abnormal, rapid 
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proliferation of T- or B-cells (lymphocytes). Myelomas are cancers involving mature B-

cells (plasma cells).  These neoplastic plasma cells are usually formed in lymph nodes, 

but migrate to and collect in the bone marrow where they can cause permanent damage.  

Leukemias are cancers originating in blood or bone marrow and are generally 

characterized by an abnormal proliferation of white blood cells.  The term “leukemia” 

includes a variety of neoplasms that are broadly divided into two large categories based 

on the rapidity of blood cell proliferation (acute or chronic) and the specific 

hematopoietic lineage involved (lymphoblastic or myelogenous). Acute leukemias 

display a very rapid increase in the number of immature blood cells in the bone marrow.  

As a result, the bone marrow becomes crowded and the production of other healthy blood 

cells is hindered.  As the bone marrow becomes crowded, the malignant cells can 

overflow into the blood stream and spread to other organs.  Because of the quick 

progression of the disease, acute leukemias must be treated immediately.  Chronic 

leukemias are characterized by an over abundance of abnormal, more mature leukocytes.  

Chronic leukemias develop more slowly than acute leukemias, typically taking months or 

years to progress to a stage where treatment is necessary. Lymphoblastic leukemias 

involve abnormal lymphocyte progenitor cells and are usually of the B-cell lineage.  In 

myelogenous leukemias, the cancerous cell is most often a myeloid progenitor such as 

CFU-GM, CFU-G, or CFU-M.  By combining these two classification criteria, most 

leukemias can be categorized into four main groups: acute lymphoblastic leukemic 

(ALL), chronic lymphoblastic leukemia, acute myelogenous leukemia (AML), or chronic 

myelogenous leukemia (14). 

1.1.4  Epidemiology and statistics of childhood cancers  
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 In Canada, 4,181 children (0-14 years) were diagnosed with cancer between 2001 

and 2005 (15).  Cancer diagnoses in children is a significant public health concern 

because of the tremendous physical and emotional stress placed on the child and their 

family, as well as the significant impact on health, economic, and social welfare systems. 

The survival rate for children diagnosed with cancer is currently 82%; however 66% of 

the survivors relapse or suffer from chronic organ damage as a result of the illness or 

therapy, many of which inevitably are fatal (16).   

 The most commonly diagnosed cancer in children is leukemia, which accounted for 

approximately 32% of all diagnosed cases in Canada between 2001 and 2005 (16).  

Cancers of the central nervous system and lymphomas were the next most common 

cancers diagnosed in children at 20% and 12%, respectively. Overall, cancer incidence 

rates including leukemia are highest in children aged 0-4 years compared to children aged 

5-9 and 10-14. Interestingly, in infants (aged 0-1), AML and ALL are diagnosed at 

similar frequencies (lymphoblastic: 7.8%, myelogenous: 7.2%). Conversely, after the first 

year, ALL is diagnosed much more frequently than AML (37% versus 3.4%, 

respectively). 

 Sex differences also exist in the development of childhood cancers. In general, 

childhood cancers are diagnosed more frequently in males than in females (1.2-fold) with 

the largest sex differences being observed in lymphoma (2-fold) and hepatic tumours 

(1.5-fold). The incidence of ALL, particularly T-cell ALL, is slightly higher among boys 

than girls (17-19).  Girls, however, have a higher incidence of all leukemias during the 

first year of life.  No differences in incidence of AML exist between sexes (20).   

 A report from the European Automated Childhood Cancer Information System 
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showed a significant 1% increase per year in childhood cancers in Europe for the period 

of 1970-1999 (21).  Similarly, in the United States there was an overall increase of about 

25% in childhood cancers between 1975-2000 (22).  However, rates of childhood cancer 

incidence have been stable over the past two decades in Canada (Canadian Cancer 

Statistics, 2008). 

1.2 BENZENE-INITIATED HEMATOTOXICITY AND LEUKEMIA 

1.2.1  Occupational and environmental exposure to benzene 

 Benzene is a common, widely used industrial and petrochemical solvent, and, 

therefore large populations can be exposed to benzene either occupationally or 

environmentally. Chronic exposure to benzene occurs worldwide through gasoline, car 

exhaust, and cigarette smoke. High exposure levels of benzene are particularly prominent 

in workers employed in the oil, shipping, auto repair, and petro-chemical industries, as 

well as shoe- and rubber-manufacturing plants (23, 24).  Benzene has a high vapor 

pressure at ambient temperatures, therefore exposure occurs mainly through inhalation, 

although contamination of drinking water (25, 26) or dermal (27) exposure can also 

occur. Due to the known carcinogenic and toxic effects of high levels of benzene, 

progressive reduction in the occupational exposure limits has occurred in North America 

and Europe. For example, Canada’s current acceptable occupational exposure limit is 0.5 

ppm in an 8 h day, 40 h/week. Therefore, current concern is centered on the effects of 

exposure to long-term, low concentrations of benzene both occupationally and 

environmentally, as some studies have suggested that these types of exposures are 

associated with an increased incidence of hematological disturbances and malignancies 

(28).  Environmental, ambient air levels of benzene in Canada have been measured yearly 
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across the country at rural and urban sites by the Analysis and Air Quality Division of the 

Environmental Protection Service, Environment Canada.  From 1995-1997, the mean 

concentrations of benzene at urban/suburban sites ranged from 1.0 to 3.5 µg/m
3
 (0.3 ppb 

– 1.1 ppb).  For rural sites, mean concentrations of benzene ranged between 0.3 to 0.8 

µg/m
3
 (0.09 ppb – 0.25 ppb).  For sites near roadways or near industrial sources, mean 

benzene concentrations ranged from 4.1 to 13.1 µg/m
3
 (1.28 ppb – 4.1 ppb) (29).  In 

2001, median air concentrations of benzene were highest at sites in Saint John, Oakville, 

Edmonton, Montreal, and Vancouver. The high levels of benzene in the air in the 

aforementioned cities is likely due to emissions from nearby refineries and other 

industries with significant emissions of benzene; however, automobile exhaust remains 

the major source of benzene to the Canadian environment (30). 

 Although place of residence (urban or rural) impacts the amount of benzene 

residents are exposed to, the largest source of non-occupational exposure to benzene is 

through cigarette smoking.  The inhaled dose of benzene from cigarettes has been 

reported to be in the range of 16-75 µg/cigarette (31). The mean blood benzene level of 

nonsmokers is approximately 176 ng/l, of non-active smokers 211 ng/l, and of active 

smokers 365 ng/l (32).  Blood benzene levels are directly proportional to the number of 

cigarettes smoked as each cigarette can increase blood benzene levels by 12 ng/l.  Blood 

concentrations of benzene in urban smokers have been reported to be 435 ng/l, compared 

to 221 ng/l in urban non-smokers (33). 

1.2.2 Benzene-induced toxicity and leukemia in adult humans 

 Acute toxic effects of benzene exposure have usually been related to poor working 

conditions, accidents, or misuse and abuse.  Inhalation of benzene produces acute toxic 
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effects on the central nervous system in humans, although these effects are temporary and 

generally subside rapidly once exposure ends.  Inhalation of 250-500 ppm benzene may 

cause symptoms such as vertigo, drowsiness, headache, and nausea, whereas higher 

concentrations of 1500 ppm may cause euphoria followed by giddiness, headache, 

nausea, staggered gait, and with continued exposure, unconsciousness.  Exposure to 3000 

ppm can cause death within 0.5-1.0 h, whereas exposure to massive concentrations of 20, 

000 ppm or higher can be fatal within 5-10 min (34).  At these concentrations, death by 

benzene exposure is caused by respiratory arrest and/or cardiac arrhythmias. 

 Benzene has long been known to be a human carcinogen and has been classified as 

such by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (35).  There is strong evidence 

linking chronic benzene exposure with blood cancer and other hematological disorders, 

particularly aplastic anemia (36), myeloproliferative disorders (37), and acute 

myelogenous leukemia (38), multiple myeloma (39), and lymphomas (40, 41).  Most of 

this evidence comes from studies evaluating workers occupationally exposed to benzene 

in industries such as shoemaking, petrochemical, coke production, and rubber 

manufacturing (42-53).  The incidence of aplastic anemia at high levels of benzene 

exposure (>100 ppm) has been reported to be 1/100, which drops to around 1/10000 at 

exposure levels of 10-20 ppm (54).  Studies by Aksoy (1989) showed that there is an 

increased number of leukemia cases (26 cases in 28,500 workers over 6 years) compared 

to leukemia incidence in the general population (6 in 100, 000) in Turkish shoe workers 

who were exposed to an average daily dose of benzene between 210 and 650 ppm (51).  

Furthermore, Yin et al., (1989) indentified 30 leukemia cases among 28,460 benzene-

exposed Chinese workers whose average daily exposure was estimated to be at least 100 
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ppm (49).  Although the workers in these studies were exposed to benzene concentrations 

that were extremely high compared with concentrations experienced in these industries 

today, safe levels of benzene exposure have not been established, and elevated risk for 

hematological disorders has been shown after exposure to 10-20 ppm (43), less than 10 

ppm (41) and 1 ppm (55) over a period of up to 40 years.  Even at exposures lower than 

the current occupational limit (0.5 ppm), hematotoxicity has been observed, with lower 

peripheral blood cell counts and altered CFU-GEMM numbers in Chinese shoe workers 

(28). 

 Environmental exposure to sources of benzene have also been linked to a higher 

incidence of leukemia.  In an ecological study comparing automotive gasoline 

consumption to data on leukemia incidence and mortality in 19 European countries, there 

was a positive association between the incidence of myeloid leukemia and the gasoline 

consumption per square kilometer (56). In addition, a study in Sweden showed that there 

is a correlation between AML and traffic density in young adults (57), whereas another 

study found evidence of an association between automobile ownership and the 

development of AML (58). Moreover, an increased incidence of non-Hodgkin’s 

lymphoma in men was associated with living within 8 km of industrial factories (59). 

This study also identified a greater incidence of leukemia in men living in close 

proximity to chemical and petroleum plants, however the trend was not statistically 

significant. Finally, since the late 1980s and early 1990’s, cigarette smoking has been 

associated with a higher incidence of AML (60-64).  In general, the risk of AML in 

smokers is 2-3 times higher than in non-smokers (62).  

 Although the evidence showing a relationship between environmental benzene 
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exposure and the increased incidence of leukemia is compelling, it is important to note 

that the conclusions from these epidemiological studies should be interpreted with 

caution because there are other chemicals and pollutants in automobile exhaust, industrial 

emissions and cigarettes. 

1.2.3  Benzene–induced toxicity and leukemia in human children 

 There are only a few known risk factors of childhood leukemia (e.g. sex, age, race, 

exposure to ionizing radiation and certain pharmaceuticals, and certain congenital 

diseases such as Down syndrome and neurofibromatosis); however these risk factors 

account for merely 10% of childhood leukemia cases (65).  Therefore, the precise 

etiology leading to the development of childhood leukemia is largely unknown. It has 

been hypothesized that the development of childhood leukemia may be initiated in utero 

after maternal exposure to benzene and/or other environmental pollutants (66, 67). 

Studies have shown that benzene crosses the placenta as it has been detected in cord 

blood in amounts equal to, or greater than, those detected in the maternal blood (68).  A 

study in 1977 was one of the first to suggest that in utero exposure to benzene may be 

associated with leukemic events in the offspring (69).  This study examined genetic 

outcomes in children of mothers who were occupationally exposed to benzene during 

pregnancy and found an increased frequency of chromatid breaks and sister chromatid 

exchange in lymphocytes of these children.  Since then, a number of epidemiological 

studies have identified an increased risk for childhood ALL associated with maternal 

occupational exposure to benzene (70-74).  However, other studies did not detect a 

relationship between benzene exposure and the development of ALL, thus this 

association remains controversial (75, 76). 
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 Maternal exposure to sources of benzene in the environment (such as car exhaust 

and industrial emissions) during pregnancy has also been linked to an increased incidence 

of ALL and AML in the resulting offspring.  A study of childhood leukemia incidence in 

Denver, Colorado, found that rates of leukemia were elevated in residential areas of 

higher traffic volume (77).  A similar study in France found an association between 

childhood ALL and AML with maternal residential proximity to car repair garages or 

gasoline stations, but not heavy road traffic during pregnancy (78). In the United 

Kingdom, studies have shown an association between birthplace of children with 

leukemia and maternal residential proximity during pregnancy to industrial sites that 

release volatile organic compounds including benzene (79).  Recently, it has been shown 

that childhood ALL and AML are significantly associated with maternal residence 

proximate to gas stations or automobile repair garages during pregnancy (80).  Similar to 

occupational exposures, the association of childhood ALL and AML with maternal 

exposures to environmental sources of benzene remains unclear as some studies have not 

found this relationship (81, 82). 

 The relationship between maternal smoking (a source of benzene) and risk of 

childhood leukemia is also inconclusive. Several case-control studies have observed a 

positive effect of maternal smoking during pregnancy on risk of ALL (83, 84), AML (85-

87), and lymphomas (83, 88).  Other studies have found no association between maternal 

smoking and risk of these cancers (89, 90).  There is compelling evidence suggesting a 

link between maternal smoking and subgroups of childhood leukemia based on the 

genotype of the child.  Specifically, studies have focused on polymorphisms in 

metabolizing enzymes important in the bioactivation or detoxification of tobacco-
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associated chemicals such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and benzene.  A Quebec 

study reported elevated risks of childhood leukemia in relation to 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 trimester 

maternal smoking based on CYP1A1 polymorphisms in the child (odds ratio = 2.8 for 

CYP1A1*2A and 5.4 for CYP1A1*4 polymorphisms) (91).  Other studies found that 

maternal smoking is a risk factor for leukemia in children who carry the CYP1A1*2A or 

GSTM1 null genotype and suggest that these polymorphisms might increase the presence 

of reactive metabolites of tobacco-associated chemicals in fetal tissue (92). Interestingly, 

independent of maternal smoking status, studies have shown that the NAT2 slow-

acetylator, CYP1A1*2A, and GSTM1 null genotypes are significant risk determinants of 

childhood ALL.  This risk was highest when all three genotypes were present in the same 

child. (93, 94).  Cumulatively, these studies suggest a possible role for in utero exposure 

to environmental pollutants/chemicals in the etiology of childhood leukemia and that 

genetics may play a modifying role. 

1.2.4  Benzene-induced toxicity and carcinogenicity in adult laboratory animals 

 Multiple studies have demonstrated that benzene is a multisite carcinogen in 

rodents when administered by inhalation or ingestion.  Cancers detected in mice and rats 

after benzene exposure include the nasal and oral cavity, lung, stomach, liver, skin, 

zymbal gland, mammary, ovarian and uterine, lymphoma, and leukemia (95-102).  

Animal studies have also shown that mice are more sensitive to benzene toxicity than rats 

(103, 104).  For example, mice exposed to 300 ppm exhibit decreased survival and 

weight gain, as well as peripheral blood lymphocytopenia, anemia and neutrophilia.  

Although rats exposed to 300 ppm benzene exhibit decreased survival and 

lymphocytopenia, other blood disorders are not evident and the effects that are evident 
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are not as severe as those observed in mice (102, 105).  Exposing mice to 100-200 ppm 

benzene for 1 week produces similar hematotoxic effects as those that are observed in 

humans after chronic exposure to 1-10 ppm benzene, such as decreased peripheral blood 

cell counts and anemia (28, 106).  Therefore, due to similarities in the nature of the blood 

disorders that are observed between mice and humans after benzene exposure, mice are 

the preferred animal model when studying benzene toxicity. 

 Interestingly, reports in the literature indicate that mice exhibit different blood 

disorders after chronic exposure to benzene depending on the strain. For example, 

C57Bl/6, and B6C3F1 mice exposed to 300 ppm benzene 6 hr/day for at least 2 years 

have a significant increase in lymphomas compared to control animals (97, 102) whereas 

CBA/Ca mice exposed to 300 ppm benzene 6 hr/day for 16 weeks have a higher 

incidence of lymphomas and myelogenous neoplasms (99, 101). Furthermore, AKR/J and 

CD-1 mice chronically exposed to 300 ppm benzene for 6 h daily do not display a 

significant increase in the incidence of lymphomas or leukemias, although the CD-1 mice 

do display increased incidences of myeloproliferative disease (102, 107-109).  Reasons 

why mice tend to develop lymphomas after benzene exposure, whereas humans tend to 

develop AML, are unknown. 

1.2.5 Benzene-induced developmental toxicity and carcinogenicity in laboratory 

animals after in utero exposure to benzene 

 Evaluating the teratogenic potential of benzene in rats, studies have shown that in 

utero exposure to 50 or 500 ppm benzene 7 h daily from GD 6-15 results in a significant 

reduction in fetal body weight measured on GD 20, however these effects were not 

detected after exposure to 10 ppm benzene.  In addition, fetuses exposed in utero to 500 
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ppm benzene had significantly decreased crown-rump lengths and displayed skeletal 

malformations (110).  However, this study also reported significant decreases in maternal 

weight gain from GD 6-20, therefore, the observed benzene-induced fetal toxicity may be 

confounded by maternal toxicity.  Maternal exposure to 308 ppm continuously during 

GD 6-15 has been shown to retard skeletal development in mouse fetuses and cause 

spontaneous abortions in rabbits, however, this exposure was also associated with 

moderate maternal toxicity (111).  Studies that exposed pregnant animals to 

concentrations of benzene that did not produce signs of maternal toxicity did not show 

evidence of fetal growth restriction or skeletal abnormalities (112). 

 To date there have been no studies evaluating benzene-induced carcinogenicity in 

offspring after maternal exposure during pregnancy.  However, there is evidence that 

benzene is a transplacental genotoxic agent and can cause long-term changes in 

hematopoiesis.  In utero exposure to a single dose of 219, 437, or 874 mg/kg benzene 

significantly increases micronuclei frequency in fetal liver cells and peripheral blood 

cells of Swiss Webster mice (113).  However, it is interesting to note that there were 

markedly less micronuclei in the 874 mg/kg exposure group compared to the 437 mg/kg 

exposure group.  In addition, whether maternal toxicity was present or not was not 

reported.  A study in our laboratory has reported a significant increase in micronuclei 

frequency in GD 16 fetal liver cells after in utero exposure to a daily dose of 200 or 400 

mg/kg benzene from GD 7-15 in C57Bl/6N mice.  The increased frequency of 

micronuclei was still present in post-natal day 9 bone marrow from pups exposed in utero 

to 400 mg/kg benzene (114).  Other studies have shown a significant increase in sister 

chromatid exchange frequency in fetal liver tissue after pregnant CD-1 mice were 
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exposed to 1,318 mg/kg benzene on both GD 14 and 15 (115).  However, this dose of 

benzene is considered extremely high and maternal health effects were not reported in 

this study.  Evidence that in utero exposure to benzene disrupts fetal hematopoiesis was 

first demonstrated by Keller and Snyder in 1986.  In utero exposure to 5, 10, or 20 ppm 

benzene 6 h daily during GD 6-15 significantly disrupted colony numbers of CFU-E and 

CFU-GM progenitor cells in fetal liver tissue.  Interestingly, benzene-induced 

hematopoietic alterations after in utero exposure persisted into early adulthood (116). 

 Whether carcinogenic events occur after in utero exposure to benzene is still 

debated as some studies have reported that benzene exposure caused no measurable 

change in micronuclei frequency in fetal mice after an oral or injected dose of up to 75 

mg/kg (117).  

1.3 BENZENE METABOLISM 

1.3.1 Benzene metabolism pathways 

 It is essential to understand the biotransformation of benzene in order to address its 

potential mechanisms of toxicity.  Benzene metabolism, which is summarized in Figure 

1.3, primarily occurs in the liver where benzene is first hydroxylated by a cytochrome 

P450 (CYP) enzymatic reaction.  CYP1A1, 2B1, 2C11 and 2E1 all have the ability to 

oxidize benzene, however CYP1A1, 2B1, and 2C11 have relatively high Km values 

compared to CYP2E1 (10 fold lower Km).  Studies have shown that CYP2E1 is 

responsible for most hepatic microsomal benzene metabolism in the mouse, rat and 

human (118, 119). The CYP-catalyzed hydroxylation of benzene produces benzene oxide 

that exists in equilibrium with its oxepin and has an estimated half life in the blood of 

about 7.9 minutes (120).  Benzene oxide can be further metabolized via four pathways: 
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conjugation with glutathione (GSH) by glutathione-S transferase (GST) to form S-

phenylmercapturic acid, spontaneous rearrangement to form phenol, hydration by 

microsomal epoxide hydrolase (mEH) to form benzene dihydrodiol, or a second CYP 

oxidation followed by ring opening to form trans,trans-muconaldehyde (t,t-

muconaldehyde), which is further oxidized to t,t-muconic acid.  Phenol can be further 

hydroxylated by CYP2E1 to form hydroquinone and benzene dihydrodiol.  Benzene 

dihydrodiol, in turn, can be dehydrated by dihydrodiol dehydrogenase to form catechol. 

In the bone marrow, both hydroquinone and catechol can be oxidized by 

myeloperoxidase (MPO) to form !-benzoquinone and "-benzoquinone respectively.  Both 

!- and "-benzoquinone can subsequently be reduced by NAD(P)H quinone 

oxidoreductase (NQO1) back to hydroquinone and catechol, respectively.  Upon a third 

hydroxylation by a CYP-mediated reaction, hydroquinone and catechol can both form 

trihydroxybenzene.  Phenol, hydroquinone, catechol and trihydroxybenzene can each be 

conjugated with sulfate or glucuronic acid via sulfotransferases (SULT) and UDP-

glucuronosyltransferase (UGT), respectively, which form highly water-soluble 

metabolites that are readily excreted in the urine (121-123) (Figure 1.3).  It remains 

unknown why benzene metabolite-induced toxicity targets the bone marrow instead of 

the liver as the majority of benzene metabolism is hepatic.  It is possible that the highly 

reducing environment of the liver maintains the phenolic metabolites in their reduced, 

relatively inert form compared to the oxidative environment of the bone marrow, 

however this has yet to be proven.  There has been speculation that the hydrolysis of the 

conjugates in bone marrow could provide a mechanism of introducing phenol,  
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hydroquinone and catechol directly to the target organ, but further evidence is needed to 

support this hypothesis (121).  For humans exposed to benzene at air concentrations 

between 0.1 and 10 ppm, phenol represents 70-80% of urinary benzene metabolites, 

whereas hydroquinone, t,t-muconic acid, and catechol each represent 5-10%, and S-

phenylmercapturic acid represents less than 1%  (124). 

1.3.2 The importance of benzene metabolism in toxicity 

 It is currently hypothesized that benzene toxicity results from its metabolism into 

reactive intermediates and metabolites.  It is thought that phenolic metabolites produced 

in the liver travel in the blood to the bone marrow where they are oxidized or hydrolyzed 

to the highly reactive !- or "-benzoquinone.  One of the first studies to indicate the 

importance of liver metabolism in benzene toxicity showed that a partial hepatectomy in 

rats reduced the levels of urinary metabolites and also protected against benzene-induced 

depression of iron uptake into red blood cells concluding that benzene metabolism in the 

liver may play a key role in benzene-induced bone marrow toxicity (125).  Other studies 

have shown that mice co-exposed to both ethanol (enhancer of benzene metabolism) and 

benzene have enhanced benzene toxicity (reduced bone marrow and spleen cellularity 

and increased anemia and lymphocytopenia) (126, 127).  Further evidence indicating that 

benzene metabolism is crucial in the development of toxicity was shown by co-exposing 

mice to both toluene (inhibitor of benzene metabolism) and benzene.  These mice 

displayed reduced benzene-induced genotoxicity (128, 129). 

 The importance of CYP2E1 in benzene metabolism and subsequent toxicity was 

demonstrated in mice lacking functional CYP2E1 enzyme.  These CYP2E1 knockout 

mice produced 87% less hydroxylated metabolites after benzene exposure, and displayed 
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less genotoxicity and hematotoxicity compared to wild-type mice (130).  In humans, the 

effects of CYP2E1 polymorphisms on susceptibility to benzene toxicity are not 

completely clear as findings are contradictory.  The CYP2E1 gene is highly polymorphic, 

which leads to a wide range of enzyme activity levels between individuals. In addition, 

several environmental factors influence CYP2E1 transcription, thus confounding study 

results (131, 132). Despite these limitations, an increased incidence of childhood ALL is 

associated with a CYP2E1-1259G>C polymorphism, which confers increased CYP2E1 

activity (133).  

 The quinones that are produced as a result of benzene metabolism by MPO activity 

are thought to be the most toxic benzene metabolites, and therefore it is hypothesized that 

alterations in MPO activity could affect benzene-induced toxicity.  The bone marrow 

contains high peroxidase activity and both mouse and human bone marrow can readily 

bioactivate phenolic metabolites of benzene through a peroxidase-mediated process (134, 

135).  It is important to note that MPO activity is markedly high in human and mouse 

hematopoietic progenitor cells in the bone marrow, which may explain why these cells 

are highly susceptible to benzene-induced toxicity (136).  A study was published in 2004 

supporting this hypothesis, showing that the 463G>A polymorphism in the MPO gene 

(conferring decreased enzyme activity) was protective against a reduction of white blood 

cell count after benzene exposure (28).  Furthermore, the MPO 463G>A polymorphism 

has been associated with a reduced risk of acute leukemia development in adults, possibly 

due to diminished activation of carcinogens (137). 

 NQO1 is regarded as a detoxifying enzyme in the metabolism of benzene as it 

reduces highly reactive benzoquinones to the less reactive hydroquinone or catechol. The 
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protective effects of NQO1 were demonstrated using mice deficient in NQO1 protein.  

These mice were more susceptible to benzene-induced micronuclei formation present in 

peripheral blood compared to their wild type controls (138).  In human workers exposed 

to >1 ppm benzene, the NQO1 465C>T polymorphism, which is associated with 

decreased enzyme expression, correlated with increased susceptibility to benzene-

induced blood cell suppression (28).  Another NQO1 polymorphism that confers loss of 

enzyme activity, 609C>T, (139) has also been linked with a significantly increased 

frequency of DNA single strand breaks (140, 141) and chromosomal translocations (142) 

compared to wild-type subjects in workers exposed to benzene.  Interestingly, 

homozygotes for the NQO1 609C>T polymorphism have reduced excretion of 

hydroquinone compared to other genotypes (143).  In children, the NQO1 465C>T and 

the NQO1 609C>T polymorphisms confer a greater risk of developing ALL, and it is 

suggested that this susceptibility is due to the effects of exposures to toxicants such as 

benzene (133). 

 The role of mEH in the development of benzene toxicity has been investigated in 

mice.  Male mice deficient in mEH protein were less susceptible to benzene-mediated 

bone marrow toxicity, and suppression of peripheral white blood cells (144).  

Interestingly, deficient mEH protein levels in female mice did not elicit the same 

protective effect.  In humans, the effect of mEH gene variants on susceptibility to 

benzene toxicity is not known.  However, mEH polymorphisms that confer reduced 

enzyme activity are associated with a decreased risk of developing AML (145), whereas 

polymorphisms leading to increased mEH enzyme activity increase the propensity to 

develop AML in males (145). 
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 GSTs have also been shown to play a key role in mediating benzene toxicity.  Both 

GSTT1 and GSTM1 are key enzymes involved in the detoxification of benzene oxide to 

form S-phenylmercapturic acid (146, 147).  In humans, complete deletion of either of 

these genes results in a GSTT1-null or GSTM1-null polymorphism conferring loss of 

enzyme activity.  GSTT1- and GSTM1-null genotypes have been associated with an 

increased risk of developing various forms of leukemia including AML (148).  Regarding 

benzene toxicity, individuals who carry the GSTT1- and/or GSTM1-null genotypes have 

a greater frequency of chromosomal aberrations after exposure to benzene compared to 

individuals with functional enzyme activity (142). In vitro studies have shown that 

GSTM1-null lymphocytes are more susceptible to hydroquinone-induced micronuclei 

formation and sister chromatid exchange compared to wild-type cells (149). 

 Although benzene metabolism occurs mainly in the liver, metabolism in the bone 

marrow seems to play an important role in myelotoxicity.  However, it remains unclear 

whether metabolites produced in the liver travel to and affect the bone marrow, or if 

metabolism of benzene in the bone marrow is the primary source of harmful metabolites.  

In addition, while it is generally accepted that benzene metabolism is crucial in order for 

toxicity to occur, the particular toxic metabolite(s) remains elusive (150).  However, thus 

far, 1,4-benzoquinone has most often been linked to the spectrum of toxic effects 

observed in humans and animals (150-152). 

1.3.3  Benzene pharmacokinetics in adult rodents and humans 

 Benzene elimination in humans and rats appears to follow a two compartment 

model, with the first half-life being 45 min in rats and 1 h in humans and the second half-

life being 13 h in rats and 24 h in humans (153-155).  Rickert et al., (1979) exposed male 
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Fischer-344 rats to 500 ppm benzene for 6 h and found steady state blood concentrations 

of 11.5 µg/ml, but bone marrow concentrations of 37.0 µg/g, and fat levels of 164.4 µg/g, 

suggesting that benzene accumulates in these tissues.  When comparing metabolite 

profiles in rat and mouse bone marrow, mice have significant amounts of hydroquinone-

glucuronide (2.7nmole/g) and t,t-muconic acid (1.1nmole/g) after 6 h exposure to 50 ppm 

benzene, whereas these metabolites are not detectable in rats (104).  These differences in 

metabolite production may provide an explanation for differences in toxicity between the 

two species as hydroquinone and t,t-muconaldehyde are thought to be two of the more 

toxic metabolites involved in benzene toxicity. 

 The major urinary metabolites in both humans and mice are phenol, t,t-muconic 

acid, and conjugates of hydroquinone and catechol.  Phenol constitutes about 60-80% of 

total urinary metabolites, whereas t,t-muconic acid and conjugates of hydroquinone and 

catechol each comprise about 10-20% (130, 156, 157).  Human and mouse liver 

microsomes convert 20-30% of benzene to phenol and hydroquinone, 2% to catechol, and 

<0.2% to t,t-muconic acid (158, 159).  However, microsome preparations may 

underestimate t,t-muconic acid production as in vivo studies have shown that t,t-muconic 

acid constitutes the majority of metabolites formed in mouse liver after in vivo benzene 

exposure (104). 

A model evaluating benzene metabolism in mouse liver microsomes showed that 

as benzene concentrations increase, metabolism of phenol to hydroquinone, a more toxic 

benzene metabolite, decreases primarily due to competition for bioactivation by CYP450 

(158). In addition, there is evidence in mice that, after exposure to low benzene 

concentrations, a greater proportion of potentially more harmful metabolites (e.g. t,t-
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muconic acid and hydroquinone) are preferentially produced, whereas after exposure to 

high concentrations of benzene, a greater proportion of less toxic metabolites (e.g. 

glutathione conjugates and phenyl glucuronide) are detected (104).  This phenomenon 

has also been shown in humans where urinary concentrations of hydroquinone and t,t-

muconic acid were 19% and 27% higher in individuals exposed to <25 ppm benzene 

compared to individuals exposed to >25 ppm (156). These results suggest that 

detoxification pathways in humans and mice are low-affinity, high capacity, whereas 

pathways that result in more toxic metabolites are generally high-affinity, low capacity.  

Therefore, linear extrapolation of the toxic effects of high concentrations of benzene to 

lower concentrations may underestimate risk. 

In mice, sex differences in benzene metabolism have been observed. For example, 

males consistently excrete higher proportions of hydroquinone-glucuronide compared to 

female mice.  These results suggest that male mice oxidize phenol to hydroquinone more 

rapidly than female mice (160).  This effect is consistent with both the greater sensitivity 

of male mice to the genotoxic effects of benzene and the greater potency of hydroquinone 

compared to phenol as a genotoxicant (160). 

1.3.4 Benzene pharmacokinetics in pregnancy 

 Few studies have evaluated benzene pharmacokinetics during pregnancy.  In 

humans, benzene has been detected in fetal cord blood at levels equal to or greater than 

levels found in maternal blood indicating that benzene can cross the placenta and may 

accumulate in the conceptus (68).  Transfer of benzene across the placenta has also been 

shown in pregnant mice exposed to radio-labeled benzene. Radioactivity was detected in 

fetal liver as early as 1 h after maternal benzene exposure, and was still evident 4 h after 
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exposure.  In addition, radioactivity was also detected in the fetal urinary tract suggesting 

that the mouse fetus is capable of excreting benzene and/or its metabolites (161). 

1.3.5 Ontogeny of drug metabolizing enzymes in human and mouse liver 

 Biotransformation at the maternal level is important in determining the amount of 

parent compound and the nature and amount of stable metabolites that reach the 

developing embryo and fetus (162, 163). Decreases in phase I and/or II pathways for 

either genetic or environmental reasons can reduce maternal elimination and increase the 

amount of parent compound and/or its stable metabolite(s) transferred to the conceptus, 

potentially increasing teratogenicity. At the conceptal level, the ability to metabolize 

xenobiotics is important for both bioactivation and detoxification of a teratogenic 

compound. 

 In human embryos, expression of CYP450 enzymes can be classified into three 

categories: those that are expressed at their highest levels during the first trimester (e.g. 

CYP3A7), those that are expressed at fairly constant levels throughout gestation (e.g. 

CYP3A5 and CYP2C19) and those that are only expressed at very low levels in the fetus 

but increase considerably postnatally (e.g. CYP1A2, CYP2C9, CYP2D6, CYP2E1 and 

CYP3A4) (164). Levels of mRNA transcripts of CYPs 2C8, 2D6, 3A3/4 and 3A7 have 

been detected in human fetal liver as early as 11 weeks of gestation (organogenesis: days 

18-60) (165).  Later in gestation (22-40 weeks), activities of CYP2A6, 2C9, 2D6, 2E1, 

2J2, 3A4, 3A5 and 3A7 have been measured (166).   

 The ontogeny of GST expression in human fetal liver samples differs between 

isoforms.  GSTA1 and A2 are expressed in fetal liver with levels significantly increasing 

1.5 to 2.0 fold at birth and this level is maintained in adulthood.  GSTM expression is 
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also present in fetal liver and increases 4 to 5 fold at birth, approaching adult levels.  

However, GSTP is highly expressed in early gestation (<20 weeks) and declines 

progressively with age to nearly non-detectable levels adults (164). Levels and activity of 

mEH are detected in fetal liver tissue and are approximately two-fold lower compared to 

adult liver.  SULT2A1 is readily detectable in fetal liver (8-40 weeks), but increases 

significantly in the perinatal period (0-3 months), achieving adult levels in samples older 

than 3 months of age.  However, SULT1A1 is substantially expressed in fetal liver and is 

not significantly different from postnatal or adult levels (167).  Ontogeny studies 

evaluating UGT1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A5, 1A6, 1A8, 1A9, 1A10, 2B4, 2B7, 2B10 and 2B15 

expression levels showed that no UGT transcripts were detectable in fetal liver tissue at 

20 weeks gestation (168).  However, other reports have detected UGT2B7 transcript as 

early as 15 weeks gestation (169). Despite this conflict, there is agreement in the 

literature that there is an onset of UGT activity around the end of the second 

trimester/beginning of the third trimester, and this activity is approximately 10-20% of 

adult liver values (164). 

 In the human fetus, hematopoietic activity in the liver is maximal by 15 weeks 

gestation at which time hematopoietic stem cells and precursors account for nearly 50 % 

of the total cells in the developing liver (170).  This fact begs the question of whether 

there are cell-specific differences in the expression of drug metabolizing enzymes in 

hematopoietic versus hepatic cells and how this might effect target organ susceptibility. 

Illustrating the need for future studies in this area, Richard et al (2001) demonstrated 

much higher SULT1A1 expression in fetal liver hematopoietic stem cells at 16 weeks 

gestation compared to neighboring hepatocytes (171).  In addition, CYP1A2, 3A7, 3A4, 
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and 3A5 transcript levels were much higher in fetal hepatocytes compared to fetal liver 

hematopoietic stem cells.  In contrast GSTM1, M2, M4 and P1 were expressed at 

substantially higher levels in hematopoietic stem cells versus hepatic cells (172).  Thus, 

the hematopoietic stem cells of the fetal liver would appear to have a high capacity for 

GSTM and P1 dependent conjugation, but much less capacity for CYP450-mediated 

oxidation. 

 In the mouse, CYP1A1 and CYP2R1 mRNA levels have been detected as early as 

GD 7, however cannot be detected at GD 11, 15, or 17.  CYP2S1 is constitutively 

expressed from GD 7-17, while CYP2E1 expression only appears later in gestation at GD 

17.  CYP2U1, 2W1, 4B1, and 1B1 all appear mid to late gestation (GD 11-17), but are 

not detectable at GD 7 (173).  

 Protein expression for three (#, µ, and $) of the five classes of GSTs was detected 

as early as GD 9 in mouse fetal tissues, including the placenta and yolk sac.  Fetal liver 

GST activity increased with increasing gestational age from GD 9-18.  This increase was 

accompanied by a considerable variation in the expression of hepatic GST isozymes.  

Activity of the GST # and $ class increased with gestational age (GD 14-18), whereas the 

µ class decreased (174).  SULT expression demonstrates three different ontogenic 

patterns in murine fetal liver.  SULT1A1, 1C2, 1D1, and 2A1/2 expression gradually 

increases from birth until 3 weeks of age and then declines thereafter, SULT1C1 

expression is highest at GD 18 and declined to barely detectable 45 days after birth, and 

SULT3A1 mRNA expression was very low in fetal livers and remained low until 30 days 

of age, when expression in females dramatically increased, whereas it never increased in 

males (175). UGT activity has also been studied in murine pregnancy.  UGT activity 
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increases throughout gestation and reaches almost 60% of adult activity by term.  

Interestingly, maternal administration of %-napthoflavone or 3-methylcholanthrene was 

able to induce fetal liver UGT activity in C57Bl/6 mice, but not DBA/2, highlighting 

important strain differences (176).  Further studies are required in order to characterize 

the ontogeny of other enzymes involved in benzene metabolism, such as NQO1, MPO 

and mEH, to enable a better understanding of maternal and fetal benzene metabolism. 

1.4 POTENTIAL MECHANISMS OF BENZENE-INDUCED 

HEMATOTOXITY AND LEUKEMIA 

1.4.1  Oxidative Stress 

 Reactive oxygen species (ROS), including superoxide anion radical (O2!
&
), 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and the hydroxyl radical (OH
&
), are endogenous molecules 

that are produced during normal cellular metabolism and have been suggested to play a 

role in the modulation of cell growth and control by regulating redox sensitive signalling 

pathways (177, 178).  Metabolism or redox cycling of exogenous compounds can also 

generate ROS.  Cellular mechanisms such as glutathione and the antioxidative enzymes 

catalase and superoxide dismutase (SOD) are present to maintain appropriate cellular 

ROS levels.  However, if these mechanisms become saturated or non-functional, an 

increase in cellular ROS can occur leading to a condition of oxidative stress.  Oxidative 

stress has been implicated in the etiology of many diseases including Alzheimer’s (179), 

teratogenesis (162), carcinogenesis (180) and in utero initiation and/or promotion of 

cancer (Chen et al., 2009). Elevated levels of ROS can potentially initiate these diseases 

by causing oxidative cellular damage to macromolecules such as proteins, lipids, and 

DNA or by interfering with redox sensitive signalling pathways crucial in regulating cell 
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growth and/or survival (181).  Oxidative damage can cause irreversible injury leading to 

cell death, however, if apoptosis is inappropriately inhibited, oxidative DNA damage may 

cause persistent carcinogenic lesions (182). 

 There is a growing body of evidence indicating that benzene toxicity may be 

mediated by metabolite-driven generation of ROS.  Studies have shown that exposure of 

HL-60 cells or human lymphocytes to phenol, hydroquinone, or 1,2,4-benzenetriol results 

in an increased level of cellular ROS and oxidative DNA damage (183, 184).  In addition, 

chicken erythroblast HD3 cells exposed to 1,4-benzoquinone, hydroquinone, or catechol 

show a significant increase in ROS and a decrease in the GSH:GSSG ratio, an indicator 

of oxidative stress (185).  Support for the role of ROS in benzene-induced DNA damage 

has been shown in vitro through the ability of the antioxidative enzyme catalase to reduce 

benzene metabolite-induced aberrant DNA recombination (186).  In vivo studies have 

detected oxidative DNA damage in NMRI and C57Bl/6N mouse bone marrow after 

exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene (183, 187).  In humans, a significant correlation between 

S-PMA, an internal marker of benzene exposure, and oxidative DNA damage has been 

reported in individuals residing in highly-populated areas exposed to daily mean benzene 

concentrations ranging from 0.78 to 21.9 ppb (188, 189).  Assessment of benzene 

exposure and oxidative DNA damage in schoolchildren in Bangkok compared to rural 

schoolchildren revealed a significant correlation between individual benzene exposure 

level, blood and urine benzene concentration, and oxidative DNA damage in peripheral 

blood leukocytes (190).  Not only has benzene exposure been associated with oxidative 

DNA damage and signs of oxidative stress, but also changes in redox sensitive signalling 

pathways involved in regulating growth and cell survival in hematopoietic cells.  For 
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example, HD3 cells exposed to 1,4-benzoquinone, hydroquinone, and catechol have 

increased activity of the redox sensitive transcription factor c-Myb (185). This 

transcription factor is highly involved in regulating hematopoiesis and its dysregulation 

has been implicated in the etiology of leukemias and other cancers (191-194).  In 

addition, the benzene metabolite t,t-muconaldehyde increased activator protein-1 (AP-1) 

protein levels as well as increased AP-1 and nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of 

activated B cells (NF-'B) DNA binding activity in HL-60 cells (195). An increase in AP-

1 DNA binding was also detected in B6C3F1 mouse bone marrow 2 h after exposure to 

440 mg/kg benzene (195).  NF-'B and AP-1 transcription factors play key roles in 

regulating hematopoiesis, and aberrant activation has been implicated in the etiology of 

many hematopoietic malignancies (196-198).  In addition, HL-60 cells exposed to either 

1,4-benzoquinone or hydroquinone results in activation of the ERK/MAPK and ERK/AP-

1 signalling pathways by a ROS-dependent mechanism (199). 

 Benzene-induced oxidative stress has also been implicated in in utero-initiated 

toxicity.  CD-1 mouse embryos exposed to 800 mg/kg benzene in utero have decreased 

GSH:GSSG ratios and increased expression of the redox sensitive transcription factor c-

Myb (200). Pre-treatment with the antioxidative enzyme catalase prevented these 

benzene-induced effects  (200). 

 The precise mechanism of how benzene metabolites cause an increase in ROS 

remains unclear.  It was initially thought that redox cycling of hydroquinone and 1,4-

benzoquinone was responsible, however, it was shown that this reaction does not occur 

under physiological pH conditions (201).  Since then, evidence has been provided that 

implicate GSH as a central mediator of benzene-induced ROS formation.  For example, 
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some studies have shown that ROS production can occur through redox cycling of 

phenoxyl radicals via the oxidation of GSH or protein thiol groups (202).  MPO can 

catalyze the oxidation of phenol via the formation of a phenoxyl radical.  This phenoxyl 

radical can readily oxidize GSH to generate a thiyl radical, which regenerates phenol that 

can repeatedly undergo oxidation to a phenoxyl radical and oxidize a new thiol.  A thiyl 

radical can interact with a second thiol molecule to produce a disulfide radical anion as 

an intermediate and disulfide and superoxide anion radical as the products (202) (Figure 

1.4 A).  In addition, redox cycling of GSH-hydroquinone conjugates can also enhance 

ROS formation.  A reaction between 1,4-benzoquinone and hydrogen peroxide can 

generate 2,3-epoxy-!-benzoquinone, which can conjugate to a GSH molecule to yield 

1,2,4-trihydroxy-5-glutathionyl benzene (TGB).  Under physiological conditions, TGB 

can spontaneously auto-oxidize in the presence of a flavoprotein such as NADPH-

CYP450 reductase to form a hydroxysemiquinone radical and superoxide anion radical.  

This hydroxysemiquinone radical can disproportionate to yield TGB, which continues to 

redox cycle (203, 204) (Figure 1.4 B). 

 Others have shown that benzene metabolites can cause oxidative stress through an 

iron-dependent mechanism.  Iron can generate ROS by prompting the conversion of 

hydrogen peroxide into the very reactive hydroxyl radical through the Haber-Weiss 

reaction.  ROS derived from lipid peroxidation, the oxidative breakdown of 

polyunsaturated fatty acids, is dependent on the presence of an oxidant and, although the 

nature of the oxidizing species is controversial, a transition metal such as iron is required 

and it is presumed that this is also the case in DNA and protein oxidations.  The 

concentration of iron capable of catalyzing these reactions is low to negligible under  
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normal physiological conditions as cellular iron metabolism is highly regulated.  

Therefore, any disruption in the normal iron homeostasis may lead to an increase in the 

level of reactive iron and to a corresponding increase in ROS generation (205).  Since the 

iron storage protein, ferritin, can store massive quantities of iron (4300 iron atoms/ferritin 

molecule) (206), any compound that causes unregulated mobilization of iron from ferritin 

can result in oxidative stress (205).  Studies have shown that hydroquinone, catechol, and 

1,2,4-benzenetriol can induce a significant release of iron from ferritin, which can 

enhance lipid peroxidation in rat brain homogenate (207, 208).  In addition, some studies 

have shown that both iron-hydroquinone complexes and a similar chelate of iron and 

1,2,4-benzene triol can generate reactive oxygen species in bone marrow cells (209). 

1.4.2 Genotoxicity 

 A large number of studies have been conducted looking at the mutagenicity and 

clastogenicity of benzene and its metabolites as potential mechanisms of benzene-

induced neoplasia.  Several studies have observed negative findings for benzene-induced 

mutagenesis using the Salmonella typhimurium gene mutation assay (210-212).  Some 

evidence for benzene metabolite-induced mutagenesis has been observed using E. coli 

WP2s (lambda) and Salmonella cerevisiae, although these results are primarily limited to 

t,t-muconaldehyde and 1,4-benzoquinone (213-215). However, studies on cultured 

mammalian cells have been inconclusive regarding the mutagenicity of benzene and its 

metabolites (216). 

 CD-1 mice exposed to 40 and 100 ppb benzene for 22 h daily for six weeks showed 

a significant increase in mutation frequency as determined by mutations at the 

hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl transferase locus in spleen lymphocytes (217).  
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Interestingly, mice exposed to 1000 ppb did not show a significant change in mutation 

frequency, supporting the hypothesis that exposure to lower concentrations of benzene 

may have more severe hematological consequences.  In addition, studies using the 

standardized lambda/lacI (Big Blue) transgenic mouse mutation assay have shown that 

exposure to benzene significantly increases lacI mutations in spleen and bone marrow, 

but not lung (218).  This study exposed mice to 200, 400, and 750 mg/kg benzene by oral 

gavage once a day for 5 consecutive days.  Significant increases in mutation frequency 

were only detected in the mice exposed to 200 mg/kg benzene.  Again, these results 

support the non-linear relationship between level of benzene exposure and effect. 

 Benzene exposure has been shown to induce chromosomal aberrations in vitro.  For 

example, chromosomal aberrations have been reported in cultured human lymphocytes 

after 3-h incubation with concentrations of benzene ranging from 9-88 g/ml (219).  The 

benzene metabolites hydroquinone, catechol, and benzenetriol have each been shown to 

be capable of interfering with chromosome segregation and inducing chromosomal 

breakage, suggesting that chromosomal aberrations induced by the quinone metabolites 

of benzene may play a role in the carcinogenic effect of the parent compound (220).  

Furthermore, using cultured human lymphocytes, studies have shown that the benzene 

metabolites hydroquinone, catechol and phenol, but not benzene itself, induce sister 

chromatid exchange (221).  Catechol was shown to be the most potent inducer of sister 

chromatid exchange, but it should be noted that this study did not test t,t-muconaldehyde 

or 1,4-benzoquinone. 

 Although there is some in vitro and in vivo evidence to suggest that exposure to 

benzene and/or its metabolites may cause mutagenesis, this evidence is limited in 
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humans. However, many studies have detected clastogenic events such as chromosomal 

aberrations, sister chromatid exchange, and micronuclei formation. For example, an 

increased incidence of chromosomal aberrations has been reported in peripheral blood 

lymphocytes of workers exposed to 10-150 ppm benzene for 1-25 years compared to 

frequencies observed in the general population (222).  Other studies have also found an 

increased frequency of chromosomal aberrations among workers exposed to benzene 

levels up to 100 ppm; however there was no change in sister chromatid exchange 

frequency (223, 224).  However, an increased incidence of sister chromatid exchange was 

detected in peripheral blood lymphocytes of gasoline station workers compared to control 

individuals (225).  Aneuploidy and translocations at chromosomes 8 and 21, which are 

commonly observed in AML, have been reported to be up to 15-fold higher in workers 

exposed to >31 ppm benzene (226).  Considering that chromosomal aberrations in 

peripheral blood lymphocytes are associated with increased mortality from hematological 

malignancies including AML (227), benzene-induced chromosomal aberrations could be 

a potential mechanism of carcinogenesis. 

1.5 HYPOTHESES AND OBJECTIVES 

 The overall hypothesis for this thesis is that ROS produced as a result of in utero 

exposure to benzene are responsible for dysregulation of hematopoiesis and ultimately 

carcinogenesis after birth. Specifically, we hypothesize that in utero exposure to benzene 

causes an increased incidence of neoplasms in the offspring in a mouse model, which is 

associated with the presence of reactive metabolites, ROS, and dysregulated 

hematopoiesis in fetal hematopoietic tissue. To further test this hypothesis, an in vitro 

model was developed in order to determine whether benzene metabolites can inhibit 
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erythroblast differentiation through a ROS-dependent mechanism.  

 

Objective 1. To develop an in vitro model of benzene metabolite-induced inhibition of 

erythropoiesis and determine if this effect is mediated by ROS. 

 

Objective 2. To detect alterations in mouse fetal liver progenitor cell number after in 

utero exposure to benzene and to determine if this effect is ROS dependent. 

 

Objective 3. To determine whether in utero exposure to benzene increases the incidence 

of cancer in mice 1 year after birth.  In addition, this study aimed to determine if there are 

gender and strain differences in fetal liver benzene metabolism. 
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ABSTRACT 

Benzene is a ubiquitous occupational and environmental toxicant. Exposures to 

benzene both prenatally and during adulthood are associated with the development of 

disorders such as aplastic anemia and leukemia. Mechanisms of benzene toxicity are 

unknown; however, generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by benzene metabolites 

may play a role. Little is known regarding the effects of benzene metabolites on 

erythropoiesis. Therefore, to determine the effects of in utero exposure to benzene on the 

growth and differentiation of fetal erythroid progenitor cells (CFU-E), pregnant CD-1 

mice were exposed to benzene and CFU-E numbers were assessed in fetal liver 

(hematopoietic) tissue. In addition, to determine the effect of benzene metabolite-induced 

ROS generation on erythropoiesis, HD3 chicken erythroblast cells were exposed to 

benzene, phenol, or hydroquinone followed by stimulation of erythrocyte differentiation. 

Our results show that in utero exposure to benzene caused significant alterations in 

female offspring CFU-E numbers. In addition, exposure to hydroquinone, but not 

benzene or phenol, significantly reduced the percentage of differentiated HD3 cells, 

which was associated with an increase in ROS. Pretreatment of HD3 cells with 

polyethylene glycol-conjugated superoxide dismutase (PEG-SOD) prevented 

hydroquinone-induced inhibition of erythropoiesis, supporting the hypothesis that ROS 

generation is involved in the development of benzene erythrotoxicity. In conclusion, this 

study provided evidence that ROS generated as a result of benzene metabolism may 

significantly alter erythroid differentiation, potentially leading to the development of 

aplastic anemia.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Benzene is a ubiquitous toxicant that large populations of people are consistently 

exposed to through both occupational and environmental means. Occupational exposure 

can occur to employees in factories where benzene is used as an industrial solvent or as a 

substrate for the synthesis of various chemicals (123). Exposure of the general population 

occurs primarily through environmental contamination of ambient air via cigarette 

smoking, gasoline vapors, and automobile emissions (228). Therefore, benzene exposure 

is becoming an increasing environmental concern to the health of the general public 

worldwide (24).  

Previous studies have described benzene as a carcinogen, a genotoxicant and a 

hematotoxicant (34, 123), and exposure of this chemical to humans and animals is 

associated with the development of a number of hematological pathologies including 

leukemia and aplastic anemia. Aplastic anemia is a potentially life-threatening failure of 

hematopoiesis characterized by a reduction in the number of fully differentiated 

megakaryocytes, leukocytes, and erythrocytes due to an inability of stem and progenitor 

cells to proliferate and differentiate (229). Benzene toxicity has been correlated with 

aplastic anemia in humans since as early as 1897 (reviewed in (230), and despite much 

research, the molecular mechanisms behind this toxicity remain largely unknown. In 

addition, epidemiological studies researching childhood leukemia have shown that 

maternal exposure to benzene is a possible causative factor (70), indicating that fetal 

lymphoid and myeloid progenitor cells are sensitive to in utero-initiated benzene toxicity. 

However, the effects of in utero exposure to benzene on erythrocyte progenitor cells in 

humans, is unknown.  Studies in mice have shown that in utero exposure to benzene 
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results in decreased numbers of bone marrow erythrocyte precursor cells in adult 

offspring (116) highlighting the sensitivity of erythroblasts to in utero-initiated benzene 

toxicity. 

It is generally accepted that benzene toxicity is mediated through metabolic 

formation of reactive metabolites. Benzene is primarily metabolized by cytochrome P450 

2E1 (CYP2E1) in the liver and can undergo subsequent metabolism in the bone marrow 

by myeloperoxidases to produce a number of reactive metabolites including catechol and 

hydroquinone (130, 231). Some reactive metabolites can undergo redox cycling and 

increase the production of intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS), which in turn may 

damage cellular macromolecules such as DNA, lipids, and proteins leading to disrupted 

cellular function (121). ROS are also produced endogenously during normal cellular 

metabolism and possibly play a role in regulating cell growth by modulating redox 

sensitive signalling pathways (177, 178). The maintenance of normal cellular ROS levels 

is achieved through antioxidant molecules such as glutathione and the antioxidative 

enzymes catalase and superoxide dismutase (SOD). During instances of oxidative stress, 

it is possible for these mechanisms to become saturated, leading to cellular damage. 

Oxidative stress has been implicated in the etiology of many diseases including 

Alzheimer’s (179), teratogenesis (162), and carcinogenesis (180) including in utero 

initiation and/or promotion of cancer (232). Metabolites of benzene including catechol 

and hydroquinone have been shown to increase cellular ROS, resulting in oxidative DNA 

damage in HL-60 cells (183, 184). Benzene metabolite exposure has also been shown to 

increase ROS and modulate ROS-sensitive signalling pathways in HD3 cells (185).  
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There is evidence in the literature indicating that hydroquinone is one of the more 

toxic benzene metabolites and plays a major role in benzene-induced hematotoxicity 

(reviewed in (123). For example, human CD34
+
 hematopoietic progenitor cells treated 

with hydroquinone exhibit a sustained immature phenotype and a decrease in terminal 

differentiation compared to non-treated controls (233). In addition, hydroquinone 

exposure inhibits myeloid differentiation in HL-60 cells (234, 235). Chemically-induced 

differentiation of HL-60 cells to granulocytes or monocytes/macrophages has been 

widely used as a model to study the effects of benzene and its metabolites on 

myelopoiesis (236). However, the effects of benzene and its metabolites on 

erythropoiesis remain poorly studied, especially after in utero exposure. Therefore, using 

a mouse model, we determined the effect of in utero exposure to benzene on the 

proliferation of fetal erythroblasts. In addition, using an in vitro model of erythropoiesis, 

our objective was to assess the effect of benzene or benzene metabolites on this process 

as a tool to evaluate mechanisms of benzene toxicity. With this model, we tested the 

hypothesis that ROS accumulation is involved in the pathogenesis of benzene-induced 

modulation of erythropoiesis. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Chemicals 

All tissue culture media reagents were obtained from Gibco Life Technologies 

(Burlington, ON, Canada). Benzene, hydroquinone, phenol, polyethylene glycol-

conjugated-superoxide dismutase (PEG)-SOD, benzidine, hemin, and butyric acid were 

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd. (Oakville, ON, Canada). 

Animals 

Seven to nine week-old female CD-1 mice were obtained from Taconic Farms 

(Germantown, NY, USA). Animals were acclimated for 1 week prior to use and were 

housed in a temperature-controlled room with a 12 h light:dark cycle (lights on from 6 

am to 6 pm). Mice had free access to autoclaved standard rodent chow (Purina Rodent 

Chow, Ralston Purina International, Strathroy, ON, Canada) and tap water ad libitum. A 

maximum of three females were housed with one male overnight and assessed for the 

presence of a vaginal plug the following morning. The presence of a vaginal plug was 

designated gestational day (GD) 1. All animals were treated in accordance with the 

guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Experimental procedures were 

approved by the Queen’s University Animal Care Committee.  

Animal treatment 

Pregnant CD-1 mice were exposed to either Mazola
TM

 corn oil (vehicle), 200 

mg/kg or 400 mg/kg benzene (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd. Oakville, ON, Canada) on GD 

8, 10, 12, and 14 by intraperitoneal injection. Benzene injections on GD 8, 10, 12, and 14 

were chosen in order to encompass hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) emergence 
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(approximately GD 10 in the aorta-gonad-mesonephros) and fetal liver HSC expansion 

(GD 11 to shortly after birth) (237). 

Sex determination of fetal and postnatal day 2 pup tissue  

 Y-chromosome specific PCR was conducted on GD 16 fetal tissue and postnatal 

day (PD) 2 pup tails in order to accurately sex the fetuses used in the colony formation 

assay.  DNA was isolated from fetal tissue using a QIAGEN DNeasy blood and tissue kit 

(QIAGEN, Mississauga, ON).  The portion of the gene of interest to be amplified was on 

the sex-determining region of the Y-chromosome (SRY). D7Mit164 was used as an 

internal control. The primers were purchased from Cortec (Kingston, ON) and the primer 

sequences are as follows: SRY9791 (forward): AGC TGT TTG CTG TCT TTG TGC 

TAG CC; SRY8212 (reverse): TTG ATT TTT AGT GTT CAG CCC TAC AGC C; 

D7Mit164F: ACA CAA TTT GGA TTC TTG GAC C; D7Mit164R: TTC CTA CTG 

GAA TTT TTG GGG.  The expected product size of SRY is 1.6 kb and D7Mit164 is 304 

bp.  PCR was conducted using a QIAGEN multiplex PCR kit (QIAGEN, Mississauga, 

ON). Briefly, 20 µl of the reaction mix (containing 0.25 µM of each primer) was added to 

125 (g fetal DNA and reactions were run on a Techne Touchgene gradient thermal cycler 

using the following conditions: 95 °C for 15 min, [94 °C for 30 sec, 63 °C for 90 sec, 72 

°C for 90 sec] for 35 cycles, 72 °C for 10 min. PCR products were run on a 3% agarose 

gel and visualized using a UVP BioDoc-It
TM

 System UV Transilluminator. 

Colony formation assay on fetal and postnatal liver tissue 

This assay is used for assessing the number of hematopoietic progenitor cells 

present in the cell sample since each progenitor cell type will produce its own unique 

colony that can be morphologically identified and counted under a light microscope 
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(238).  The progenitor cell type measured in this study was colony-forming unit (CFU) 

CFU-erythroid (CFU-E). 

Six GD 16 fetal or PD 2 livers were collected from each of sixteen dams. Isolated 

livers were immersed in Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium (IMDM: Invitrogen, 

Burlington, ON, Canada) and single cell suspensions were obtained by gently passing the 

tissue through a 21-gauge needle. Cells were at least 90% viable as tested by the trypan 

blue exclusion assay.  Nucleated cells were counted using 3% acetic acid with methylene 

blue (Stem Cell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) and were plated in 35-mm 

culture dishes at a concentration of 1 ! 10
5
 cells/ml in methylcellulose medium 

containing erythropoietin (to detect erythroid CFU-E) (MethoCult M3334; Stem Cell 

Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada). Cultures were placed in a humidified incubator 

with 5% CO2 at 37°C. Erythroid CFU-E colonies (each containing approximately 10-30 

cells) were counted 3 days after incubation.  

Cell Culture 

Chicken erythroblast HD3 cells were a kind gift from Scott A. Ness (Department 

of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology, University of New Mexico, USA). Cells were 

maintained at 37 °C, 5% CO2 in DMEM supplemented with 4% fetal bovine serum, 4% 

fetal calf serum, 2% chicken serum, 1.0 mM HEPES, 0.1 mM Sodium Pyruvate, 0.01 

mM MEM nonessential amino acids, 10 units/ml penicillin/streptomycin and 2 mM L-

glutamine (media pH 7.2). 

Differentiation assay 

Cells were plated in 6-well culture dishes at a concentration of 2 ) 10
6
 cells/well 

and were allowed to adhere to the plate for 5 hours. For experiments using PEG-SOD, 
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cells were exposed to 100 units/ml PEG-SOD for 1 h prior to hydroquinone exposure. 

The PEG-conjugated form of SOD was used for these experiments because of its 

enhanced cellular uptake and increased half-life relative to the unconjugated form of 

SOD (239). Cells were exposed to concentrations of benzene (0-300 µM), phenol (0-300 

µM), or hydroquinone (0-15 µM), which were not shown to be cytotoxic through the 

trypan blue exclusion assay and MTT assay (data not shown). After a 20-h exposure 

period, media were aspirated and replaced by cell culture media modified to pH 8 with 

the addition of the inducing agents 10 *M hemin (prepared according to (240)) and 1.5 

mM butyric acid. Cells were incubated for 24 h at 42 °C and 1% CO2 after which the 

media and the inducing agents were replenished. Subsequently, the cells were cultured 

for an additional 48 h in these conditions prior to analysis. To account for spontaneous 

differentiation, a negative control consisting of cells grown under regular cell culture 

conditions (37 °C, 5% CO2) was also analyzed. 

Benzidine staining 

Following the differentiation assay, an acid benzidine staining technique was 

performed as previously described (241). Briefly, equal volumes of cell suspension and 

benzidine solution (2 mg/ml in 0.5 M acetic acid containing 2% H2O2) were combined. 

Within 5 min, hemoglobin-containing cells were stained blue. Cells were scored under a 

light microscope with the aid of a hemocytometer as either benzidine-positive or 

benzidine-negative. A minimum of 200 cells present on the 5 x 5 grid of the 

hemocytometer were counted.  

ROS detection by flow cytometry 
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Cells were plated at a concentration of 2 ) 10
6
 cells/well in 6-well culture dishes 

and incubated for 5 h to allow cells to adhere to the plate. To each well, 10 µM 5-(and-6)-

chloromethyl-2,7-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFDA) was added and cells 

were incubated for 1 h in the dark. Hydroquinone (0-15 µM) was added to each well and 

cells were further incubated for 1, 4, or 20 h. Cultures were then trypsinized and each 

sample was washed 3 times in PBS. Cell pellets were resuspended in 500 µl PBS 

containing 5 µg/ml propidium iodide (PI). Fluorescence intensities of DCFDA and PI 

were analyzed by flow cytometry. 

Statistical analysis 

All data sets were analyzed by a one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post 

hoc test. 
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RESULTS 

In utero exposure to benzene alters fetal and postnatal liver CFU-E numbers 

To determine the effect of in utero benzene exposure on erythroid differentiation 

in vivo, benzene was administered to dams and CFU-E numbers were assessed in fetal or 

postnatal liver tissue. In utero exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene, but not 400mg/kg 

benzene, produced persistent changes in CFU-E colony numbers in female, but not male 

CD-1 mouse offspring. Compared to oil-treated controls, female offspring of mice treated 

with 200 mg/kg benzene had a significant increase in CFU-E colony numbers at GD 16 

(p<0.05; n=5), whereas a significant decrease in CFU-E colony numbers was evident at 

PD 2 (p<0.05; n=5) (Figure 2.1). It is important to note that neither of the doses of 

benzene used in this study elicited any signs of gross maternal or fetal toxicity as 

measured by changes in maternal weight gain during pregnancy, fetal or pup weight, 

litter size, resorption number, or sex ratio compared to controls (data not shown).  

Hydroquinone, but not benzene or phenol, inhibits erythroblast differentiation 

HD3 cells were chemically-induced to undergo erythropoiesis and differentiated 

cells were counted using the benzidine staining technique.  As expected, less than 1% of 

cells grown under normal cell culture conditions (37 °C, 5% CO2) had differentiated 

(data not shown). The differentiation percentage of non-exposed cells under 

differentiation conditions was approximately 65%. There was no measurable change in 

differentiation percentage in cells exposed to concentrations of benzene or phenol up to 

300 µM for 20 h when compared to controls. However, a statistically significant decrease 

in the percentage of differentiated cells was observed in cells exposed to 15 µM 

hydroquinone for 20 h (p<0.05; n=3) (Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.1. Mean number of CFU-E colonies formed in the colony formation 

assay of GD 16 and PD 2 CD-1 liver tissue after in utero exposure to corn oil, 200, 

or 400 mg/kg benzene. Data were separated by gender. Values statistically different 

from controls are designated with an asterisk (*). GD: gestational day; PD: postnatal 

day; CFU-E: colony-forming unit erythroid. 
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Figure 2.2. Percentage of differentiated HD3 cells after 20 h exposure to benzene 

(0-300 µM), phenol (0-300 µM), or hydroquinone (0-15 µM). Values significantly 

different from controls are denoted with an asterisk (*) (n=3; p<0.05). 
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Hydroquinone exposure increases intracellular ROS in HD3 cells 

Intracellular ROS were quantified using flow cytometric analysis of the ROS-

sensitive fluorescent probe DCFDA. PI fluorescence was also measured in samples to 

ensure that treatments and assay procedures were not inducing cell death. There was no 

significant change in PI fluorescence in any of the treatment groups (data not shown). 

Cells exposed to 15 µM hydroquinone for 20 h had significantly increased intracellular 

ROS levels. The 1, 5, and 10 µM hydroquinone-exposed cells did not show a significant 

change in ROS levels at any of the time points (Figure 2.3). 

Hydroquinone-induced inhibition of erythropoiesis is prevented by pre-treatment 

with PEG-SOD 

Considering that 15 µM hydroquinone caused a significant inhibition of 

erythropoiesis concomitant with increased intracellular ROS, we wanted to determine 

whether hydroquinone-induced ROS was a causal factor in the inhibition of 

erythropoiesis.  Therefore, HD3 cells were pre-treated with 100 units/ml of the anti-

oxidative enzyme PEG-SOD 1 h before hydroquinone exposure. Previous studies in our 

lab have shown that this dosing regimen of PEG-SOD reduces hydroquinone-induced 

ROS accumulation in HD3 cells (185). In this study, pre-treatment with PEG-SOD 

significantly prevented hydroquinone-induced inhibition of erythropoiesis (Figure 2.4), 

strongly suggesting that hydroquinone-induced ROS accumulation can modulate 

erythroblast differentiation. 



Figure 2.3. Flow cytometric analysis of DCFDA fluorescence intensity in HD3 

cells 1, 4, and 20 h after exposure to hydroquinone (0-15 µM). Values significantly 

different from control are denoted with an asterisk (*) (n=3; p<0.01). HQ: 

hydroquinone; DCFDA: 5-(and-6)-chloromethyl-2,7-dichlorodihydrofluorescein 

diacetate. 
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Figure 2.4. Percentage of differentiated HD3 cells after exposure to 15 µM 

hydroquinone for 20 h following 1 h pretreatment with 100 units/ml PEG-SOD. 

Values significantly different from control are denoted with an asterisk (*), whereas 

values significantly different from SOD + 15 µM HQ are denoted with a dagger (†) 

(n=3; p<0.05). HQ: hydroquinone; SOD: polyethylene glycol-conjugated superoxide 

dismutase.  
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DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether in utero exposure to benzene 

as well as in vitro exposure to benzene, hydroquinone, or phenol causes alterations in 

erythropoiesis. Our study has shown that in utero exposure to benzene alters CFU-E 

numbers in female, but not male, fetal and pup hematopoietic tissue. We have also shown 

that hydroquinone can inhibit in vitro erythroblast differentiation, an effect that is 

dependent on the accumulation of intracellular ROS. Since, our in vitro work combined 

an investigation of benzene metabolite-induced ROS formation with that of metabolite-

induced effects on erythroid cell maturation, this study provides a novel insight into the 

significance of ROS formation in benzene toxicity. 

This study, along with others (116), has provided evidence that in utero exposure 

of mice to benzene can cause persistent alterations in the number of erythroid progenitor 

cells in the offspring.  Together, these studies highlight the importance of studying the 

effects of benzene and its metabolites on erythropoiesis. Interestingly, we found that the 

in utero benzene-induced alteration of CFU-E numbers is a gender-specific effect. 

Interestingly, only female fetuses and pups showed a significant alteration in liver CFU-E 

numbers at GD 16 and PD 2. One other study in the literature has also reported a gender 

difference in erythrocyte precursor cell number in adult Swiss Webster mice who had 

been exposed in utero to 10 ppm inhaled benzene 6 h/day for 10 consecutive days (GD 6 

– 15). Contrary to our results, their study showed that only male mice had significantly 

altered CFU-E numbers, suggesting that male mice were more sensitive to benzene-

induced disruptions of erythropoiesis after in utero exposure compared to females (242). 

Since our study was conducted in CD-1 mice, it is possible that strain differences could 
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explain these dissimilarities, or perhaps the differences in route of administration and 

dose. Regardless, whether the gender-specific effects of altered CFU-E numbers 

following in utero benzene exposure relate to a higher propensity to develop erythroid-

related diseases in adulthood requires further investigation. 

Interestingly, the benzene-induced changes in female CFU-E numbers that we 

observed were not detected in female mice exposed in utero to 400 mg/kg benzene.  

However, this is not the first study to observe an unusual dose response with benzene 

toxicity. Recently, we have shown that C57Bl/6N fetal mice exposed in utero to 200 

mg/kg benzene had significantly higher liver ROS levels and altered hematopoietic 

colony numbers compared to fetuses exposed to 400 mg/kg benzene (243). In addition, 

bone marrow cells from adult mice exposed to 200 mg/kg benzene have higher levels of 

nitrotyrosine products compared to mice exposed to 400 mg/kg benzene (244). This 

abnormal dose response to benzene toxicity has been noted since 1989 when, as a 

possible explanation, it was suggested that, for benzene metabolism, detoxification 

pathways may be low-affinity, high capacity, whereas toxification pathways may be 

high-affinity, low capacity (245).  Therefore, the hematotoxic effect that was observed 

after in utero exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene, but not 400 mg/kg benzene, may be the 

result of differences in the formation of metabolites that are produced and the subsequent 

generation of ROS. 

To further study the effect of benzene and its metabolites on erythropoiesis and 

assess the mechanistic role of ROS generation, we used an in vitro model of erythroblast 

differentiation to assess the effect of benzene or benzene-metabolites on this process. Our 

study showed that the benzene metabolite hydroquinone significantly inhibited 
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erythroblast differentiation through a mechanism likely dependent on aberrant ROS 

production. During erythropoiesis, stem cells in the bone marrow differentiate to form 

progenitor cells, known as burst-forming units erythroid (BFU-E) and colony-forming 

units erythroid (CFU-E), which divide and mature to ultimately form erythrocytes. 

Developed by Beug et al. in 1982, the HD3 cell line is comprised of chicken erythroblast 

cells transformed by the avian erythroblastosis virus. This virus contains two cooperating 

virus oncogene products: the alkaline-sensitive v-erbA, which is a mutated avian nuclear 

thyroid hormone receptor, and the temperature-sensitive v-erbB, which is a mutated avian 

epidermal growth factor receptor. These two oncogenes provide a unique tool for the 

study of erythroid differentiation because they interfere with the differentiation program 

in different, but highly specific ways and can be inactivated by altering the pH and 

temperature of the culture conditions to allow normal erythroid differentiation. Under 

normal cell culture conditions (37 °C, 5% CO2), these oncogenes arrest the differentiation 

of HD3 erythroblasts in a progenitor cell stage similar to CFU-E. Since HD3 cells can be 

chemically-induced to differentiate under specific pH and incubation temperature 

conditions, they provide a simple, inexpensive model of erythropoiesis and are therefore 

an ideal in vitro system for studying this process (246).  

One of the major advantages of the HD3 chicken erythroblast cell line is that 

these cells can be extensively grown in culture then induced to differentiate enabling the 

collection of sufficient cell numbers for extensive molecular analysis. Preferably, 

erythropoiesis would be studied in rodent or human cells, however a major obstacle that 

limits a comprehensive molecular analysis of mammalian erythropoiesis has been the 

lack of an in vitro model of mass cultures of primary, normal erythroid progenitor cells 
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that remain at an immature progenitor cell stage and can synchronously differentiate into 

mature, normal erythrocytes in response to a stimulus. Normal, human erythroid 

progenitor cells have not yet successfully been grown in sufficient cell numbers for 

extensive molecular analysis, and immortalized rodent cells generally differentiate 

incompletely and/or aberrantly (reviewed in (247). Therefore, much of what is known 

about erythropoiesis comes from studying transformed cultured avian erythroblasts. Early 

studies on avian erythroid progenitor cells have shown that erythroid differentiation 

proceeds through similar pathways to those of mammalian erythroid progenitor cells 

(248, 249). 

Benzene is one of the most widely used industrial chemical agents, and chronic 

benzene exposure is known to cause a wide range of hematopoietic disorders including 

aplastic anemia. Despite the risks associated with benzene exposure, the mechanisms of 

benzene toxicity remain largely unknown; however, increasing evidence indicates that 

ROS may play a key role (121). A recent study using a mouse model has shown that the 

cytoprotective agent amifostine, clinically used for the protection of normal tissues from 

the toxic effects of chemotherapy and radiotherapy, decreased benzene-induced ROS 

accumulation in bone marrow and, astoundingly, prevented the development of aplastic 

anemia (250). Our study supports these findings, strengthening the association between 

ROS and benzene-induced hematotoxicity. The ability of hydroquinone to inhibit 

erythroblast differentiation at non-cytotoxic concentrations via a ROS-dependent 

mechanism suggests that alterations in redox-sensitive signalling pathways that regulate 

cellular differentiation may be occurring. Supporting this hypothesis, studies have shown 

that benzene metabolites can alter ROS-sensitive signalling pathways as a potential 
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mechanism of benzene-induced dysregulation of blood cell development. For example, 

we have recently shown that in utero exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene alters the NF-'B 

signalling pathway in mouse fetal liver tissue (243). In addition, benzene metabolite 

exposure has been shown to modulate the ERK-MAPK pathway in vitro (199), and 

increase activator protein-1 (AP-1) and NF-'B DNA binding in HL-60 cells and after 

benzene exposure in adult mice (195). In addition, HD3 cells exposed to hydroquinone, 

benzoquinone, or catechol show a ROS-dependent increase in activity of the c-Myb 

signalling pathway. This transcription factor plays a critical role in regulating 

hematopoiesis and has been implicated in the development of leukemia (185). Our study 

now provides a novel in vitro approach, to test the significance of altered signalling 

pathways in benzene metabolite-induced inhibition of erythropoiesis.  

Current treatments for aplastic anemia, such as allogeneic bone marrow 

transplantation and immunosuppressive therapy, have limitations as they are associated 

with significant side effects, such as fatal fungal infections after immunosuppression 

(251). Therefore, there is a need for protective agents and new therapeutic approaches. 

Our data, along with others, suggests that administration of antioxidants may be a 

possible therapeutic strategy for the treatment of aplastic anemia as a result of chronic 

exposure to environmental pollutants such as benzene.  

In summary, our study provides evidence that in utero exposure to benzene alters 

growth of fetal and neonatal erythroid progenitor cells and we have created a novel in 

vitro model of benzene metabolite-induced inhibition of erythropoiesis that will allow 

further research into the mechanisms behind this toxic effect. Furthermore, our results 

support the hypothesis that benzene-induced aplastic anemia may occur through the 
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generation of ROS. Given that exposure to benzene occurs worldwide and leads to 

serious hematopoietic complications such as aplastic anemia, further elucidation of how 

benzene mediates its hematotoxic effects is certainly warranted. 
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ABSTRACT 

 It is hypothesized that the increasing incidence of childhood leukemia may be due 

to in utero exposure to environmental pollutants such as benzene, but the mechanisms 

involved remain unknown.  We hypothesize that reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

contribute to the deregulation of fetal hematopoiesis caused by in utero benzene 

exposure.  To evaluate this hypothesis, pregnant C57Bl/6N mice were exposed to 

benzene or PEG-catalase (antioxidative enzyme) and benzene. Colony formation assays 

on fetal liver cells were performed to measure erythroid and myeloid progenitor cell 

growth potential. The presence of ROS in CD117
+
 fetal liver cells was measured by flow 

cytometric analysis.  Oxidative cellular damage was assessed by Western blot analysis of 

4-hydroxynonenol and nitrotyrosine products, as well as reduced to oxidized glutathione 

ratios.  Alterations in the redox sensitive signalling pathway NF-'B were measured by 

Western blot analysis of I'B-# protein levels in fetal liver tissue. Results: In utero 

exposure to benzene caused a significant increase in ROS production and significantly 

altered fetal liver erythroid and myeloid colony numbers, but did not increase the levels 

of 4-HNE or nitrotyrosine products or alter reduced to oxidized glutathione ratios.  

However, in utero exposure to benzene did cause a significant decrease in fetal liver I'B-

# protein levels suggesting activation of the NF-'B pathway.  Benzene-induced ROS 

formation, abnormal colony growth, and decreased I'B-# levels were all abrogated by 

pre-treatment with PEG-catalase. These results suggest that ROS play a key role in the 

development of in utero-initiated benzene toxicity potentially through disruption of 

hematopoietic cell signalling pathways. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Benzene is a known human leukemogen that is widely used as an industrial 

solvent in industries such as oil, shipping, automobile repair, and shoe manufacturing and 

is also a component of cigarette smoke, automobile exhaust, and gasoline. Therefore, 

large populations of people are exposed to benzene either occupationally or through 

environmental contamination. Chronic exposure to benzene in humans and animals has 

been correlated with the development of blood disorders such as bone marrow 

depression, aplastic anemia and acute myelogenous leukemia (121).  

 Leukemia is one of the most prevalent childhood cancers accounting for 35% of 

all cancers diagnosed in children less than 5 years of age. In addition, the incidence of 

childhood leukemia is increasing in North America and Europe (21, 252-254).  The 

precise causes of childhood leukemias are unknown, but it has been hypothesized that in 

utero exposure to environmental pollutants, such as benzene may play a primary role. 

Epidemiological studies support this hypothesis and have shown an association between 

maternal exposure to sources of benzene and the development of childhood 

hematopoietic malignancies (57, 78, 80, 255). In humans, benzene has been detected in 

fetal cord blood at levels equal to or greater than those levels found in maternal blood 

indicating that benzene can cross the placenta and may accumulate in the fetal-placental 

unit (68). 

 Transplacental transfer of benzene has also been demonstrated in pregnant mice 

exposed to radiolabeled benzene and accumulation of radioactivity was detected in 

embryonic hematopoietic tissues (161). In addition, in utero exposure to low 

concentrations of benzene in mice alters the growth of myeloid and erythroid progenitor 
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cells in fetal tissue with offspring showing sustained hematopoietic alterations up to at 

least 6 weeks after birth (116).  Therefore, in humans and mice, it is clear that in utero 

exposure to benzene targets hematopoietic tissue and has long-term effects on the 

offspring’s hematopoietic system; however, the mechanisms behind benzene-induced 

fetal hematotoxicity are unknown. 

 There is a growing body of evidence indicating that many chemical-initiated fetal 

toxicities are mediated by embryonic bioactivation of xenobiotics to free radical 

intermediates that can generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) (162).   ROS can play 

physiological roles in signal transduction, but in excess can contribute to fetal toxicity by 

dysregulation of signal transduction and/or by oxidative damage to cellular 

macromolecules (lipids, proteins, DNA, RNA, carbohydrates).  In addition, it is thought 

that the embryo may be particularly sensitive to changes in cellular redox status since 

anti-oxidative defense mechanisms are considerably lower in the embryo compared to 

adults (163). A mechanistic study in mice has indicated that ROS may play a major role 

in benzene-mediated fetal hematotoxicity (200).  This study showed that pre-treatment 

with the anti-oxidative enzyme catalase can attenuate benzene-induced decreases in fetal 

reduced to oxidized glutathione ratios (GSH:GSSG) as well as benzene-induced changes 

in redox-sensitive signalling pathways crucial in regulating hematopoiesis. However, this 

study used an acute, high concentration of benzene (800 mg/kg), which may not be 

reflective of environmental exposures in humans. In addition, this study did not directly 

measure the production of ROS and concludes that benzene metabolism by glutathione S-

transferase instead of oxidative stress could be responsible for the observed decreases in 

fetal GSH:GSSG ratios.  Therefore, whether ROS play a role in benzene-induced fetal 
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hematotoxicity is still uncertain.  Furthermore, whether the production of ROS after in 

utero benzene exposure is responsible for benzene-induced dysregulation of fetal 

hematopoietic progenitor cell growth is also unknown.  Therefore the aim of this study 

was to evaluate the role of ROS as a mechanism of benzene-induced aberrant fetal 

hematopoietic progenitor cell growth after exposure to chronic, low levels of benzene 

during pregnancy in mice. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals 

Seven to nine week-old female C57Bl/6N mice were obtained from Taconic 

Farms (Germantown, NY, USA). Animals were acclimated for 1 week prior to use and 

were housed in a temperature-controlled room with a 12 h light:dark cycle (lights on from 

6 am to 6 pm). Mice were allowed autoclaved standard rodent chow (Purina Rodent 

Chow, Ralston Purina International, Strathroy, ON, Canada) and tap water ad libitum. A 

maximum of three females were housed with one male overnight and assessed for the 

presence of a vaginal plug the following morning. The presence of a vaginal plug was 

designated gestational day (GD) 1. All animals were treated in accordance with the 

guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Experimental procedures were 

approved by the Queen’s University Animal Care Committee.  

Animal treatment protocol 

Sixteen pregnant mice were exposed to either Mazola
TM

 corn oil (vehicle), 200 

mg/kg or 400 mg/kg benzene (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd. Oakville, ON, Canada) on GD 

8, 10, 12, and 14 by intraperitoneal (ip) injection. Benzene injections on GD 8, 10, 12, 

and 14 were chosen in order to encompass hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) emergence 

(approximately GD 10 in the aorta-gonad-mesonephros) and fetal liver HSC expansion 

(GD 11 to birth) (237). In another set of experiments, seventeen mice were pretreated ip 

with either 25 kU/kg PEG-catalase (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd.) dissolved in phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) or PBS alone 16 h prior to each benzene or corn oil injection. Mice 

were euthanized by cervical dislocation 2, 4, or 48 h after the GD 14 injection and fetal 
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livers were collected for analysis.  Administration of 25 kU/kg PEG-catalase has 

previously been shown to significantly increase embryonic catalase activity (256). 

Colony formation assay 

Three GD 16 fetal livers were collected from each of sixteen dams. Fetal livers 

were immersed in Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium (IMDM: Invitrogen, 

Burlington, ON, Canada) and single cell suspensions were obtained by gently passing the 

tissue through a 21-gauge needle. Cells were at least 90% viable as tested by the trypan 

blue exclusion assay.  Nucleated cells were counted using 3% acetic acid with methylene 

blue (Stem Cell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) and were plated in 35-mm 

culture dishes at a concentration of either 1 ! 10
5
 or 1 ! 10

4
 cells/ml in methylcellulose 

medium containing either erythropoietin (to detect erythroid CFU-E and BFU-E colonies) 

or stem cell factor, IL-3, and IL-6 (to detect myeloid CFU-G, CFU-M, and CFU-GM 

colonies), respectively (MethoCult M3334 and M3534; Stem Cell Technologies, 

Vancouver, BC, Canada). Cultures were placed in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2 at 

37 °C. Erythroid CFU-E colonies (containing ~10-30 cells) and BFU-E colonies 

(containing greater than 30 cells) were counted 3 days after incubation. Myeloid CFU-G, 

CFU-M, and CFU-GM colonies containing at least 30 cells were counted 12 days after 

incubation. 

ROS detection by flow cytometry 

Three GD 14 fetal livers were collected from each of seventeen dams. Single cell 

suspensions in IMDM were obtained by passing the liver tissue gently through a 21-

gauge needle. Cells (1 ! 10
6
 cells in 100 µl PBS) were incubated in 4 µg/ml 

PerCp/Cy5.5-conjugated anti-mouse CD117 antibody (Biolegend, San Diego, CA, USA) 
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for 30 min and 0.3 µM of the ROS sensitive fluorescent probe 5-(and-6)-chloromethyl-

2’,7’-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFDA) (Invitrogen, Burlington, ON, 

Canada) for 15 min in the dark at room temperature. Cells were then washed 3 times with 

PBS and resuspended in PBS containing 5 µg/ml propidium iodide (PI) (to allow for 

exclusion of dead cells from the analysis) (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd.).  Fluorescence 

intensities of PerCP/Cy5.5, DCFDA, and PI were measured using flow cytometry. 

Sample preparation for analysis of oxidative stress markers and I!B-" protein levels 

 Maternal and fetal liver tissues were homogenized in lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 

2% SDS, 20 mM Tris, pH 7.6) and sonicated for 10 seconds. The lysate was subsequently 

centrifuged at 21 000 ) g for 10 min and supernatant collected. Protein concentration was 

determined using the Lowry Assay (Bio-Rad DCF protein determination kit, Hercules, 

CA, USA).  Samples were kept at -80 °C until use. 

Western blot analysis 

Fifteen µg of prepared sample was separated by SDS–PAGE in a 10% 

polyacrylamide gel and transferred to a polyvinylidene diflouride carrier membrane 

(Millipore Co., Bedford, MA). Membranes were blocked in 5% milk in TBS-T (25 mM 

Tris–HCl, 140 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20) for 1 h then incubated in 

1:500 mouse monoclonal anti-4-hydroxynonenol (4-HNE) (Japan Institute for the Control 

of Aging, Shizuka, Japan), 1:500 rabbit polyclonal anti-nitrotyrosine (Molecular Probes, 

Eugene, OR, USA), 1:1000 rabbit monoclonal anti-I'B-# (New England Biolabs Ltd., 

Pickering, ON), or 1:1000 mouse monoclonal anti-"-actin (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd) in 

0.5% milk (4-HNE, nitrotyrosine, %-actin) or 0.5 % BSA (I'B-#)  at 4°C overnight. 

Membranes were washed in TBS-T then incubated in horseradish peroxidase conjugated 
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anti-mouse (1:4000) or anti-rabbit (1:10 000 for nitrotyrosine, 1:4000 for I'B-#) IgG 

secondary antibody (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Inc., Baie d’Urfé, QC, Canada) in 

0.25% milk for 1 h. Membranes were washed with TBS-T and developed using the ECL 

chemiluminescence detection system (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Inc.) and Kodak X-

OMAT scientific imaging film. Immunoblot bands were quantified by scanning blots and 

measuring their relative optical density (ROD) using ImageJ software (257).  ROD 

measurements of 4-HNE, nitrotyrosine, or I'B-# were normalized to "-actin content for 

each well.  Blots initially probed for 4-HNE were stripped for 25 min at 55°C using 

stripping buffer (0.7% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol, 2% (v/v) SDS, 62.5 mM Tris–HCl, pH 

6.7), then used to probe for nitrotyrosine.  Membranes were then stripped again and 

probed for "-actin. 

Reduced to oxidized glutathione determination 

 Reduced to oxidized glutathione ratios were measured as previously described 

(200).  Briefly, 50 µg of maternal liver tissue and 3 fetal livers were collected per 

pregnant dam 2, 4, and 24 h after benzene exposure on GD 14.  Maternal and fetal liver 

tissues were homogenized in 5% (w/v) 5-sulfosalicyclic acid, centrifuged for 2 min at 12 

000 ) g, supernatant was collected, and samples were kept at -80°C until analysis.  A 50 

*l aliquot of each sample was incubated with 1.5 *l of 2-vinylpyridine and 10 *l of 10% 

triethanolamine for 1 hour to conjugate GSH and allow for GSSG readings.  To each 

conjugated and non-conjugated sample, 190 µl of reaction mix (1 mM EDTA, 100 mM 

Na2H2PO4, 0.15 mM 5,5’dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid), 0.2 mM NADPH, and 1 unit/ml 

glutathione reductase) was added.  Samples were read in a 96-well plate in triplicate.  

Kinetic readings at 405 nm for 2 minutes were taken with a Bio-Tek Synergy HT 
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multidetection microplate reader with KC4 v4 software (Bio-Tek Instruments Inc., 

Winooski, VT).  A standard curve using 0-150 !mol of GSSG per well was run in 

conjunction with samples.  GSH content was determined by multiplying values by 2 to 

obtain GSHt and then subtracting 2GSSG from GSHt.  All reagents were obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co. 

Statistical analysis 

 Results were analyzed using a computerized statistical program (GraphPad Prism 

4.0). Data from flow cytometric analysis of DCFDA fluorescence, optical density of 

Western blot analysis of fetal 4-HNE and nitroTYR products, and reduced to oxidized 

glutathione ratios of fetal liver tissue were analyzed by a two-way ANOVA followed by a 

Bonferroni post hoc test. All other data sets were analyzed by a one-way ANOVA 

followed by a Dunnett’s post hoc test. Differences were considered statistically 

significant when p<0.05. 
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RESULTS 

Administration of benzene does not cause significant maternal or fetal toxicity 

The two treatment protocols used in this study did not produce significant 

benzene-dependent maternal or fetal toxicity as measured by maternal weight gain, litter 

size, resorption number and fetal weight throughout the treatment protocols (Table 3.1). 

In utero benzene exposure alters fetal colony formation 

 To determine whether in utero exposure to benzene alters colony numbers of fetal 

hematopoietic progenitor cells, we used hematopoietic culture assays to detect the 

proliferation and differentiation ability of these cells. These assays allow for the 

identification of hematopoietic progenitor cells at distinct stages of differentiation as well 

as provide a measurement of hematopoietic progenitor cell frequency in tissues. Results 

from these assays showed that in utero exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene on GD 8, 10, 12, 

and 14 significantly increased the number of CFU-E (p<0.01), BFU-E (p<0.001), CFU-

GM (p<0.05) and CFU-G (p<0.001) colonies and significantly decreased the number of 

CFU-M (p<0.05) colonies in hematopoietic tissue of GD 16 C57Bl/6N fetuses (Figure 

3.1). Furthermore, in utero exposure to 400 mg/kg benzene on GD 8, 10, 12, and 14 

significantly increased the number of CFU-E (p<0.05) and CFU-G (p<0.05) colonies 

only (Figure 3.1). It is important to note that there was no significant cell death detected 

in fetal liver tissue exposed to either 200 or 400 mg/kg benzene compared to control 

tissue as measured by the trypan blue exclusion assay.  Since 200 mg/kg benzene 

exposure significantly affected more progenitor cell types compared to 400 mg/kg 

benzene exposure, the PEG-catalase pre-treatment study was carried out using in utero 

exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene. 
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Table 3.1 Effects of treatment on pregnancy outcomes. Values expressed as mean ± SD 

Treatment and 

gestational age/number 

of dams 

Maternal weight gain 

during treatment (g) 

Litter size Resorption 

number 

Fetal weight (g) 

Oil (GD16)/n=5 7.2 ± 1.3 9.3 ± 1.9 0.5 ± 1.2 0.4 ± 0.02 

200 mg/kg benzene 

(GD16)/n=5 

6.2 ± 1.3 8.3 ± 2.2 1.0 ± 1.1 0.4 ± 0.03 

400 mg/kg benzene 

(GD16)/n=6 

6.3 ± 0.8 7.7 ± 2.2 1.0 ± 0.6 0.4 ± 0.06 

PBS + oil (GD14)/n=4 5.3 ± 1.4 8.6 ± 1.5 1.2 ± 0.8 0.14 ± 0.01 

PBS + 200 mg/kg 

benzene (GD14)/n=5 

5.1 ± 1.8 7.0 ± 2.6 2.3 ± 0.6 0.14 ± 0.01 

Catalase + oil 

(GD14)/n=4 

6.2 ± 0.4 8.0 ± 2.0 0.7 ± 0.6 0.15 ± 0.002 

Catalase + 200 mg/kg 

benzene (GD14)/n=4 

5.0 ± 1.4 7.2 ± 1.9 1.4 ± 1.1 0.13 ± 0.01 

 

In utero benzene exposure increases fetal ROS production 

 To determine whether in utero exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene causes an increase 

in ROS in fetal hematopoietic tissue we used flow cytometric analysis of DCFDA 

fluorescence in CD117
+
 cells (expressed on multipotent HSC, progenitors committed to 

myeloid and erythroid lineages, and T and B cell precursors). A two-way ANOVA with a 

Bonferroni post test detected a significant increase in mean DCFDA fluorescence in 

CD117
+
/PI

- 
 cells isolated from fetal livers 2 h after exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene on 

GD 14 (p<0.001; Figure 3.2 A). Pre-treatment with PEG-catalase, but not PBS, 16 h prior 

to each benzene injection completely protected against the benzene-induced increase in  



Figure 3.1. Mean number of colonies formed from GD16 fetal liver tissue samples 

after in utero exposure to corn oil (n=5), 200 mg/kg (n=5) or 400 mg/kg (n=6) 

benzene. * denotes statistically significant from the corn oil control (p<0.05). CFU-E: 

colony-forming unit erythroid; BFU-E: blast-forming unit erythroid; CFU-G: colony-

forming unit granulocyte; CFU-M: colony-forming unit monocyte; CFU-GM: colony-

forming unit granulocyte/monocyte; BZ: benzene.  
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Figure 3.2.  Flow cytometric analysis of DCFDA fluorescence in CD117+/PI- fetal 

liver cells (A) and percentage of PI+ cells (B) in fetal liver cells 2, 4 or 24 h after in 

utero exposure to PBS + oil (n=4), PBS + 200 mg/kg benzene (n=5), PEG-catalase 

+ oil (n=4), or PEG-catalase + 200 mg/kg benzene (n=4). * denotes statistically 

significant from PBS + oil control (p<0.001), † denotes statistically significant from 

PEG-catalase + 200 mg/kg treatment group (p<0.001).  DCFDA: 5-(and-6)-

chloromethyl-2’,7’-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate; PI: propidium iodide; PEG: 

polyethylene glycol; BZ: benzene.   
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ROS formation. It is important to note that there were no significant changes in the 

percentage of cells staining positive for PI (cell death marker) in any treatment group 

(Figure 3.2 B). 

PEG-catalase protects against benzene-induced alterations in colony formation 

 Since 25 kU/kg PEG-catalase pre-treatment was sufficient to block benzene-induced 

ROS production, we sought to determine if pre-treatment with PEG-catalase could 

prevent benzene-induced alterations in fetal hematopoietic progenitor cell growth. Our 

results show that pre-treatment with PEG-catalase on GD 7, 9, 11, and 13 (16 h prior to 

each oil or 200 mg/kg benzene injection) significantly inhibits benzene-induced changes 

in colony numbers in all four progenitor cell types (p<0.05) (Figure 3.3). Pre-treatment 

with PBS only prior to benzene exposure did not affect benzene-induced alterations in 

colony number. 

In utero benzene exposure does not alter oxidative stress markers in fetal tissue 

 Since in utero exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene caused a significant increase in 

ROS (indicated by an increase in mean DCFDA fluorescence) in fetal liver tissue, we 

wanted to determine whether this was correlated with signs of oxidative stress.  Reduced 

to oxidized glutathione ratios, and levels of 4-HNE and nitrotyrosine products (markers 

of oxidative damage by lipid peroxidation and peroxynitrite, respectively) were measured 

in maternal (positive control) and fetal liver tissue. As expected, administration of 200 

mg/kg benzene significantly increased 4-HNE and nitrotyrosine levels in maternal liver 

tissue (positive control) 2 h after exposure (Figure 3.4) confirming earlier findings (244).  

However, in fetal liver tissue, densitometry analysis indicated that in utero exposure to 

200 mg/kg benzene did not significantly alter levels of these products compared to  



Figure 3.3. Mean number of colonies formed from GD16 fetal liver tissue samples 

after in utero exposure to either PBS + oil (n=4), PBS + 200 mg/kg benzene (n=5), 

PEG-catalase + oil (n=4), or PEG-catalase + 200 mg/kg benzene (n=4). * denotes 

statistically significant from PBS + oil control (p<0.05), † denotes statistically 

significant from PEG-catalase + 200 mg/kg treatment group (p<0.05). CFU-E: colony-

forming unit erythroid; BFU-E: blast-forming unit erythroid; CFU-G: colony-forming 

unit granulocyte; CFU-M: colony-forming unit monocyte; CFU-GM: colony-forming 

unit granulocyte/monocyte; PEG: polyethylene glycol; BZ: benzene. 
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Figure 3.4. (A) Representative Western blots of 4-HNE and nitrotyrosine products 

present in fetal and maternal liver tissue (positive control) 2 h after the last exposure on 

GD 14 to either PBS + oil (lanes 1 and 5) (n=4), PBS + 200 mg/kg benzene (lanes 2 and 6) 

(n=5), PEG-catalase + oil (lane 3) (n=4), or PEG-catalase + 200 mg/kg benzene (lane 4) 

(n=4). (B) Quantitative analysis of the optical density obtained from the blots showed no 

significant change in 4-HNE or nitrotyrosine levels in fetal liver tissue at 2, 4, or 24 hr.  As 

expected, there was a significant increase in both 4-HNE and nitrotyrosine levels in maternal 

liver tissue 2 h after exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene (p<0.01). * denotes statistically 

significant from PBS + oil control. 4-HNE: 4-hydroxynonenol; nitroTYR: nitrotyrosine; O.D.: 

optical density; PEG: polyethylene glycol; BZ: benzene. 
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vehicle treated controls 2, 4 or 24 h after benzene exposure on GD 14 (Figure 3.4).  As 

expected, reduced to oxidized glutathione levels were significantly decreased in maternal 

liver tissue (positive control) 2 h after exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene (Figure 3.5).  

However, ratios were unchanged in fetal liver tissue 2, 4 and 24 h after in utero exposure 

to 200 mg/kg benzene (Figure 3.5). 

In utero benzene exposure decreases protein levels of I!B-" in fetal liver tissue 

 Considering that in utero exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene caused a significant 

increase in ROS, but without subsequent increases in markers of oxidative stress, we 

wanted to determine if in utero exposure to benzene could affect redox sensitive 

signalling pathways as a potential mechanism of benzene-induced fetal hematotoxicity.  

Protein levels of the NF-'B inhibitor, I'B-#, were measured by Western blot analysis in 

fetal liver tissue.  Densitometry revealed that in utero exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene 

significantly reduced fetal liver I'B-# protein levels 2 h after exposure (p<0.01) (Figure 

3.6).  Furthermore, the benzene-induced decreases in I'B-# protein levels were prevented 

by maternal pre-treatment with PEG-catalase. 



Fetal Liver Maternal Liver 

Figure 3.5. Reduced to oxidized glutathione ratios (GSH:GSSG) in fetal liver and 

maternal liver tissue 2 h after in utero exposure to either PBS + oil (n=4), PBS + 200 mg/

kg benzene (n=5), PEG-catalase + oil (n=4), or PEG-catalase + 200 mg/kg benzene (n=4). 

There was no significant change in GSH:GSSG in fetal liver tissue at 2, 4, or 24 hr.  As 

expected, there was a significant decrease in GSH:GSSG in maternal liver tissue 2 h after 

exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene (p<0.01). * denotes statistically significant from PBS + oil 

control. PEG: polyethylene glycol; BZ: benzene. 
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Figure 3.6. Western blot analysis of I!B-! in fetal liver tissue 2 h after exposure to either 

PBS + oil (lane 1; n=4), PBS + 200 mg/kg benzene (lane 2; n=5), PEG-catalase + oil (lane 

3; n=4), or PEG-catalase + 200 mg/kg benzene (lane 4; n=4).  There was a significant 

decrease in I!B-! protein levels in fetal liver tissue at 2 h in the PBS + 200 mg/kg benzene 

treatment group compared to the oil treated controls (p<0.01) and the catalase + 200 mg/kg 

benzene treatment group (p<0.01).  * denotes statistically significant from PBS + oil control, † 

denotes statistically significant from PEG-catalase + 200 mg/kg benzene treatment group. 

O.D.: optical density; PEG: polyethylene glycol; BZ: benzene.  
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DISCUSSION 

Under normal conditions, hematopoiesis is tightly regulated so that cells 

undergoing the most rapid turnover, and thus having the greatest potential for neoplastic 

transformation, are committed to terminal differentiation or apoptosis. However, some 

chemical agents can disrupt this process and cause aberrant hematopoietic cell 

proliferation and increase the risk of carcinogenesis (258). Keller and Snyder (1986) 

found that in utero exposure to low concentrations of benzene in mice caused a 

significant increase in fetal liver BFU-E and CFU-E colonies on GD 16. Our results are 

consistent with these findings and also show for the first time that in utero exposure to 

benzene also affects CFU-G, CFU-M, and CFU-GM colonies.  Studies in adult humans 

exposed to benzene have detected changes in the less differentiated progenitor cell CFU-

GEMM, which gives rise to CFU-G, CFU-M, CFU-GM, and BFU-E (28).  Considering 

that in utero exposure to benzene affected all progenitor cell types that arise from CFU-

GEMM cells, our data suggests that toxicity to this progenitor cell type is likely.  

Whether alterations in BFU-E, CFU-G, CFU-M, and CFU-GM reflect leukemic events 

that may be occurring in these cells themselves, or in CFU-GEMM cells is still uncertain 

and remains to be clarified. 

Interestingly, the benzene-induced changes in colony formation numbers that we 

observed did not follow a typical dose-response outcome.  However, we are not the first 

group to observe an unusual dose response with benzene toxicity.  Bone marrow cells 

from adult mice exposed to 200 mg/kg benzene had higher levels of nitrotyrosine 

products compared to mice exposed to 400 mg/kg benzene (244).   A similar trend was 

reported for benzene-induced 8-hydroxy-2’-deoxyguanosine and elevation of micronuclei 
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in adult mouse bone marrow (183, 259).   A model evaluating benzene metabolism in 

mouse liver microsomes showed that as benzene concentrations increase, metabolism of 

phenol to hydroquinone, a more toxic benzene metabolite, decreases due to competition 

for CYP450 activation (158). In addition, mice and humans excrete a greater proportion 

of toxic metabolites when exposed to low benzene levels and excrete a greater proportion 

of markers of the detoxification pathway when exposed to high levels of benzene (104, 

156).  These results suggest that detoxification pathways are low-affinity, high capacity, 

whereas toxification pathways are high-affinity, low capacity.  Therefore, the unusual 

dose response seen in our study may be explained by differences in metabolism and 

suggests that linear extrapolation of the toxic effects of high concentrations of benzene to 

lower concentrations may underestimate risk. 

It is interesting that in utero exposure to benzene resulted in an increase in BFU-

E, CFU-E, CFU-G, and CFU-GM, but a decrease in CFU-M colony numbers in fetal 

liver.  These observations may be explained by a difference in sensitivity to benzene 

toxicity between progenitor cell types that could arise from differences in bioactivation 

capability between cells. Alternatively, benzene-induced ROS production could affect 

different signalling pathways in each cell type leading to increased or decreased 

proliferation depending upon the affected  pathways.  

Benzene-induced hematotoxicity is linked to the formation of hydroxylated 

metabolites, such as hydroquinone and benzoquinone. However, how these metabolites 

interfere with normal differentiation and proliferation of cycling hematopoietic 

progenitor cells is unclear, but increasing evidence indicates that the generation of ROS 

may be involved (121).  ROS have been implicated in a number of diseases such as 
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Alzheimer’s (179), teratogenesis (162), carcinogenesis (180) and in utero initiation 

and/or promotion of cancer (Chen et al., 2009).  It is generally accepted that ROS can 

initiate these diseases by causing oxidative DNA damage or by interfering with redox 

sensitive signalling pathways (181).   

Our study is the first to show that in utero exposure to benzene results in a 

significant increase in ROS production in CD117
+
 fetal hematopoietic cells, which can be 

blocked by pre-treatment of mice with the anti-oxidative enzyme PEG-catalase. These 

results along with our data demonstrating protection of PEG-catalase against 

dysregulation of hematopoietic progenitor cell growth, support the production of ROS as 

a mechanism of benzene-induced alterations in fetal hematopoietic cells. However, we 

did not detect any sign of oxidative stress as measured by the presence of 4-HNE or 

nitrotyrosine products or reduced to oxidized glutathione ratios.  Interestingly, we did 

detect a benzene-induced activation of the NF-#B signalling pathway (measured by a 

decrease in I'B-# protein levels) in fetal liver tissue, which was abrogated by pre-

treatment with PEG-catalase.  Therefore, our results suggest that in utero exposure to low 

levels of benzene increases ROS in fetal hematopoietic tissue to levels insufficient to 

result in measurable cellular damage, but adequate to activate the redox sensitive NF#-B 

signalling pathway. NF-'B proteins are transcription factors that can be regulated by 

ROS (260-262) and play major roles in maintaining growth and survival of hematopoietic 

stem and progenitor cells (263).  The activities of NF-'B proteins are largely regulated by 

specific inhibitor proteins known as the I'Bs (Inhibitor of NF-'B).  The binding of I'B 

proteins to NF-'B masks a nuclear translocation sequence and therefore sequesters the 

NF-'B/I'B complex in the cytoplasm.  In response to an activation signal, such as ROS, 
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I'B proteins become phosphorylated and consequently poly-ubiquitinated and degraded 

by the proteasome pathway resulting in the release of NF-'B proteins, which can then 

migrate to the nucleus and activate transcription of target genes (264).  Aberrant 

activation of NF-'B has been implicated in lymphoid and myeloid malignancies (196, 

197).   

Interestingly, benzene metabolite exposure has been shown to alter a number of 

redox sensitive signalling pathways involved in the regulation of hematopoietic 

progenitor cell growth such as ERK/AP-1 (199, 265) and c-Myb/Pim-1 (200). Proper 

embryonic hematopoiesis requires precise regulation of embryonic cell signalling 

pathways, and abnormalities in these pathways may be detrimental to the embryo.  

Considering that we did not detect any signs of oxidative stress as measured by 

GSH:GSSG ratios, and levels of 4-HNE and nitrotyrosine products, leukemic events 

initiated by in utero exposure to low levels of benzene may be due to aberrant cell 

signalling resulting in abnormal cell proliferation and warrants further investigation.   

Although the precise mechanism of how benzene metabolites cause an increase in 

ROS remains unclear, studies indicate that GSH may play a central role.  For example, 

some studies have shown that ROS production can occur through redox cycling of 

phenoxyl radicals via the oxidation of GSH or protein thiol groups (202).  In addition, 

redox cycling of GSH-hydroquinone conjugates can also enhance ROS formation (203, 

204).  In utero exposure to an acute, high dose (800 mg/kg) of benzene has been shown 

to cause a decrease in fetal GSH:GSSG ratios (200).   However, whether this result is due 

to oxidative stress or conjugation with benzene metabolites is unclear.  Interestingly, we 

did not detect a change in fetal GSH:GSSG ratios after in utero exposure to a low 
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concentration (200 mg/kg) of benzene, however we did detect an increase in fetal ROS.  

These results suggest that ROS produced in the fetal unit after exposure to low 

concentrations of benzene may not be through a GSH-dependent mechanism.  Some 

studies have shown that both iron-hydroquinone complexes and a similar chelate of iron 

and 1,2,4-benzene triol can generate reactive oxygen species in the bone marrow (209).  

Considering that the fetal liver is rich in iron, the generation of ROS after in utero 

exposure to benzene may be through an iron-dependent mechanism.   

While the doses of 200 and 400 mg/kg used for this study are relatively high, they 

were selected based on the pharmacokinetic pattern of non-inhalation exposure to 

benzene.  Studies have shown that non-inhalational administration of benzene results in 

the majority of the dose being excreted or exhaled without being metabolized (266).  In 

addition, in order to model benzene-induced leukemia in humans, studies have shown 

that adult C57Bl/6 mice have an increased incidence of leukemia after exposure to 300 

ppm inhaled benzene 6 hr/day, 5 days/week for 16 weeks (100).  Steady state blood 

benzene levels in C57Bl/6 mice exposed to 300 ppm inhaled benzene for 6 h are 

approximately 10.7 µg/ml (267).  Our maternal blood benzene levels peaked 1 h after ip 

injection to either 200 or 400 mg/kg benzene with a mean concentration of 11.6 µg/ml or 

22.7 µg/ml respectively (unpublished data).  Therefore, our benzene dose and route of 

exposure produces blood benzene levels that are very similar to levels measured in adult 

C57Bl/6 mice that develop leukemia after long term benzene exposure. 

It is important to note that in humans, benzene exposure usually occurs via the 

inhalation route, whereas the route of exposure in this study was through ip injection, 

which allows for the administration of precise dosages at desired time-points. Therefore, 
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while we anticipate that the effects reported in this study would also occur after in utero 

exposure to benzene via the inhalation route, further studies are required to confirm this.  

In addition, an ip injection causes tissue damage at the site of injection, which can lead to 

a local immune response and therefore the generation of ROS in the peritoneum, which 

may confound our findings.  However, considering that our control group received an ip 

injection (corn oil) as well, we feel that this possible confounder was adequately 

controlled for.  It should also be noted that, although we did not observe any obvious 

signs of benzene-induced maternal toxicity as measured by weight gain or loss, it is 

possible that administration of 200 or 400 mg/kg benzene could produce maternal bone 

marrow depression, which could negatively impact the fetus. 

In summary, our results strongly support a role for ROS and alterations in NF#-B 

signalling in benzene-induced hematotoxicity after in utero exposure and provide a novel 

model of ROS-induced alterations in fetal hematopoietic progenitor cell growth. This 

model can be utilized to further elucidate mechanisms of in utero-initiated benzene 

toxicity as well as to investigate the role of ROS in mechanisms of other xenobiotic-

induced transplacental hematotoxicities.  
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ABSTRACT 

 Childhood cancer is the leading cause of disease-related death in children aged 1-

14 in Canada and the U.S. and it has been hypothesized that in utero exposure to 

environmental carcinogens such as benzene may contribute to the etiology of these 

cancers. Our objective was to determine the effect of in utero benzene exposure in mice 

on the development of cancers later in life. To address this, pregnant CD-1 and C57Bl/6N 

mice were given intraperitoneal (ip) injections of corn oil (vehicle), 200 mg/kg benzene, 

or 400 mg/kg benzene on gestational days (GD) 8, 10, 12, and 14. At 1 year after birth, 

significant increases in hepatic and hematopoietic tumours were observed in CD-1, but 

not C57 offspring exposed in utero to 200 mg/kg benzene compared to vehicle treated 

controls.  Hepatic and hematopoietic tumours were predominantly observed in male and 

female CD-1 offspring, respectively. Compared to controls, female CD-1 mice exposed 

to 200 mg/kg benzene had significantly suppressed bone marrow CD11b
+
 cells 1 year 

after birth, correlating with reduced CFU-GM numbers in 2 day old pups. To assess the 

role of maternal and fetal benzene metabolism in benzene-initiated transplacental 

carcinogenesis, CD-1 and C57Bl/6N maternal blood benzene levels and fetal liver 

benzene, t,t-muconic acid, hydroquinone, and catechol levels were analyzed by GC/MS.  

Significant strain, gender, and dose-related differences were observed. Male CD-1 fetuses 

had significantly higher hydroquinone levels, whereas females had higher catechol levels 

after maternal exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene. This is the first demonstration that 

transplacental exposure to benzene can induce hepatic and hematopoietic tumours in 

mice, which may be dependent on fetal benzene metabolism capability. This study 
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supports the hypothesis that benzene exposure to pregnant women contributes to the 

etiology of childhood cancers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Childhood cancer is the greatest cause of disease-related deaths in children aged 1 

to 14 in Canada (268) and the U.S (269). The vast majority of childhood cancers are of 

unknown etiology; however, prenatal factors such as maternal exposure to carcinogens 

during fetal development may play a role (268). In humans, in utero exposure to 

diethylstilbestrol or ionizing radiation has been definitively linked to enhanced cancer 

rates in children and young adults (270). In addition, there is evidence that in utero 

exposure to environmental chemicals such as cigarette smoke, pesticides, and benzene 

may be linked to a higher incidence of childhood cancer (78, 80, 271-274). In animal 

studies, transplacental carcinogenesis has been induced by environmental toxicants such 

as the tobacco-specific carcinogen 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone 

(NNK) (275), the food-derived mutagen 2-amino-1-methyl-6-phenylimidazo[4,5-b]-

pyridine (276), arsenic (277), and the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) 3-

methylcholanthrene (278-280) and dibenzo[a,l]pyrene (281).  

 Benzene is a known adult carcinogen in humans and mice and is associated with 

an increased incidence of hematological diseases such as acute myeloid leukemia (AML) 

and myeloproliferative disease (MPD) after chronic exposure (123). Mechanisms of 

benzene-induced hematotoxicity are unclear, but it is known that benzene metabolism, 

resulting in the formation of reactive metabolites such as hydroquinone and catechol, is a 

crucial step in the onset of toxicity (151). Benzene is initially metabolized in the liver 

primarily by cytochrome P450 2E1 (CYP2E1) to form benzene oxide. Benzene oxide can 

be metabolized into hydroquinone via spontaneous rearrangement to form phenol, which 

can then be hydroxylated by CYP2E1 mediated hydroxylation. Alternatively, benzene 
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oxide can be metabolized into catechol via microsomal epoxide hydrolase (mEH). 

Benzene oxide can also undergo CYP mediated metabolism to form t,t-muconic acid 

(Figure 4.1). The importance of benzene metabolism in inducing toxicity has been 

demonstrated in mice resistant to the toxic effects of benzene due to the lack of either 

CYP2E1 or mEH (130, 144). In humans, susceptibility to benzene toxicity is also 

dependent on benzene metabolism, as metabolizing enzyme polymorphisms conferring 

differences in the production rate of specific benzene metabolites alter sensitivity to 

benzene toxicity (28). The benzene metabolites hydroquinone and catechol have been 

found to be two of the most toxic benzene metabolites as they have high DNA damaging 

capability, whereas t,t-muconic acid has the lowest DNA damaging capability of all 

benzene metabolites (282, 283). 

 In this study, we show for the first time that benzene is a transplacental 

carcinogen in the mouse producing hepatic and hematopoietic tumours. Strain and gender 

differences in susceptibility were observed and we have shown that this might be due to 

differences in fetal benzene metabolism capability.  
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Figure 4.1. Simplified schematic of benzene metabolism. CYP2E1: cytochrome 

P450 2E1; CYP: cytochrome P450; mEH: microsomal epoxide hydrolase.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals 

Seven to nine week-old female C57Bl/6N and CD-1 mice were obtained from 

Taconic Farms (Germantown, NY, USA). Animals were acclimated for 1 week prior to 

use and were housed in a temperature-controlled room with a 12 h light:dark cycle (lights 

on from 6 am to 6 pm). Mice were given free access to autoclaved standard rodent chow 

(Purina Rodent Chow, Ralston Purina International, Strathroy, ON, Canada) and tap 

water. A maximum of three females were housed with one male overnight and the 

presence of a vaginal plug the following morning designated gestational day (GD) 1. All 

animals were treated in accordance with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on 

Animal Care. Experimental procedures were approved by the Queen’s University Animal 

Care Committee.  

Animal Treatment 

Pregnant C57Bl/6N and CD-1 mice were exposed to either Mazola
TM

 corn oil 

(vehicle), 200 mg/kg benzene, or 400 mg/kg benzene (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd. 

Oakville, ON, Canada) on GD 8, 10, 12, and 14 by ip injection, which encompassed 

hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) emergence (approximately GD 10 in the aorta-gonad-

mesonephros) and fetal liver HSC expansion (GD 11 to birth) (237). 

Evaluating offspring exposed to benzene in utero at 6 months and 1 year of age 

Blood cell counts from spleen and bone marrow. Blood for hematocrit values 

was obtained by cardiac puncture at the time of sacrifice. Approximately one-fifth of the 

spleen as well as both hind legs (including femur and tibia) were collected upon necropsy 

and placed in Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium (IMDM: Invitrogen, Burlington, 
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ON, Canada) on ice. Spleen tissue was gently homogenized manually in cold IMDM.  

Bone marrow was flushed out into cold IMDM from the femur and tibia using a 25-guage 

needle and single cell suspensions were made by gently passing the tissue through a 21-

guage needle.  Samples were placed on ice for 3-5 min to allow debris to settle by 

gravity. Cells were at least 90% viable as tested by the trypan blue exclusion assay. Cells 

were counted on a hemocytometer and 1 ) 10
7
 cells were transferred to a new tube, 

pelleted, and resuspended in 1 ml blocking buffer (PBS, pH 7.2 containing 0.15% EDTA 

and 0.5% BSA; filtered through a 0.45 µm filter).  To each sample, 4 µl of Fc receptor 

blocking antibody (purified anti-mouse CD16/32; purchased from Biolegend, San Diego, 

CA, USA) was added and mixtures were incubated on ice for 5 min. Cells were stained 

with fluorochrome-labeled antibodies to CD4 (clone RM4-5), CD8a (clone 53-6.7), 

CD11b (clone M1/70), and CD45R/B220 (clone RA3-6B2) all purchased from Biolegend 

(San Diego, CA, USA).  Separate samples were stained with isotype-matched 

immunoglobulin to determine nonspecific binding.  Fluorescence was measured using a 

Beckman Coulter EPICS Altra HSS flow cytometer (Beckman-Coulter). 

Histology. The following tissues were collected at necropsy: spine, heart and 

thymus, lung, spleen, liver, stomach, small and large intestine, kidney, and any abnormal 

tissue.  Tissues were immediately fixed in 10% formalin and stored at room temperature 

for at least 24 h.  Formalin-fixed tissues were paraffin embedded and stained with 

hematoxylin and eosin.  Blinded analysis of tissue was performed under a light 

microscope with the aid of a pathologist. Tissue abnormalities were identified based on 

histological morphology.  

Evaluating fetuses and neonates exposed in utero to benzene 
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Sex determination of fetuses and postnatal pups. DNA was isolated from tissue 

using a QIAGEN DNeasy blood and tissue kit (QIAGEN, Mississauga, ON).  The portion 

of the gene of interest to be amplified was on the sex-determining region of the Y-

chromosome (SRY). D7Mit164 was used as an internal control. The primers were 

purchased from Cortec (Kingston, ON) and the primer sequences are as follows: 

SRY9791: AGC TGT TTG CTG TCT TTG TGC TAG CC; SRY8212: TTG ATT TTT 

AGT GTT CAG CCC TAC AGC C; D7Mit164F: ACA CAA TTT GGA TTC TTG GAC 

C; D7Mit164R: TTC CTA CTG GAA TTT TTG GGG.  The expected product size of 

SRY is 1.6 kb and D7Mit164 is 304 bp.  PCR was conducted using a QIAGEN multiplex 

PCR kit (QIAGEN, Mississauga, ON). Briefly, 20 µl of the reaction mix (containing 0.25 

µM of each primer) was added to 125 (g fetal DNA and reactions were run on a Techne 

Touchgene gradient thermal cycler using the following conditions: 95 °C for 15 min, [94 

°C for 30 sec, 63 °C for 90 sec, 72 °C for 90 sec] for 35 cycles, 72 °C for 10 min. PCR 

products were electrophoresed through a 3% agarose gel and visualized using a UVP 

BioDoc-It
TM

 System UV Transilluminator. 

Colony formation assay on fetal and postnatal liver tissue. This assay allows for 

accurate assessment of the number of hematopoietic progenitor cells present in the cell 

sample since each progenitor cell type will produce its own unique colony that can be 

morphologically identified and counted under a light microscope (238).  The progenitor 

cell types measured in this study were colony-forming unit (CFU) CFU-

granulocyte/monocyte (CFU-GM), CFU-granulocyte (CFU-G), CFU-monocyte (CFU-

M), CFU-erythroid (CFU-E), and blast-forming unit-erythroid (BFU-E). 
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Isolated fetal and pup livers were immersed in IMDM and single cell suspensions 

were obtained by gently passing the tissue through a 21-gauge needle. Cells were at least 

90% viable as tested by the trypan blue exclusion assay.  Nucleated cells were counted 

using 3% acetic acid with methylene blue (Stem Cell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, 

Canada) and were plated in 35-mm culture dishes at a concentration of 1 ! 10
5
 or 1 ! 10

4
 

cells/ml in methylcellulose medium containing erythropoietin (to detect erythroid CFU-E 

and BFU-E colonies) or stem cell factor, interleukin (IL)-3, and IL-6 (to detect myeloid 

CFU-G, CFU-M, and CFU-GM colonies), respectively (MethoCult M3334 and M3534; 

Stem Cell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada). For post-natal day (PD)-2 CFU-GM 

cultures, the number of cells plated was increased to 1 ! 10
5
 cells/ml due to low colony 

number yield. Cultures were placed in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2 at 37°C. 

Erythroid CFU-E colonies (each containing 10-30 cells) and BFU-E colonies (each 

containing greater than 30 cells) were counted 3 days after incubation. Myeloid CFU-G, 

CFU-M, and CFU-GM colonies containing at least 30 cells were counted 12 days after 

incubation. 

Detecting benzene levels in maternal blood and fetal liver tissue. Thirty to 80 

mg of fetal liver tissue of the same sex from the same dam were combined, weighed, and 

homogenized manually then centrifuged at 6000 ) g for 2 min before benzene extraction.  

Whole maternal blood (100 µl) and homogenized fetal liver tissue were added to 500 µl 

of 100% HPLC grade methanol (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd., Oakville, ON, Canada) and 

vortexed for 20 sec.  Samples were then centrifuged at 8000 ) g for 3 min to pellet 

debris.  The supernatants from these samples were added to 10 µl 200 ppm fluorobenzene 

(internal standard) in 4.5 ml ddH2O and the sample was immediately injected into the 
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purge and trap (P&T) unit.  A Hewlett Packard 5890 gas chromatograph (GC) with a 

P&T unit and 5972 mass selective detector (MS) was used to analyze samples. The 

sample was purged with high purity helium gas for 11 min and the injector temperature 

was 275 °C. The trapped components were desorbed from the VOCARB
TM

 trap in the 

unit by heating to 225 °C and holding for 4 min. A VOCOL
TM

 column (60 m ) 0.32 mm 

) 2.0 µm) was used for the analysis.  The GC oven temperature program was ramped 

from 65 °C to a maximum of 200 °C. The MS was run in selective ion monitoring mode 

(benzene: m/z 78.00; fluorobenzene: m/z 96.00). Fluorobenzene had a retention time of 

10.06 min and benzene had a retention time of 9.8 min. Concentrations were calculated 

using a 40 ppb BTEX (Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene and Xylenes) aqueous standard. 

Detecting benzene metabolites in fetal liver.  The protocol used to detect t,t-

muconic acid, hydroquinone, and catechol was adapted from (284). Fetal liver tissue 

(150-200 mg) was homogenized in 500 µl PBS. After adding 50 µl of concentrated HCl, 

the mixture was extracted with 1.5 ml ethyl acetate (vortexed for 30 sec) to obtain t,t-

muconic acid, hydroquinone, and catechol. The organic layer was removed, placed into a 

clean glass vial, and brought to dryness under a stream of N2.  To the residue, 100 µl 

hexane was added and the sample was then derivatized with 100 µl Tri-Sil reagent 

(Pierce, Rockford, IL) at 70 °C for 30 min. Samples were analyzed by GC-electron 

impact-MS using a Varian 4000 ion trap GC/MS.  The injector temperature was 275 °C. 

A fused silica capillary column (60 m, 0.25 mm, 0.25 µm) was used with helium as the 

carrier gas at a flow rate of 1.0 ml/min with a 1 µl injection.  The GC oven was held at 75 

°C for 4 min then ramped at 10 °C/min to 245 °C where it was held for 10 min. Late 

eluting compounds were removed by raising the oven temperature to 300 °C and holding 
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there for 5 min. To aid in the confirmation of each analyte, two characteristic ions were 

selected based upon their abundance for trimethylsilyl (TMS)-derivatives of the analytes: 

TMS-muconic acid [m/z 271, (M-CH3)
+
], TMS-hydroquinone, and TMS-catechol [m/z 

254, M
+
; m/z 239, (M-CH3)

+
] (for t,t-muconic acid, only one abundant ion was available). 

The retention times were 15.59, 16.72, and 19.45 min for TMS-catechol, TMS-

hydroquinone, and TMS-muconic acid respectively. To calculate concentrations, standard 

curves were generated using stock solutions of each metabolite prepared in ethyl acetate 

and derivatized as described for samples.  Standards were prepared over the range of 0.01 

µg/ml – 1 µg/ml.  HPLC grade hydroquinone, catechol, and t,t-muconic acid were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd. (Oakville, ON, Canada). 

Statistical analysis 

Fisher’s exact test was used to assess tumour incidence versus treatment. Data 

from flow cytometric analysis of blood cell parameters and maternal blood and fetal liver 

AUC values of benzene levels were analyzed by a two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni post 

hoc test. Data from colony assays were analyzed by a one-way ANOVA (for each colony 

type) followed by a Dunnett’s post hoc test. Data from GC/MS analysis of fetal liver area 

under the curve (AUC) values of metabolite concentrations were analyzed by a three-way 

ANOVA followed by two-way ANOVA and a Bonferroni post hoc test if an interaction 

was identified between variables. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant in all 

cases.  
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RESULTS 

 Treatment of pregnant mice with an ip injection of oil, 200 mg/kg benzene, or 400 

mg/kg benzene on GD 8, 10, 12, and 14 did not elicit acute fetal or maternal toxicities 

measured as significant alterations in litter size, resorption number, fetal weight or birth 

weight, or abnormal maternal weight change during pregnancy (data not shown). 

In utero exposure to benzene causes significant bone marrow myeloid cell 

suppression in female CD-1 mice 1 year after birth 

Flow cytometric analysis of mouse spleen and bone marrow blood cells did not 

show any differences in CD4
+
 (cytotoxic T-cells), CD8a

+
 (T-helper cells), CD45R/B220

+
 

(B cells) cells, or hematocrit values in CD-1 or C57Bl/6N mice 6-months or 1 year after 

birth (data not shown). However, female CD-1 mice exposed in utero to 200 mg/kg 

benzene had significantly decreased numbers of bone marrow CD11b
+
 (myeloid cells) 

cells compared to oil treated controls 1 year after birth (p<0.05; n=24) (Figure 4.2). This 

effect was not seen in female or male C57Bl/6N mice or male CD-1 mice (data not 

shown). 

In utero exposure to benzene increases tumour incidence in mice 1 year after birth 

Tumour incidence was evaluated in mice 1 year after birth (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). 

All tumours observed originated from lung, liver, or hematopoietic tissue. Significantly 

increased numbers of total tumours (including lung, liver, and hematopoietic) and liver 

tumours (primarily adenomas with the remainder focal nodular hyperplasias and 

carcinomas) were evident in male CD-1 mice exposed in utero to 200 mg/kg benzene 

compared to oil-treated controls (total tumour incidence p=0.0329; relative risk: 2.3; odds 

ratio: 4.7; liver tumour incidence p=0.0452; relative risk: 3.3; odds ratios: 5.3). Likewise,  



Figure 4.2. Bone marrow CD11+ parameters in 6 month and 1 year old female 

CD-1 offspring exposed in utero to corn oil, 200 mg/kg benzene, or 400 mg/kg 

benzene. Values statistically different from controls are indicated with an asterisk (*).  
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CD-1 
Treatment Oil 200mg/kg BZ 400 mg/kg BZ 

Gender/n M/22 F/25 M/22 F/24 M/23 F/22 

Total number of mice 

with tumours 

6 

(27%) 

1 

(4%) 

14 * 

(64%) 

10 * 

(42%) 

8 

(43%) 

5 

(23%) 

Number of mice with 

lung tumours 

1 (4%) 0 2 (9%) 0 2 (9%) 0 

Number of mice with 

liver tumours 

3 

(14%) 

0 10 *† 

(45%) 

1 (4%) 4 

(17%) 

0 

Number of mice with 

hematopoietic tumours 

2 (9%) 1 

(4%) 

2 (9%) 9 *† 

(37%) 

2 (9%) 5 

(23%) 

* Indicates values significantly different from corn oil treated controls. 

† Indicates significant differences in tumor incidence between males and 

females exposed in utero to 200 mg/kg benzene.  

Table 4.1. The effect of in utero benzene exposure on tumour incidence in 

CD-1 offspring 1 year after birth. 

C57Bl/6N 
Treatment Oil 200mg/kg BZ 400 mg/kg BZ 

Gender/n M/21 F/19 M/22 F/20 M/25 F/22 

Total number of mice 

with  tumours 

0 0 1 (4%) 3 

(15%) 

1 (4%) 2 (9%) 

Number of mice with lung 

tumours 

0 0 1 (4%) 0 0 0 

Number of mice with 

hematopoietic tumours 

0 0 0 3 

(15%) 

1 (4%) 2 (9%) 

Table 4.2. The effect of in utero benzene exposure on tumour incidence in 

C57Bl/6N offspring 1 year after birth. 
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female CD-1 mice exposed in utero to 200 mg/kg benzene also had a significantly 

increased incidence of total tumours compared to oil-treated controls (p=0.0019; relative 

risk: 10.4; odds ratio: 17.1), although female mice had an increased tendency to develop 

hematopoietic tumours (including hyperplasia, MPD, and myeloid/lymphoid neoplasia; 

p=0.0232; relative risk: 7.3; odds ratio: 9.9).  

Liver tumour incidence in CD-1 mice exposed in utero to 200 mg/kg benzene was 

significantly higher in males compared to females (p=0.0014; relative risk: 10.9; odds 

ratio: 19.2). However, the incidence of hematopoietic tumours in CD-1 mice exposed to 

200 mg/kg benzene in utero was significantly higher in females compared to males 

(p=0.0376; relative risk: 4.1; odds ratio: 6.0). No statistical difference was detected in 

total tumour incidence in CD-1 mice that had been exposed to 400 mg/kg benzene in 

utero. Interestingly, there was no evidence of altered tumour incidences in C57Bl/6N 

mice after in utero benzene exposure in any of the treatment groups. Comparing strain 

differences in the control groups, male CD-1 offspring had significantly more tumour 

incidences compared to male C57Bl/6N offspring (p=0.0211; odds ratio: 16.94). It should 

be noted that some mice had to be euthanized before the end of the study due to illnesses; 

however, there was no significant association between treatment and early termination. 

In utero exposure to benzene alters fetal liver hematopoietic colony numbers 

We have recently reported colony number changes at GD 16 in C57Bl/6N fetal 

liver tissue (243) in response to in utero benzene exposure, however these changes appear 

to be transient as no benzene-induced changes were detected at PD 2 in this strain for any 

of the colony types tested (CFU-E, BFU-E, CFU-G, CFU-M, and CFU-GM; data not 

shown).  However, female CD-1 offspring exposed to 200 mg/kg benzene in utero 
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showed a significant decrease in CFU-GM colonies at PD 2 (p<0.05; n=6) compared to 

controls, despite no evidence of altered colony numbers at GD 16 (Figure 4.3). No 

significant benzene-induced changes were detected in BFU-E, CFU-G, or CFU-M 

colonies in CD-1 GD 16 and PD 2 offspring liver tissue (data not shown). 

Benzene levels in maternal blood and fetal liver 

Benzene levels 1, 2, and 4 h after exposure in maternal blood and fetal liver were 

used to generate AUC values for each strain in each treatment group. AUC values were 

used to represent total maternal and fetal bioavailability of benzene over time. Maternal 

blood benzene levels showed a significant difference in AUC values between the 200 

mg/kg benzene and 400 mg/kg benzene groups within both strains (CD-1: p<0.001; 

C57Bl/6N: p<0.01; n=4). In addition, CD-1 maternal blood benzene AUC values were 

significantly higher than blood benzene levels in C57Bl/6N in both the 200 mg/kg and 

400 mg/kg exposure groups (200 mg/kg: p<0.05; 400 mg/kg: p<0.01; n=4) (Figure 4.4 

top panel). In both strains, benzene levels were essentially non-detectable in maternal 

blood by 4 h post exposure in mice exposed to either 200 mg/kg or 400 mg/kg benzene 

(Figure 4.5). There were no benzene levels detected in the oil treated control samples. 

GC/MS analysis of fetal liver benzene levels showed no significant gender 

differences in either strain; therefore, sexes were pooled for analysis of strain differences. 

There was no significant difference in fetal liver benzene AUC values in C57Bl/6N 

fetuses exposed in utero to 200 mg/kg benzene compared to fetuses exposed to 400 

mg/kg benzene. However, AUC values for CD-1 fetuses exposed to 400 mg/kg benzene 

were significantly higher than values from fetuses exposed to 200 mg/kg benzene 

(p<0.01; n=8). Comparing strain differences in fetal liver benzene AUC values, our  
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Figure 4.3. Mean number of CFU-GM colonies formed in the colony formation 

assay of GD 16 and PD 2 CD-1 liver tissue after in utero exposure corn oil, 200, 
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Figure 4.4. Area under the curve values from GCMS analysis of maternal blood 

and GD 14 fetal liver benzene levels in C57Bl/6N and CD-1 mice after in utero 

exposure to benzene. Values that differ statistically between the 200 mg/kg and 400 

mg/kg benzene exposure groups within the same strain are indicated with an asterisk 

(*). Statistical significance between CD-1 and C57Bl/6N AUC values within the 200 

mg/kg benzene exposure group is indicated with a dagger (†), within the 400 mg/kg 

benzene exposure group is indicated with a double dagger (‡). BZ: benzene; AUC: 

area under the curve. 
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analysis found that CD-1 fetal liver tissue had significantly higher levels compared to 

C57Bl/6N fetal liver tissue in both the 200 mg/kg benzene (p<0.001; n=8) and 400 mg/kg 

benzene (p<0.001; n=8) treatment groups (Figure 4.4 bottom panel). By 4 h after 

exposure, benzene was essentially non-detectable in fetal liver tissue in all fetuses tested 

(Figure 4.5). There were no benzene levels detected in any of the oil treated control 

samples. 

Benzene metabolite levels in fetal liver tissue 

In corn oil-treated controls, levels of t,t-muconic acid, or catechol were not 

detected in fetal liver tissue; however background levels of hydroquinone were evident in 

male fetuses, but not female fetuses, from both strains (mean background levels: 0.020 

ng/mg ± 0.009 SD). Levels of t,t-muconic acid, hydroquinone, and catechol measured at 

1, 2, and 4 h after maternal exposure to 200 mg/kg or 400 mg/kg were detected in both 

male and female C57Bl/6N and CD-1 fetal liver tissue compared to oil treated controls 

(Figure 4.6). Fetal liver metabolite levels from 1, 2, and 4 h after benzene or corn oil 

exposure were used to generate AUC values for both male and female fetuses in each 

strain and in each treatment group. A significant effect of gender (p<0.01), an effect of 

treatment (p=0.06), and a significant strain-gender interaction (p<0.05) were detected in a 

3-way ANOVA evaluating hydroquinone AUC values. Therefore, subsequent 2-way 

ANOVA revealed that male CD-1 fetuses exposed to 200 mg/kg benzene had 

significantly higher hydroquinone AUC values compared to male CD-1 fetuses exposed 

to 400 mg/kg benzene (p<0.05; n=4), female CD-1 fetuses exposed to 200 mg/kg 

benzene (p<0.05; n=4), and male C57Bl/6N fetuses exposed to 200 mg/kg benzene.  A 

significant treatment-gender interaction (p<0.05) and a treatment-strain-gender 
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interaction (p=0.05) were detected in a 3-way ANOVA evaluating catechol AUC values. 

Therefore, subsequent 2-way ANOVA revealed that female CD-1 fetuses exposed to 200 

mg/kg benzene had significantly elevated catechol AUC values compared to female CD-

1 fetuses exposed to 400 mg/kg benzene (p<0.001; n=4), male CD-1 fetuses exposed to 

200 mg/kg (p<0.05; n=4), and C57Bl/6N female fetuses exposed to 200 mg/kg benzene 

(p<0.01; n=4). A 3-way ANOVA of t,t-muconic acid levels showed a significant effect of 

strain (p<0.005) where C57Bl/6N fetuses had higher AUC values for t,t-muconic acid 

than CD-1 fetuses (Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.5. GC/MS analysis of maternal blood and fetal liver benzene levels in 

C57Bl/6N and CD-1 mice 1, 2, and 4 h after maternal benzene exposure on GD 

14. BZ: benzene. 
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Figure 4.6. GC/MS analysis of GD 14 fetal liver tissue MA, HQ, and CAT levels in 

male and female C57Bl/6N and CD-1 mice after maternal benzene exposure. MA: 

t,t-muconic acid; HQ: hydroquinone; CAT: catechol; BZ: benzene. 
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Figure 4.7. Area under the curve values for benzene metabolite concentrations in 

C57Bl/6N and CD-1 fetal liver tissue (GD 14) after in utero exposure to benzene. 

Values from the 200 mg/kg BZ treatment group that are significantly different from 

400 mg/kg BZ values within the same strain and gender are denoted with an asterisk 

(*). Statistical significance between male and female AUC values within the 200 mg/

kg benzene exposure group is indicated with a dagger (†). Statistical significance 

between CD-1 AUC values compared to C57Bl/6N values within the 200 mg/kg 

treatment groups is indicated with a double dagger (‡). MA: t,t-muconic acid; HQ: 

hydroquinone; CAT: catechol; BZ: benzene; AUC: area under the curve.  
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DISCUSSION 

The impact of in utero exposure to environmental carcinogens on the incidence of 

childhood cancers is unknown, but there is accumulating evidence in the literature to 

suggest it plays a major role (78, 80, 273, 274). Benzene is a ubiquitous toxicant that 

large populations of people are consistently exposed to through both occupational and 

environmental means. Occupational exposure can occur to employees in factories where 

benzene is used as an industrial solvent or as a substrate for the synthesis of various 

chemicals (123). Exposure of the general population occurs primarily through 

environmental contamination of ambient air via cigarette smoking, gasoline vapors, and 

automobile emissions (228). Benzene is a known adult carcinogen and evidence exists 

suggesting that it may also be a transplacental carcinogen as maternal smoking and 

residence proximity to high traffic density or automobile repair garages (all sources of 

benzene exposure) have been associated with an increased incidence of childhood 

leukemia (77, 78, 80). Considering the ubiquitous environmental presence of benzene, 

understanding its effects during pregnancy should be regarded as a high research priority. 

Our study is the first to illustrate that transplacental exposure to benzene induces 

tumour formation in mice. Interestingly, there was a marked sex difference in the types of 

tumours elicited by in utero exposure to benzene in CD-1 mice.  Male mice had a higher 

propensity for developing liver tumours whereas female mice had a higher incidence of 

hematological tumours. Other studies evaluating tumour incidence after in utero exposure 

to PAHs or NNK have also noted a higher incidence of liver tumours in male offspring 

compared to females (275, 281, 285).  Interestingly, in humans, liver tumours occur 

significantly more frequently in male children than they do in females (286). In addition, 
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childhood liver tumour incidence appears to be on the rise. For example, from 1972-1992 

childhood liver tumour incidence increased 5% per annum in the United States (287, 

288). Although reasons for this trend are unknown, transplacental carcinogen exposure 

may play a role. There is limited, but compelling evidence in the literature suggesting that 

maternal occupational exposure to metals, petroleum products, or paints as well as 

maternal smoking are associated with a higher incidence of liver tumours in children 

(289-291). Our study supports these findings and suggests that maternal exposure to 

benzene may be a risk factor for childhood liver tumour development in humans.  

Interestingly, our study has shown a higher propensity for female mice to develop 

hematological tumours after in utero carcinogen exposure. To our knowledge, there have 

been no reports on gender differences in humans regarding childhood leukemia 

incidences after maternal exposure to benzene. Therefore, our results may reflect a 

rodent-specific effect, but warrant further investigation. Interestingly, we also detected a 

significant decrease in bone marrow myeloid cell number in female CD-1 mice 

transplacentally exposed to 200 mg/kg benzene compared to oil treated controls. These 

results suggest that the fetal myeloid system is sensitive to transplacental benzene toxicity 

leading to persistent effects in adulthood. Considering that myelodysplasias are risk 

factors for AML (292, 293), it is possible that our results underestimate the incidence of 

hematological tumours in female CD-1 mice transplacentally exposed to benzene, since 

our study design was perhaps not long enough to detect all tumour development. 

Interestingly, when evaluating CFU-GM (myeloid progenitor cell) colony numbers in 

CD-1 PD 2 pups, significant decreases were observed in females exposed to 200 mg/kg 

benzene compared to males and oil treated controls. Considering that female CD-1 mice 
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exposed in utero to 200 mg/kg benzene later develop bone marrow myeloid suppression 

1 year after birth, alterations in CFU-GM colony numbers may be an early marker of this 

effect. Interestingly, a gender-specific effect of prenatal exposure to the pesticide 

chlordane, on myeloid cell development has also been reported as significant depression 

of CFU-GM numbers were detected in female, but not male offspring (294). Our findings 

that in utero exposure to benzene increases the development of hematopoietic tumours in 

female offspring provide more evidence that maternal exposure to benzene may be a risk 

factor for childhood leukemia in humans. 

C57Bl/6N mice did not have increased tumour incidence after in utero exposure 

to benzene. Tumour incidence in C57Bl/6N offspring transplacentally exposed to 

benzene was higher than controls, but the incidences were too low to generate sufficient 

statistical power. A larger study needs to be conducted to definitively determine if 

C57Bl/6N mice are susceptible to in utero-initiated carcinogenesis by benzene. 

Nevertheless, our study highlighted important strain differences in susceptibility to 

transplacental benzene carcinogenesis. It is important to note that control CD-1 male 

offspring had significantly more tumour incidences than control C57Bl/6N male 

offspring indicating an underlying strain difference in overall susceptibility to 

tumourigenesis. Strain differences in susceptibility to transplacental 3-

methylcholanthrene carcinogenesis has also been reported and has been linked to 

maternal xenobiotic metabolism capability, where low maternal metabolism results in 

elevated xenobiotic exposure to the fetus ultimately leading to a higher incidence of 

tumours in the offspring (295). 
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To determine whether differences in maternal and fetal benzene metabolism could 

explain our strain and gender differences in susceptibility to tumour formation after  

transplacental benzene exposure, we conducted time-course studies on maternal blood 

benzene levels and fetal liver benzene, t,t-muconic acid, hydroquinone, and catechol 

levels 1, 2, and 4 h after maternal administration of benzene. Data from this study were 

complex as the levels of each metabolite peaked at different time points depending on the 

dose of benzene administered, the gender of the fetus, and the strain of the mouse. 

Therefore, AUC values were calculated in order to assess total benzene or metabolite 

exposure during this time period. AUC values for maternal blood benzene levels were 

significantly higher in CD-1 compared to C57Bl/6N mice suggesting that C57Bl/6N 

dams have a higher rate of benzene metabolism. This resulted in CD-1 fetuses being 

exposed to significantly higher benzene levels compared to C57Bl/6N fetuses, which 

introduces a potential confounder when evaluating fetal benzene metabolite levels 

between strains subject to the same maternal benzene dose. Therefore, our results 

indicating that C57Bl/6N fetuses produce different levels of benzene metabolites 

compared to CD-1 fetuses after maternal exposure to the same dose of benzene, may be 

due to lower fetal benzene exposure in the C57Bl/6N fetal compartment instead of strain 

differences in fetal benzene metabolism capability. Further studies are required to clarify 

this issue. Regardless, these data are consistent with the hypothesis that low maternal 

benzene metabolism results in high xenobiotic exposure to the fetus ultimately leading to 

a higher incidence of tumours in the offspring. Interestingly, there was no difference in 

C57Bl/6N fetal benzene levels in the maternal 200 mg/kg versus 400 mg/kg benzene 

exposure groups. It is possible that high levels of maternal blood benzene levels induce 
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CYP450 metabolizing enzymes in the placenta that would metabolize benzene resulting 

in lower fetal exposure.  Supporting this hypothesis, studies investigating the effects of 

maternal administration of phenobarbitol have indicated that placental CYP450s can be 

induced by maternal exposure to xenobiotics (296). 

Maternal exposure of CD-1 mice to 200 mg/kg benzene resulted in the highest 

fetal exposure to hydroquinone and catechol. Interestingly this was a gender specific 

effect where males had the highest hydroquinone levels and females had the highest 

catechol levels. These differences in fetal benzene metabolite levels between genders 

may explain the gender differences we observed in tumour origin in 1-year-old CD-1 

mice exposed in utero to 200 mg/kg benzene. Perhaps fetal hepatic and hematopoietic 

cells are more prone to hydroquinone- and catechol-induced damage, respectively. To our 

knowledge, our study is the first to uncover that male and female mouse fetuses have 

different capacities for xenobiotic metabolism as early as GD 14. These results suggest 

the presence of different metabolizing enzyme systems between male and female fetuses, 

which is an important finding considering that many developmental studies in mice do 

not take fetal gender into account, which may dull or mask gender specific responses. In 

humans, benzene has been detected in fetal cord blood at levels equal to or greater than 

levels found in maternal blood, indicating that benzene can cross the placenta and may 

accumulate in the conceptus (68). Considering that human embryos express CYP450 

metabolizing enzymes as early as 11 weeks of gestation (164), it is likely that human 

embryos have the capacity to metabolize benzene warranting further investigation into 

the risks maternal benzene exposure poses to the fetus. 
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Surprisingly our results did not follow a typical dose response curve, as we 

detected a greater tumour response and higher levels of fetal hydroquinone and catechol 

after maternal exposure to 200 mg/kg versus 400 mg/kg benzene. However, this is not the 

first study to observe more acute toxicity in response to lower concentrations of benzene. 

Recently, we have shown that C57Bl/6N fetal mice exposed in utero to 200 mg/kg 

benzene had significantly higher liver ROS levels and altered hematopoietic colony 

numbers compared to fetuses exposed to 400 mg/kg benzene (243). In addition, bone 

marrow cells from adult mice exposed to 200 mg/kg benzene have higher levels of 

nitrotyrosine products compared to mice exposed to 400 mg/kg benzene (244). This 

abnormal dose response to benzene toxicity has been noted since 1989 when it was first 

suggested that for benzene metabolism, detoxification pathways may be low-affinity, 

high capacity, whereas toxification pathways may be high-affinity, low capacity (245). 

However, another possible explanation is that higher levels of benzene in the fetal 

compartment may induce detoxifying enzymes that would shunt benzene metabolism 

away from toxification pathways that produce hydroquinone and catechol. This is a 

plausible hypothesis considering that rat fetal liver tissue has been shown to upregulate a 

number of detoxifying enzymes such as glutathione s-transferase and UDP-

glucuronosyltransferase in response to maternal exposure to phenobarbitol (297). Another 

likely explanation is that high levels of benzene cause substrate inhibition of 

metabolizing enzymes in the fetus. Many studies have shown substrate inhibition of a 

number of CYP450s (298) including CYP2E1 (299), although whether high levels of 

benzene can cause substrate inhibition of metabolizing enzymes is unknown. Our study 

supports the later two hypotheses as we have shown a higher amount of fetal 
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hydroquinone and catechol levels after maternal exposure to 200 mg/kg versus 400 

mg/kg benzene. Our results, along with others, highlight the need for further investigation 

of drug metabolism in pregnant animals and humans, as this may be a determining factor 

for the risk of developing cancer after transplacental carcinogen exposure. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, while the doses of 200 and 400 mg/kg benzene used 

for this study are relatively high, they were selected based on the pharmacokinetic pattern 

of non-inhalation exposure to benzene.   

In summary, our study has shown that in utero exposure to benzene causes an 

increased incidence of tumours in mice one year after birth that is strain and gender 

specific, which may be a result of strain and gender differences in fetal ability to 

metabolize benzene into toxic metabolites. Overall, transplacental induction of 

carcinogenesis in mice after in utero exposure to benzene raises concerns about the risks 

to humans from in utero exposure to this environmental toxicant. 
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 The general hypothesis of this thesis is that high levels of fetal ROS induced by 

maternal benzene exposure may be a potential mechanism of transplacental benzene 

carcinogenesis. The in vitro work described in this thesis provides evidence that the 

benzene metabolite, hydroquinone, can induce ROS production. This ROS accumulation 

ultimately inhibits erythroblast differentiation, highlighting a potential role for ROS in 

benzene toxicity (Chapter 2). The in utero work in our studies has shown that maternal 

benzene exposure elicits the production of ROS in fetal liver tissue in both CD-1 (see 

Appendix A) and C57Bl/6N mice (Chapter 3). In C57Bl/6N mice, we have shown that 

benzene-induced fetal ROS are likely responsible for aberrant fetal hematopoietic 

progenitor cell growth (Chapter 3). In addition, changes in the NF-'B signalling pathway 

were detected in both C57Bl/6N (Chapter 3) and CD-1 (see Appendix A) fetuses after 

maternal exposure to benzene, suggesting altered redox sensitive signalling as a 

mechanism of benzene-induced dysregulated fetal hematopoietic progenitor cell growth. 

However, in utero exposure to benzene caused significantly more tumours in CD-1 mice 

than C57Bl/6Ns, which is possibly explained by differences in fetal benzene metabolism 

capability (Chapter 4). In addition, we have also shown that male and female fetuses 

metabolize benzene differently, which may explain gender differences in tumour 

response after transplacental benzene exposure (Chapter 4). Therefore, the results 

presented in this thesis indicate that in utero exposure to benzene increases tumour 

incidence in mice and mechanisms of this effect possibly involve both the production of 

ROS and fetal metabolism of benzene into toxic metabolites. 

The HD3 cell line as a model to study mechanisms of transplacental tumourigenesis 

In chapter 2, it was shown that in utero exposure to benzene in CD-1 mice results 
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in altered numbers of fetal erythroid progenitor cells suggesting that the fetal erythroid 

system is sensitive to benzene toxicity. The rationale for developing an in vitro model of 

benzene- or metabolite-induced aberrant erythropoiesis was to allow for a more in-depth 

molecular analysis of mechanisms involved in this erythrotoxicity. Results presented in 

Chapter 2 illustrate that hydroquinone exposure inhibits erythropoiesis, and by using this 

system, ROS were implicated as a likely mechanism of this effect. These studies have 

provided a useful in vitro model for studying the toxic effects of benzene metabolite 

exposure on blood cell progenitor cells. Using this model to study how hydroquinone-

induced ROS mediate hematopoietic progenitor cell toxicity in future studies will provide 

insight into mechanisms of dysregulated fetal hematopoietic progenitor cell growth after 

maternal exposure to benzene. However, considering that in utero exposure to benzene 

did not elicit erythroleukemia in mouse adult offspring (Chapter 4), results obtained using 

this in vitro erythroblast model should be confirmed in fetal myeloid/lymphoid 

stem/progenitor cells to more accurately reflect possible mechanisms of transplacental 

benzene tumourigenesis. In addition, altered CFU-E colony formation after in utero 

exposure to benzene may be a marker of fetal toxicity despite the lack of evidence that 

tumourigenic events are occurring in this cell type in our in utero mouse model.  

Therefore, considering that in utero exposure to benzene caused liver and 

lymphoid/myeloid tumours in mice, hepatic and myeloid/lymphoid stem/progenitor cells 

should be the focus of future studies to better reflect early fetal events responsible for the 

development of cancer later in life.  

Role of ROS in abnormal fetal hematopoietic progenitor cell growth after maternal 

benzene exposure 
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Previous studies have shown that altered fetal hematopoietic progenitor cell 

colony numbers may be diagnostic indicators of hematopoietic alterations in adulthood as 

a result of maternal benzene exposure (300). Therefore, the number of fetal liver 

hematopoietic colonies was chosen as the toxic end point in the studies presented in 

Chapter 3. Our results from colony formation assays conducted in C57Bl/6N mice after 

in utero exposure to benzene showed a greater benzene-induced effect compared to CD-1 

mice on GD 16, as not only were there significant changes in CFU-E, but also CFU-GM, 

CFU-G, CFU-M, and BFU-E. Therefore, we hypothesized that C57Bl/6N mice were 

more sensitive to transplacental benzene toxicity and were likely a better model to 

determine if ROS are a mechanism of this toxicity. Results from Chapter 3 show that 

aberrant fetal myeloid hematopoietic progenitor cell growth resulting from in utero 

benzene exposure occurs through a ROS-dependent mechanism. These studies also show 

that ROS may be inducing these effects through alterations in redox-sensitive signalling 

pathways involved in regulating cell growth. 

Although in utero exposure to benzene did not produce significant hematopoietic 

tumour incidences in C57Bl/6N mice, results in Chapter 4 suggest that the observed no 

effect may be due to low incidences not statistically detectable as a result of low study 

numbers. Considering that CD-1 mice also showed an increase in fetal liver ROS as well 

as altered numbers of CFU-GM colonies at PD 2 after transplacental benzene exposure, 

ROS and altered CFU-GM numbers may serve as early markers of transplacental benzene 

tumourigenesis. However, the observed strain differences in sensitivity to in utero 

benzene toxicity should be taken into consideration and therefore, further studies are 

required to determine if these early events contribute to, or are independent from 
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mechanisms of transplacental benzene tumourigenesis. Regardless, the results from 

Chapter 3 provide important insight into the impact of disrupted redox status on 

regulating fetal hematopoietic progenitor cell growth, which may be a factor contributing 

to mechanisms of transplacental benzene tumourigenesis. 

Role of ROS in transplacental benzene carcinogenesis 

Mounting data continue to suggest that ROS play a key role in human cancer 

development (301, 302), especially since increasing evidence suggests that antioxidants 

may prevent or delay the onset of some types of cancer (303, 304). ROS can initiate 

genetic instability by direct DNA damage and/or by altering signal transduction 

pathways. ROS can cause oxidative DNA damage leading to strand breaks that may alter 

genetic integrity of tumour-suppressor genes. In addition, moderate levels of ROS may 

function as signals to promote cell proliferation and inhibit death-promoting signals, 

thereby allowing damaged cells to evade apoptosis leading to genetic instability (305). 

Results from Chapter 4 show that CD-1 mice are more sensitive to transplacental 

carcinogenesis compared to the relatively resistant C57Bl/6N mice. This is an interesting 

result considering that studies in Chapter 3 and Appendix A show that both strains have 

an increased production of fetal liver ROS after maternal benzene exposure, and it is 

therefore likely that other factors are involved in benzene-induced toxicity. It is likely 

that ROS have some role in transplacental benzene carcinogenesis considering the 

amount of evidence in the literature indicating ROS as a mechanism of benzene toxicity 

in adult mice and humans (183, 187-190). Cellular responses to ROS and/or oxidative 

DNA damage, such as induction of redox-sensitive DNA repair pathways (306), differ 

between strains of mice and ultimately affect carcinogenic outcome. For example, a study 
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investigating diet-induced liver tumourigenesis showed that resistant C57Bl/6N mice had 

significantly higher induction of 8-oxoguanosine DNA-glycosylase (Ogg1; a key enzyme 

responsible for the clearance of 8-hydroxy-2’-deoxyguanosine, or 8-OH-dG) mRNA 

expression and lower levels of the oxidized DNA base 8-OH-dG after being fed oxidized 

lard compared to the highly sensitive C3H/HeN mice. This study showed that strain 

differences in ROS-induced DNA repair mechanisms were responsible for the altered 

responses in diet-induced liver tumourigenesis (307). Whether in utero exposure to 

benzene causes oxidative DNA damage in fetal liver tissue as well as alterations in DNA 

repair pathways is currently being investigated in our laboratory. 

Role of fetal benzene metabolism in transplacental carcinogenesis 

Exposure of humans to benzene leads to adverse effects at the genetic level such 

as micronuclei formation and sister chromatid exchange, which ultimately lead to 

carcinogenesis. However, the mechanism of its genotoxicity is not well understood and 

hypotheses include DNA-adduct formation, mitotic spindle poisoning, topoisomerase II 

inhibition, and oxidative DNA damage. Genotoxicity assays such as the comet assay and 

micronuclei formation assay have indicated that benzene metabolites are the culprits 

responsible for causing DNA damage. Hydroquinone has been found to be the most 

potent DNA damaging metabolite followed by p-benzoquinone>1,2,4-

benzenetriol>catechol> benzene>t,t-muconic acid (282, 283). Therefore, strain 

differences in transplacental benzene carcinogenesis may be explained by differences in 

fetal benzene metabolism capability, where fetuses capable of producing toxic 

metabolites acquire DNA damage ultimately increasing their risk of developing cancer 

later in life. The study in Chapter 4 showing strain differences in fetal benzene 
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metabolism capability, where CD-1 fetuses produce more hydroquinone (male) or 

catechol (female) than C57Bl/6N mice, supports this hypothesis suggesting that the 

production of toxic benzene metabolites may contribute to mechanisms of the observed 

strain differences in susceptibility to transplacental benzene carcinogenesis. Maternal 

exposure to benzene has been shown to cause DNA damage in the form of increased 

frequencies of micronuclei and sister chromatid exchange in fetal liver tissue (113-115, 

308), however the mechanism of this DNA damage remains unknown. 

A possible role for ROS in mediating benzene metabolite-induced DNA damage 

could also involve the disruption of signal transduction pathways causing abnormal cell 

proliferation and evasion of apoptosis-inducing mechanisms thereby leading to genetic 

instability. Although ROS have been strongly implicated in the pathogenesis of benzene 

toxicity in adults, and are therefore suggested to likely play a role in transplacental 

tumourigenesis, the results in this thesis do not provide solid evidence that ROS play a 

primary role. Therefore, fetal benzene metabolism leading to the formation of toxic 

metabolites capable of causing DNA damage, independent of ROS formation, could be 

responsible for carcinogenic events leading to the development of cancer later in life. Our 

results in Chapter 4 support this hypothesis as CD-1 mouse fetuses produced more toxic 

benzene metabolites (hydroquinone and catechol) than C57Bl/6N fetuses after maternal 

benzene exposure correlating with a higher incidence of cancer in CD-1 mice later in life. 

It is puzzling why female CD-1 mice had a higher tendency to develop 

hematopoietic tumours, but male mice had a higher tendency to develop liver tumours. 

CD-1 male and female fetuses produced different metabolites after in utero benzene 

exposure, which may provide a clue to the observed gender difference in tumour 
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response. However, how different benzene metabolites target different fetal tissues is 

unknown. It is possible that the gender differences in benzene metabolite levels could 

reflect differences in benzene metabolism capability between the different cell type 

(hepatic versus hematopoietic). For example, benzene metabolism in male fetal liver may 

be occurring primarily in hepatic stem/progenitor cells, however in female fetal liver 

benzene metabolism may be occurring primarily in hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells 

and the cell type that produces the toxic metabolites are the target for metabolite-induced 

DNA damage. On the other hand, hydroquinone and catechol may induce DNA-damage 

in all cell types in the fetal liver, however, gender differences in hepatic versus 

hematopoietic DNA repair capability may exist. While intriguing, these hypotheses 

require further research. Regardless, the gender differences in metabolite production 

suggest that male and female fetal liver tissue have different metabolizing enzyme 

systems, where male fetal liver tissue may be equipped with high CYP450 activity but 

low mEH activity and vice versa for females. In humans, the only reported gender 

difference in metabolizing enzymes in fetal liver tissue is the expression of 

sulfotransferase 1E1, where males have significantly higher expression than females 

(167) supporting the hypothesis that male and female fetuses have different capacities for 

xenobiotic metabolism.  

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, studies in this thesis are the first to show that in utero exposure to 

benzene induces tumours in mice, raising concerns about the risks to humans from in 

utero exposure to this environmental toxicant. Furthermore, results described in this 

thesis suggest that fetal benzene metabolism and/or the generation of ROS may play a 
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role in mechanisms of transplacental benzene carcinogenesis. Overall, considering the 

ubiquitous environmental presence of benzene, understanding its effects during 

pregnancy should be regarded as a high research priority. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Advances in cell sorting technology have identified a number of cell surface 

markers that can be used for isolation of mouse fetal liver hepatic stem/progenitor cells 

(309, 310) and hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (311). Considering that the 

percentage of hepatic and hematopoietic progenitor cell populations in the fetal liver is 

low (approx 5% each), analyzing whole fetal liver may dilute or mask benzene-induced 

carcinogenic events. Therefore, given that this thesis has identified which cells are likely 

susceptible to benzene toxicity, it may be possible to use cell sorting techniques to isolate 

hepatic or hematopoietic progenitor cells from mouse fetal liver. Experiments using these 

isolated cells may be more sensitive in detecting benzene-induced tumourigenic events. 

Using an approach like this, the following research questions could be addressed: 

Effect of benzene-induced ROS on DNA repair pathways 

 It is possible that cellular responses to ROS and/or oxidative DNA damage, such 

as induction of redox sensitive DNA repair pathways (306), differ between strains of 

mice and ultimately affect carcinogenic outcome. Considering that Ogg1 expression and 

induction can differ between strains, (307) this may play a role in the observed strain 

differences in transplacental benzene carcinogenesis. Therefore, to address this 

hypothesis, levels of fetal liver oxidized DNA as well as expression levels of Ogg1 after 

maternal exposure to benzene should be measured. 

Measuring DNA damage in fetal liver tissue 
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 Maternal exposure to benzene has been shown to cause DNA damage in the form 

of increased frequencies of micronuclei and sister chromatid exchange in fetal liver tissue 

(113-115, 308). However, mechanisms of this DNA damage are unknown. A thorough 

investigation of fetal liver DNA damage after maternal exposure to benzene is warranted 

and should include studies on DNA oxidation, topoisomerase II inhibition, adduct 

formation, and mitotic spindle poisoning as these are all possible mechanisms (282). 

Determine whether anti-oxidant exposure protects against transplacental benzene 

carcinogenesis 

 Studies in CD-1 mice that are sensitive to transplacental benzene carcinogenesis 

have shown that maternal benzene exposure can cause an increase in ROS (Appendix A), 

resulting in activation of specific signalling pathways that can be attenuated by 

pretreatment with the antioxidative enzyme catalase (200). However, C57Bl/6N mice that 

are relatively resistant to transplacental benzene carcinogenesis also show a significant 

increase in fetal liver ROS after maternal exposure to benzene (243). Therefore, the role 

of ROS in transplacental benzene carcinogenesis is still unclear. By using the CD-1 

mouse model described in Chapter 4, future studies could determine the role of ROS in 

mechanisms of this effect by pre-treating benzene exposed dams with an anti-oxidant. 

Considering that our studies in Chapter 3 and Appendix A have shown that 25 kU/kg 

PEG-catalase can attenuate fetal ROS produced after maternal exposure to benzene, this 

would be a good tool to use to investigate this objective. 

Investigate maternal, placental, and fetal benzene metabolism 

 The studies evaluating the levels of t,t-muconic acid, hydroquinone, and catechol 

in fetal liver tissue after maternal benzene exposure presented in Chapter 4 have 
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suggested that the fetus is capable of metabolizing benzene into toxic metabolites. In 

addition, these studies raised some interesting questions regarding the strain and gender 

differences in fetal liver metabolite levels after maternal benzene exposure. An in-depth 

analysis of maternal, placental, and fetal benzene metabolism during pregnancy is 

warranted.  The role of maternal benzene could be assessed using CYP2E1 knockout 

dams bred to wild-type males and measuring the presence of benzene metabolites in the 

fetal liver. In addition, studies using microsomal preparations from placenta and fetal 

liver could be used to examine the role of these organs in fetal liver metabolite levels 

following maternal benzene exposure. 
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ABSTRACT 

 Approximately 90% of childhood cancers are of unknown etiology; however, it is 

hypothesized that in utero carcinogen exposure may contribute. Epidemiological studies 

have correlated parental exposure to benzene with an increased incidence of childhood 

leukemias.  However, mechanisms of benzene-induced carcinogenesis following in utero 

exposure remain unknown.  We hypothesize that in utero exposure to benzene causes 

alterations in the redox sensitive signaling pathways involving c-Myb, Pim-1, AKT, 

ERK-MAPK, p38-MAPK, and NF-'B via the production of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) as a possible mechanism of in utero initiated carcinogenesis.  Using a CD-1 

mouse model we have shown increased oxidative stress in fetal tissue from embryos 

exposed in utero to benzene by measuring reduced to oxidized glutathione ratios, and 

increased levels of ROS in male fetuses using flow cytometry and the ROS sensitive 

fluorescent probe dichlorofluoroscein diacetate (DCFDA). In addition, using Western 

blotting techniques we observed increased expression of fetal Pim-1, Pim-1 

phosphorylation, c-Myb, and phosphorylated p38-MAPK (activated form) and lower 

protein levels of I'B#, while phosphorylated ERK-MAPK and AKT protein levels did 

not change.  Interestingly, we found male fetuses more susceptible to benzene induced 

oxidative stress, which is in agreement with the literature suggesting that males are more 

susceptible to benzene toxicity.  Further studies evaluating the reason for this gender 

difference are ongoing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Concerns associated with exposure to environmental chemicals during pregnancy 

are typically related to worries about structural defects such as cleft lip, missing limbs or 

neurological anomalies, however another serious adverse outcome associated with in 

utero exposure to xenobiotics includes the development of cancer after birth [1].   

Benzene is a known adult carcinogen and in the case of in utero benzene exposure, 

several epidemiological studies have linked parental exposure to benzene with an 

increased risk of developing childhood leukemia [2-6].  In mechanistic animals studies, 

we and others have demonstrated that in utero exposure to benzene increases micronuclei 

formation in mouse fetal liver and bone marrow tissues [7-9], and alters fetal progenitor 

cell numbers [10, 11], consistent with the development of a carcinogenic outcome.  While 

the mechanism of how benzene exerts this toxicity remains unknown, using a mouse 

model we have been focusing on the effects of benzene-initiated reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) production on embryonic signaling pathways during the period of fetal 

hematopoiesis as a potential mechanism of in utero-initiated cancer (Figure 1).  

Benzene-induced oxidative stress 

In several different laboratories, using a variety of experimental systems, 

benzene-initiated toxicity has been linked to the production of ROS including superoxide 

radical anions, hydroperoxyl radicals, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and the highly reactive 

hydroxyl radicals [12-15].  These species are produced normally in the body and can act 

as signaling molecules affecting the regulation of gene expression, cell growth and cell 

death.  Under normal physiological conditions, specific metabolizing and scavenging 

systems tightly control the concentrations of ROS formed by cells and tissues.  However,  
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Figure 2. Reduced to oxidized glutathione levels (GSH:GSSG) in headless mouse 

embryos 24 h after GD 10 and 11 exposure to 800 mg/kg benzene (Bz) and GD 9.5 

and 10.5 pretreatment with 25 kU/kg PEG-catalase (P.Cat).  The number of litters 

assessed are indicated above each bar.  Statistically significant differences (p<0.05) are 

indicated with brackets and as asterisk (*). Data from Wan and Winn, 2008 [16].  
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in the case of excessive ROS production leading to oxidative stress, aberrant redox-

sensitive signaling can occur, which would be particularly deleterious during embryonic 

development given the rapid growth, developmental changes and reliance on unique 

cellular signaling processes that occur during this period of life.  Supporting a role for 

benzene-induced ROS in mediating in utero-initiated toxicity, our laboratory has shown 

in mice that in utero exposure to benzene leads to a decrease in the ratio of oxidized to 

reduced glutathione which is prevented by maternal pretreatment with the anti-oxidative 

enzyme catalase (Figure 2) [16].  In addition, we have shown a significant increase in 

ROS production as measured by 5- (and 6)-chloromethyl-2’,7’-

dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFDA) in male, but not female fetal liver tissue 

(site of hematopoiesis) 2 h after in utero exposure to benzene (Figure 3).  Interestingly, 

both male and female fetuses showed a significant decrease in ROS presence 4 h after in 

utero exposure to benzene (Figure 3).  This result is most likely due to activation of fetal 

oxidative defense systems, however further investigation is warranted.  Together these 

data support the hypothesis that in utero exposure to benzene causes fetal oxidative 

stress. However, how fetal oxidative stress contributes to hematotoxicity is uncertain.   

Effects on embryonic cell signaling pathways 

While it is well known that excessive ROS production can cause developmental 

toxicity through oxidative damage to key cellular components such as DNA, proteins and 

lipids, interference with normal embryonic signaling also has deleterious consequences. 

Hematopoiesis during development is tightly controlled and involves orchestrated 

changes in gene expression.  We have been focusing on a signaling pathway involving 

the c-Myb oncoprotein, which is over-expressed in many malignancies including  
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Figure 3. The effect of in utero benzene exposure on reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

production in CD-1 mouse fetuses on gestational day (GD) 14.  Pregnant CD-1 mice 

were injected with either corn oil (vehicle) or 200 mg/kg benzene i.p. on GD 8, 10, 12, 

and 14.  Fetal liver cells were incubated with DCFDA at 0, 1, 2, and 4 h after the last 

injection on GD 14, and subsequently were analyzed by flow cytometry.  Fetuses were 

sexed using Y chromosome specific PCR.  In utero exposure to benzene caused a 

significant increase in ROS in male fetuses 2 h after exposure (n=4, p<0.01).  In 

addition, both male and female fetuses had a significant reduction in DCFDA 

fluorescence 4 h after in utero exposure to benzene (male: p<0.05; female n=4, 

p<0.05). Values significantly different from controls are denoted with an asterisk (*) 

(p<0.05).  DCFDA: 5- (and 6)-chloromethyl-2’,7’-dichlorodihydrofluorescein 

diacetate. 
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myelogenous leukemia [17].  This transcription factor is essential for hematopoiesis [18], 

and is important for a variety of biological processes including the regulation of cell 

proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis. c-Myb is highly expressed in all immature, 

proliferating cells, and its transcriptional activity is subject to stringent negative 

regulation [17].  The activity of c-Myb can be increased by Pim-1, a small (33 kDa) 

serine/threonine kinase, which has also been associated with leukemia [19]. Given the 

role of c-Myb and Pim-1 in leukemogenesis we hypothesize that in utero exposure to 

benzene may cause toxicity by altering this signaling pathway.  We previously 

demonstrated in mice that in utero exposure to benzene leads to an induction in 

embryonic expression of c-Myb as well as increased levels of both phosphorylated and 

total Pim-1.   These effects coincided with increased oxidative stress and were reduced by 

pretreatment with the anti-oxidative enzyme catalase, supporting our hypothesis [16]. 

Since several studies have demonstrated a positive relationship between Pim-1 

and NF-#B [20, 21], our most recent work has focused on the potential involvement of 

the NF-#B signaling pathway in ROS-initiated leukemogenesis.  NF-#B is a redox 

sensitive transcription factor that is highly involved in regulating proliferation, 

differentiation, and apoptosis in developing blood cells. Similar to Pim-1, dysregulation 

of NF-#B is often involved in the development of myeloid and lymphoid leukemias as 

well as lymphomas [22-24].  In resting cells, NF-#B resides predominantly in the 

cytoplasm bound to inhibitor of #B (I#B) proteins, which act to inhibit NF-#B DNA 

binding activity.  After cells are exposed to a variety of stimuli including oxidative stress, 

cytokines, infections, or carcinogens, I#B is phosphorylated and, as a consequence, 

becomes polyubiquitinated and targeted for degradation via the proteasome pathway [25]. 
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Degradation of I#B liberates NF-#B which then translocates to the nucleus and regulates 

transcription of >150 genes encoding cell adhesion molecules, cytokines, chemokines, 

growth factors, as well as proteins promoting cell proliferation and survival [26]. Because 

NF-#B has been implicated in leukemogenesis presumably due to its propensity to 

activate genes that promote survival and proliferation [23, 27] and its significant role in 

regulating hematopoiesis, we are currently investigating its role in benzene-induced 

dysregulation of fetal hematopoiesis as a mechanism of in utero initiated leukemogenesis.  

Using Western blot analysis we have shown that in utero exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene 

causes a significant decrease in I#B# protein levels within 2 h in male CD-1 fetal liver 

tissue (Figure 4A). This decrease in I#B# protein levels correlates with the increased 

levels of ROS observed 2 h after maternal benzene exposure in male fetal liver tissue 

(Figure 3). Whether I#B# degradation after in utero benzene exposure is a direct 

consequence of increased ROS generation is the subject of further investigation. 

Regardless, increased I#B# degradation in hematopoietic tissue after in utero benzene 

exposure and subsequent NF-#B nuclear translocation is consistent with our c-Myb/Pim-

1 results and may play a significant role in dysregulated hematopoiesis during 

leukemogenesis. 

In addition to dysregulated c-Myb/Pim-1 and I#B/NF-#B signaling, other redox-

sensitive embryonic signaling pathways may be implicated in aberrant hematopoeisis 

during leukemogenesis. For example, it is well established that various cytokines and 

growth factors
 
that regulate normal hematopoietic cell proliferation and differentiation

 

activate mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) and AKT signaling pathways to exert 

their effects [28-30]. While these pathways are redox-sensitive, interestingly we did not  
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Figure 4.  The effects of in utero benzene exposure on I!B" and activated p38-MAPK 

levels in male CD-1 mouse fetal liver tissue. Pregnant CD-1 mice were injected with 

either corn oil (vehicle) or 200 mg/kg benzene i.p. on GD 8, 10, 12, and 14.  Fetal liver 

tissues were lysed at 0 h (corn oil), 1 h, 2 h, and 4 h after the last injection on GD 14, 

and analyzed by Western blot. A. I!B" protein expression. !-actin levels were used as 

loading controls. B. Phosphorylated (activated) p38-MAPK. Total p38-MAPK levels 

were used as loading controls. Densitometry was performed on at least 4 fetal liver 

tissues, and results are presented as the percent change in I!B"/!-actin (A) or 

phospho-p38-MAPK/total-p38-MAPK (B) relative to oil-treated dams. Values 

significantly different from controls are denoted with an asterisk (*) (n=4, p<0.05).  
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observe any differences in the levels of extracellular regulated kinase (ERK)-MAPK or 

AKT in male CD-1 fetal liver tissue after in utero exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene, as 

determined by Western blotting (data not shown). ERK-MAPK and AKT are activated 

primarily in response to mitogens and induce the activation of genes that promote cell 

survival. Despite the fact that we did not observe differences in ERK-MAPK or AKT 

activation, they could still play an essential role in the promotion of in utero benzene-

induced hematotoxicity as the activation of these molecules could be cell- or time-

specific events that were not detected at the time-points analyzed. Regardless, studies 

have indicated that activation of another member of the MAPK family, p38-MAPK, can 

mediate signals that regulate growth of lymphoma, leukemia, and multiple myeloma
 
cells 

[31, 32]. Activation of p38-MAPK is primarily mediated by cellular stresses such as 

excessive ROS, inflammatory stimuli, osmotic stress, or heat shock. We found a 

significant induction of phosphorylated p38-MAPK in liver tissue of male fetuses within 

2 h after in utero exposure to 200 mg/kg benzene (Figure 4B). This finding correlates 

with the increased ROS levels and enhanced I'B# degradation observed in male CD-1 

mouse fetal liver tissue at this time point. The precise role that p38-MAPK activation 

plays during in utero benzene-induced hematotoxicity is not known, but studies have 

shown that chemical inhibition of p38-MAPK activation completely prevents NF-#B 

activation during periods of oxidative stress [33]. Therefore it is possible that aberrant 

activation of p38-MAPK after in utero benzene exposure may indirectly promote 

leukemogenesis by activating the NF-#B pathway in addition to its direct effects on 

hematopoietic cell survival and proliferation.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

In summary, our studies clearly demonstrate that in utero exposure to benzene 

leads to increased ROS production, causing alterations in critical embryonic cell 

signaling pathways involved in normal hematopoiesis.  These disruptions may alter fetal 

progenitor cell numbers, which we believe increases the susceptibility to hematopoietic 

malignancies later on in life and is the focus of one of our on-going studies. In addition, 

we found that male fetuses appear to be more susceptible to benzene-induced ROS 

production than female fetuses.  We are currently evaluating whether or not alterations in 

embryonic signaling pathways are also gender specific and whether gender differences in 

fetal benzene metabolism and repair capabilities exist. Together our studies support the 

hypothesis that in utero exposure to environmental pollutants such as benzene may 

increase the risk of childhood cancers. 
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ABSTRACT 

Chronic occupational exposure to benzene has been correlated with aplastic 

aneamia and acute myelogenous leukemia, however mechanisms behind benzene toxicity 

remain unknown.  Interestingly, benzene-initiated hematotoxicity is absent in mice 

lacking the AhR suggesting an imperative role for this receptor in benzene toxicities.  

This study investigated two potential roles for the AhR in benzene toxicity using hepa 

1c1c7 wild type and AhR deficient cells.  Considering that the toxic effects of AhR 

ligands are dependant on AhR activation, our first objective was to determine if benzene, 

HQ or BQ could activate the AhR.  Secondly, because enzymes such as xanthine oxidase, 

which supports redox cycling of quinones, are regulated by the AhR we sought to 

determine if the AhR had a role in HQ and BQ induced production of ROS.  Dual 

luciferase assays measuring DRE activation showed no significant change in DRE 

activity after exposure to benzene, HQ or BQ for 24 hours.  Immunofluorescence staining 

showed cytosolic localization of the AhR after 2 hour incubations with benzene, HQ or 

BQ.  Western blot analysis of cells exposed to benzene, HQ or BQ for 1, 12 and 24 hours 

did not demonstrate induction of CYP1A1 protein expression. 

Dichlorodihydrofluorescein staining of cells exposed to benzene, HQ or BQ revealed that 

the presence of the AhR did not affect BQ and HQ induced ROS production.  These 

results indicate that the involvement of the AhR in benzene toxicity does not seem to be 

through classical activation of this receptor or through interference of oxidative stress 

pathways.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Benzene is a leukemogen that is widely used as an industrial solvent and is also a 

ubiquitous environmental pollutant.  Occupational exposure to benzene occurs worldwide 

to workers in industries such as oil, shipping, automobile repair, and shoe manufacturing 

(Creek et al., 1997; Kenyon et al., 1996; Lan et al., 2004).  Chronic occupational 

exposure to high concentrations of benzene (>10 ppm) has been correlated with bone 

marrow depression, aplastic anemia and acute myelogenous leukemia (Golding and 

Watson, 1999; Hayes et al., 1997; Hirabayashi et al., 2004; Hoffmann et al., 2001; Savitz 

and Andrews, 1997; reviewed in Snyder, 2002).  Furthermore, a recent study reported 

low white blood cell and platelet counts, and a significant decline in progenitor cell 

colony formation in workers exposed to benzene concentrations below one ppm raising 

concerns regarding health consequences of low exposure to benzene (Lan et al., 2004).  

As a constituent of tobacco smoke, gasoline and automobile emissions there is a high 

potential for benzene exposure to the general population.  Concerns over high benzene 

levels in the air from the oil industry and motor vehicle emissions have lead to many 

geographical and epidemiological studies, some of which suggest a higher risk of 

developing leukemia in adults and children living in high traffic areas or near large petrol 

refineries (Crosignani et al., 2004; Glass et al., 2003; Steffen et al., 2004). 

Although the toxic effects of benzene have been known for over 20 years, the 

mechanisms through which it exerts its hematotoxic effects remain unknown.  However, 

it is generally accepted that the metabolism of benzene is essential in order for benzene to 

mediate hematotoxic and leukemogenic effects.  Benzene is first metabolized in the liver 
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by cytochrome P450’s, particularly CYP2E1, to a number of reactive metabolites 

including phenol, catechol and hydroquinone (HQ) (Bauer et al., 2003; Rangan and 

Snyder, 1997).  These metabolites can accumulate in the bone marrow where they can be 

further bioactivated by myeloperoxidases and quinone reductases to reactive quinones 

such as 1,4-benzoquinone (BQ).   Evidence from several studies has suggested that HQ 

and BQ are the most toxic metabolites involved in the development of benzene toxicity 

(Bauer et al., 2003; Levay et al., 1991; Rangan and Snyder, 1997). HQ and BQ both have 

the potential to initiate redox cycling and produce reactive oxygen species (ROS), which 

can lead to oxidative stress.  Redox cycling of quinones is initiated by a one-electron 

reduction catalyzed by flavin-containing enzymes such as xanthine oxidase, resulting in 

the formation of a semiquinone radical (Lewis and Shibamoto, 1989).  The semi-quinone 

radical can then pass its unpaired electron to molecular oxygen creating a superoxide 

anion radical and the regeneration of the quinone, which can then participate in a new 

redox cycle (Fabiani et al., 2005; Gant et al., 1988). 

There is accumulating evidence supporting a role for ROS in benzene-initiated 

toxicity.  Studies have shown that mice treated with benzene, phenol, catechol or HQ 

have elevated levels of oxidized DNA (Kolachana et al., 1993).  It has also been shown 

that bone marrow cells from benzene exposed mice have increased activity of activator 

protein-1 (AP-1), a transcription factor that is a known target of oxidative stress (Ho and 

Witz, 1997). In addition, studies have demonstrated that benzene metabolites increase 

myeloid cell growth in vitro by the formation of ROS (Wiemels and Smith, 1999).  

Furthermore, previous studies in our laboratory have shown that exposure of chicken 

erythroblast HD-3 cells to 50 µM HQ or BQ for 24 hrs causes a significant increase in 
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ROS as measured by 5- (and 6)-chloromethyl-2+,7+-dichlorodihydrofluorescein (Wan et 

al., 2005).  Together these data support a role for ROS in mediating benzene-initiated 

toxicity. 

The aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) is a ligand activated transcription factor that 

regulates the expression of a battery of genes in a diverse range of tissues and species.   

Identification of AhR ligands has been primarily focused on the halogenated aromatic 

hydrocarbons (HAHs) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).  However, studies 

have shown that there are a number of structurally diverse chemicals that can act as 

ligands suggesting that the AhR has an indiscriminate ligand binding site (Denison et al., 

1998; Denison and Heath-Pagliuso, 1998).  The structures of AhR ligands range from 

polycyclic compounds such as benzo(a)pyrene (B(a)P) to monocyclic compounds such as 

1-methyl-1-phenylhydrazine (Denison and Nagy, 2003).  Many studies have shown that 

the toxic and biological effects of AhR ligands are dependant on AhR activation 

(Denison and Nagy, 2003).  Once activated, the AhR translocates to the nucleus and 

binds to regions of DNA known as dioxin response elements (DREs) (Nebert et al., 2000; 

Pollenz et al., 1994).  AhR binding to DREs leads to enhanced transcription and 

upregulation of a number of genes including cytochrome P450 1A1 (CYP1A1) (Denison 

and Nagy, 2003; Whitlock, 1999).  Since biochemical and genetic studies over the past 

20 years have revealed that induction of CYP1A1 is mediated by the AhR, induction of 

cellular CYP1A1 protein has been used as a model system to define activation of the 

AhR (Whitlock, 1999).  The AhR also regulates the expression of enzymes that can 

generate electrophilic reactions which can cause oxidative stress (Dalton et al., 2002).  

Evidence has mounted over the past decade indicating that the AhR is associated with a 
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cellular oxidative stress response that must be considered when evaluating the 

mechanism of action of xenobiotics capable of metabolic activation or redox cycling by 

enzymes under the control of the AhR (Nebert et al., 2000).  Enzymes that are regulated 

by the AhR and are important mediators of oxidative stress include xanthine oxidase, 

superoxide dismutase, and many cytochrome P450s (for a review see Dalton et al., 2002). 

Interestingly, a study has shown that benzene-initiated hematotoxicity is absent in 

mice lacking both alleles for the AhR suggesting an imperative role for this receptor in 

benzene toxicities (Yoon et al., 2002).  These AhR
-/- 

mice showed no changes in 

peripheral or bone marrow cellularity as well as no change in levels of bone marrow 

granulocyte-macrophage colony-forming units (Yoon et al., 2002).  Yoon et al., (2002) 

postulated that the absence of hematotoxicity in the AhR
-/-

 mice was due to a lack of 

expression of CYP2E1 in these mice.  However, there was not a significant difference in 

CYP2E1 expression between wild type and AhR
-/-

 mice in this study.  Therefore, the 

involvement of the AhR in mechanisms of benzene-initiated toxicity remains unclear and 

warrants further investigation.  In the present study, we sought to elucidate the role of the 

AhR in benzene toxicity.  Our first objective was to determine if benzene, HQ or BQ act 

through receptor mediated pathways by activating the AhR.  With the use of a luciferase 

reporter assay, western blot analysis and immunofluorescence microscopy, our results 

demonstrate that benzene, HQ and BQ do not activate the AhR.  Since it is possible that 

AhR deficient models may lack or underexpress AhR-dependant enzymes involved in 

oxidative stress pathways, we further hypothesized that the presence of the AhR may 

mediate ROS production in cells exposed to HQ or BQ.  Using wild type and AhR 

deficient hepa1c1c7 cells stained with the ROS sensitive dye, dichlorodihydrofluorescein, 
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our results suggest that the presence of the AhR does not affect HQ and BQ induced ROS 

production. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Chemicals 

 All tissue culture reagents ($-MEM media, FBS, penicillin/streptomycin solution, 

and trypsin) were purchased from Gibco Life Technologies (Burlington, ON).  TCDD 

was purchased from AccuStandard Inc., New Haven, CT.  Benzene was obtained from 

Fisher Scientific Ltd.  Both hydroquinone and 1,4-benzoquinone as well as 

benzo(a)pyrene were purchased from Sigma and were at least 97% pure.  

Cell culture and treatment 

 Wild type mouse hepatoma hepa 1c1c7 cells and AhR deficient TAO cells 

(obtained from Dr. Julio Herrara, University of Minnesota) were propagated in $-MEM 

(with L-glutamine and without ribonucleosides, deoxyribonucleosides and sodium 

bicarbonate) supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 units/ml penicillin/streptomycin solution 

and 2.2% weight/volume sodium bicarbonate.  Cells were treated with non-cytotoxic 

concentrations of benzene, HQ or BQ ranging from 0 *M to 100 µM over periods of time 

ranging from 2 to 24 hrs.  Cells were also treated with 10 nM TCDD as a positive control. 

Transient transfections and luciferase reporter assay 

The reporter plasmid used to measure DRE activation was pGudLuc1.1 (kindly 

provided by Dr. Denison, University of California) as previously described (Garrison et 

al., 1996).  Briefly, this vector contains four DREs from the mouse CYP1A1 promoter 

upstream of the mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) promoter.  The MMTV promoter 

drives transcription of the luciferase gene in the pGL2-basic vector (Promega).  A second 
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reporter plasmid, phRLnull (Promega), was used to control for transfection efficiency. 

Hepa 1c1c7 cells were transiently transfected with the pGudLuc1.1 and phRLnull vectors 

(in a 24 well plate each well received 0.25 µg pGudLuc1.1 and 0.15 µg phRLnull in a 

total volume of 450 µL/well) using FuGENE (from Roche).  Transfected cells were 

allowed to grow for 16 hours before media was replaced and cells were exposed to 

TCDD, benzene, HQ or BQ for an additional 24 hours.  Cells were then lysed using 

Promega Lysis Buffer and frozen at -20°C over night.  Samples were analyzed using the 

Dual Luciferase Reporter Assay from Promega. 

Immunofluorescence microscopy 

 Hepa 1c1c7 cells were washed twice with PBS and fixed for 20 minutes with 4% 

paraformaldehyde in PBS.  Fixed cells were permeabilized with 0.05% TritonX 100 in 

PBS at 4°C for 10 minutes followed by a 1 hour incubation in blocking solution (1% 

BSA in PBS).  Cells were then incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with rabbit 

polyclonal, affinity purified antibodies made to amino acids 61-419 of the murine AhR 

(A-1) (kindly provided by Dr. R. Pollenz, University of South Florida).  After being 

washed the samples were incubated with Alexa Fluor 568 goat anti-rabbit IgG secondary 

antibody, DAPI and Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin for 1 hour (Molecular Probes). 

Western blot analysis 

 Total cell lysates were prepared and protein concentrations were quantified using 

a protein assay reagent (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA).  Samples were 

fractionated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes according to 

established procedures (Sambrook et al., 1989).  Membranes were blocked with 10% 
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non-fat dry milk in Tris-buffered saline Tween (TBST) for 1 hour.  Blots were then 

incubated with rabbit polyclonal IgG anti-CYP1A1 primary antibody (Santa Cruz) at 

1:1000 dilution in TBST containing 5% milk.  The blots were then washed (twice with 

TBST for 5 minutes then twice for 15 minutes) followed by incubation for 1 hour with 

donkey anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody at a 1:1000 

dilution.  The blots were then washed and bands were visualized using an enhanced 

chemiluminescence detection system. 

To confirm equal protein loading in each well, all membranes were washed with 

TBST and incubated in stripping solution (0.7% (v/v) "-mercaptoethanol, 2% (v/v) SDS, 

62.5 mM Tris–HCl, pH 6.7) for 30 min at 55 ºC.  This was followed by blocking 

nonspecific binding sites in a 10% milk TBST solution overnight followed by incubation 

in mouse monoclonal anti-%-actin IgG antibody (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Co., Oakville, 

ON) followed by washing with TBST and incubation in horseradish peroxidase-linked 

sheep anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody (Amersham Biosciences) in 5% blocking 

solution. 

ROS Studies 

Cells were plated at a density of 1 x 10
6
 cells/10-cm culture dish and were left to 

adhere for 4 hrs. Cells were then exposed to concentrations of benzene (0 - 200 µM), HQ 

(0 – 50 µM) or BQ (0 - 50 µM) and incubated for 22 hrs.  After 22 hrs, the ROS-sensitive 

dye, 5-(and-6)-chloromethyl-2'7'-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (CM-H2DCF) 

(purchased from Invitrogen) was added and the cells were incubated for an additional 2 

hrs before harvesting.  As a positive control, H2O2 was added 1.5 hrs after the addition of 
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CM-H2DCF.  CM-H2DCF is a cell-permeant indicator for ROS that is nonfluorescent 

until removal of the acetate groups by intracellular esterases.  The interaction of the 

deacetylated CM-H2DCF with ROS results in intracellular dichlorofluorescein 

derivatives, which are highly fluorescent (Li et al., 2002).  During cell harvest, cell 

pellets were resuspended in a 5 µg/ml propridium iodide (PI)/PBS solution.  Fluorescence 

was measured by flow cytometry (excitation at 505nm and 536nm; emissions at 535 and 

617 for DCF and PI respectively).  PI was used to exclude apoptotic and necrotic cells 

from the analysis. 

Statistical Analysis 

Results were analyzed using a computerized statistical program (GraphPad Prism 

4.0). Transfection studies were compared using a one-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) followed by a Dunnett’s Post Test.  P < 0.05 was used for all analyses. 
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RESULTS 

Effects of benzene, HQ or BQ on DRE-reporter gene expression 

To examine the ability of benzene, HQ or BQ to induce AhR-dependent gene 

expression we transiently transfected hepa 1c1c7 cells with pGudLuc1.1, a vector 

containing a firefly luciferase gene under the control of 4 DRE’s, and conducted dual 

luciferase assays on cell lysates.  It has been previously demonstrated that treatment of 

these cells transiently transfected with pGudLuc1.1 with the known AhR agonist TCDD 

induces luciferase gene expression in a time and dose dependent and AhR dependent 

manner (Garrison et al., 1996).  DRE activity in response to the compounds used in this 

study can be seen in figure 1.  TCDD and B(a)P, known AhR agonists, were used as 

positive controls and showed a significant increase in DRE activity after 24 hrs exposure 

to 10 nM and 120 µM respectively as expected (note y-axis scale of 1 X 10
4
).  Exposure 

of hepa 1c1c7 cells to concentrations of benzene, HQ or BQ ranging from 0-100 µM did 

not have a significant effect on DRE activity (Figure 1).  These results indicate that 

benzene, HQ and BQ are not activating AhR dependent gene transcription. 

Effects of benzene,HQ or BQ on CYP1A1 induction 

To confirm our findings from the reporter gene assays, western blot analysis was 

conducted to determine the effect of benzene, HQ or BQ on CYP1A1 induction.  

CYP1A1 induction is an AhR-dependent response that is consistently observed 

throughout most species and has been used as a model system when determining if 

compounds activate AhR regulated gene expression (Denison and Naggy, 2003).  

CYP1A1 protein induction was not seen in hepa 1c1c7 cells exposed to concentrations of  
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Figure 1.  Effect of benzene, HQ or BQ on DRE activity.  Hepa 1c1c7 cells were 

exposed to (A) 10 nM TCDD, 120 µM B(a)P (note y-axis scale of 1 X 104), (B) 

10-100 µM benzene, (C) 10-50 µM HQ or (D) 10-50 µM BQ for 24 hrs.  Exposure to 

TCDD and B(a)P produced a significant increases in DRE activity as indicated by * 

(p<0.05, n=6).  Benzene, HQ or BQ exposed cells did not show a change in DRE 

activity (n=6). 
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benzene, HQ or BQ ranging from 0-100 µM at 4, 12 and 24 hrs (Figure 2).  10 nM TCDD 

was used as a positive control and did induce CYP1A1 protein expression at 4, 12 and 24 

hrs (Figure 2).  These results are consistent with findings from the DRE-driven luciferase 

reporter gene assays indicating no activation of the AhR. 

Effects of benzene, HQ or BQ on subcellular localization 

 To compliment the above results, we thought it would be important to determine 

in benzene, HQ or BQ caused the AhR to translocate to the nucleus but without 

subsequent activation of gene expression.  Previous studies have shown that some AhR 

partial antagonists, such as 6-methyl-1,3,8-trichlorodibenzofuran (MCDF), show 

relatively high levels of nuclear MCDF-Ah receptor complex in cells but do not induce 

CYP1A1 gene expression (Merchant et al., 1992).  Hepa 1c1c7 cells were exposed to the 

classical AhR agonist TCDD as well as benzene, HQ or BQ.  Cells were fixed, 

permeabilized then labelled with the AhR antibody followed by staining with DAPI, 

Alexa 488 phalloidin and Alexa 568 goat anti-rabbit secondary.  Microscopy images 

show that in untreated cells, immunofluorescence staining for A-1 was primarily in the 

cytoplasm (Figure 3).  Cells exposed to TCDD showed a predominant localization of the 

AhR in the nucleus as expected and demonstrated in earlier studies (Pollenz et al., 1993).  

In cells exposed to benzene, HQ or BQ at concentrations ranging from 0-100 µM for 

benzene and 0-50 µM for HQ and BQ the subcellular localization of the AhR remained 

predominantly in the cytoplasm (Figure 3 – only pictures from 100 µM benzene, 50 µM 

HQ and 50 µM BQ are shown). 

Benzene, HQ or BQ induced ROS production in wild type and AhR deficient cells 
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 Previous studies in our laboratory have shown that the benzene metabolites HQ 

and BQ can cause an increase in ROS in vitro as measured by the CM-H2DCF assay 

(Wan et al., 2005).  Our objective was to determine whether the AhR played a role in this 

metabolite induced ROS production.  Results from these studies can be seen in Figure 4.  

As expected, the positive control (H2O2) showed a significant increase in ROS production 

(grey bars in Figure 4) compared to non-exposed controls.  24 hr exposure to benzene 

(10-200 µM) did not cause a significant change in ROS production in either cell type (10-

50 µM data not shown).  While HQ and BQ both induced a significant production of 

ROS at 50 µM in both cell types.  Given that similar results were seen in both cell types, 

these results indicate that the AhR does not seem to alter metabolite induced ROS 

production in vitro. 



100 µM 

Benzene 

DAPI 

50 µM BQ 

No Dose 

10 nM 

TCDD 

50 µM HQ 

Phalloidin AhR All 

Figure 3.  Indirect immunofluorescent detection of AhR sub-cellular localization in 

hepa 1c1c7 cell cultures stained with DAPI, Alexa 488 phalloidin, and anti-AhR.  

Cells were exposed to TCDD, benzene, HQ or BQ for 2 hrs.  Control cells (No Dose) 

showed a predominant cytosolic localization of the AhR.  Cells exposed to 10 nM 

TCDD showed a nuclear localization of the AhR as expected.  Benzene, HQ or BQ 

exposures at concentrations of 100 µM benzene and 50 µM HQ or BQ showed no 

nuclear translocation of the AhR. 
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Figure 4.  Effect of benzene, HQ or BQ on ROS production in hepa 1c1c7 and TAO 

cells.  Cells were exposed to 10-200 µM benzene (10-50 µM not shown), HQ (10-50 

µM), or BQ (10-50 µM) for 24 hrs.  As a positive control cells were exposed to 1 mM 

H2O2 for 30 min before harvest.  50 µM BQ and HQ both produced a significant 

increase in ROS in the hepa 1c1c7 as well as the TAO cell line (p<0.05 for all).  

Benzene did not cause a significant change in ROS production in either cell line. 
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DISCUSSION 

 A role for the AhR in benzene initiated toxicities has been suggested since the 

early 1980’s when Longacre et al. (1981) reported that DBA/2 mice were more 

susceptible to benzene induced hematotoxicity.  The DBA/2 strain carries the Ahr
d
 allele 

and expresses an AhR protein that has about a 10-fold lower affinity for TCDD than mice 

carrying the AhR
b1

 allele.  It is interesting to note that while the DBA/2 mouse is more 

sensitive to benzene, this strain has also been shown to be less susceptible to TCDD 

toxicity.  Then recently the AhR was indicated again in benzene toxicity when Yoon et 

al. (2002) demonstrated that AhR
-/-

 mice were resistant to benzene-induced 

hematotoxicity.  While this study supports a role for the AhR in benzene-initiated 

toxicity, the mechanism by which the AhR is involved remains unclear.  In the present 

study, we first investigated whether benzene, HQ or BQ could activate the AhR as a 

possible receptor mediated mechanism behind benzene-induced toxicities.  Our results 

demonstrated that benzene, HQ and BQ do not activate the AhR as we did not see any 

activation of DRE regions, upregulation of CYP1A1 protein expression or translocation 

of the AhR to the nucleus; thus, refuting our first hypothesis.  Given the evidence 

supporting a role for oxidative stress in benzene-initiated toxicity we further investigated 

whether the AhR plays a role in metabolite induced ROS production.  In our studies we 

did not observe a significant difference in ROS production in HQ or BQ exposed wild 

type or AhR deficient cells, suggesting that AhR signaling does not alter benzene-

initiated ROS production.  These results are similar to a study by Oakes and Bend (2005) 

whereby exposure to unconjugated bilirubin or H2O2 resulted in no significant difference 

in ROS production between AhR wild type and deficient cells.   The results of our studies 
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showing a lack of difference between ROS production and lack of receptor activation 

suggest that the susceptibility of the AhR knockout mice to benzene toxicity is likely due 

to a difference in their ability to metabolize benzene.  

 It is widely accepted that benzene-induced hematotoxicity is caused by one or 

more metabolites of benzene and species differences in susceptibility to benzene toxicity 

can be attributed to differences in metabolism and/or detoxification (Wolf et al., 1956; 

Deichman et al., 1963; Minai, 1967; Snyder et al., 1978).  For example, Ikeda (1964) 

showed that rats with a relatively lower ethereal sulfate-forming ability were less resistant 

to benzene toxicity than rats capable of more efficient sulfate conjugation.  Susceptibility 

to benzene toxicity between the sensitive DBA/2 mice and the resistant C57BL/6 mice 

shown by Longacre et al., (1981) may also be explained by metabolism or detoxification 

differences as the C57BL/6 mice contained less water-soluble metabolites in bone 

marrow and produced more ethereal sulfate conjugates compared to DBA/2 mice 

following chronic exposure to benzene.   However, how these mice differ in their ability 

to metabolize benzene and whether the AhR plays a role in the induction of critical 

enzymes involved in benzene metabolism remains unknown.  Interestingly, Yoon et al. 

(2002) showed that the resistance of AhR
-/-

 mice to hematotoxicity disappeared when the 

mice were concomitantly treated with phenol and HQ instead of benzene itself suggesting 

a mechanistic role for the AhR in regulating benzene metabolism.  Yoon et al. (2002) 

then further hypothesized that AhR
-/-

 mice may have a decreased expression of CYP2E1, 

however, this study did not see a relationship between AhR and CYP2E1 expression. 

The oxidation of benzene in the liver by CYP2E1 to form reactive intermediates 

such as benzene oxide, phenol and HQ is an initial step in the bioactivation of benzene 
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and is a prerequisite for cellular toxicity (Valentine et al., 1996).  Benzene oxide can be 

hydrolyzed by microsomal epoxide hydrolase (mEH) to benzene dihydrodiol that is then 

converted to catechol or can undergo ring opening to produce trans-trans-muconaldehyde 

or can spontaneously rearrange to form phenol, which is then hydroxylated in the liver to 

form HQ.  Once in the bone marrow, it is believed that HQ and catechol are converted by 

myeloperoxidase (MPO) to 1,4-benzoquinone, and 1,2-benzoquinone, respectively, 

which can be detoxified by reduction via NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase-1 (NQO1) 

(Ross, 2000).  Knockout mouse studies have shown that NQO1
-/-

 mice are more 

susceptible to benzene toxicity indicating a crucial role for this enzyme in detoxifying 

benzene (Recio et al., 2005).  In addition, studies evaluating polymorphisms in relation to 

susceptibility to benzene-induced toxicity have indicated that humans who have 

variations in glutathione-S-transferase theta-1 (GSTT1) and NQO1 that confer lower 

enzyme activity are more susceptible to benzene-induced hematotoxicity (Lan et al., 

2004; Wan et al., 2002).  It is interesting to note that NQO1 and GST, which are involved 

in detoxifying benzene metabolites have been shown to be regulated by the AhR 

(Favreau and Pickett, 1991; Rushmore and Pickett, 1990).  It is therefore possible that 

enzyme levels of NQO1 and GST may be affected in AhR
-/-

 mice.  However, based on 

the protective role of both NQO1 and GST against benzene toxicity, it is more likely that 

enzymes involved in bioactivating benzene to toxic intermediates may be decreased in 

AhR
-/-

 mice.  Because there does not seem to be a relationship between CYP2E1 

expression and the AhR, perhaps the focus should shift to two other enzymes, mEH and 

MPO, which have been indicated as important bioactivators of benzene through knockout 

mouse studies and studies evaluating the effects of polymorphisms on susceptibility to 
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benzene toxicity in humans (Lan et al., 2004; Recio et al., 2005; Wan et al., 2002).  

Knockout mouse studies have shown that mEH
-/-

 mice are resistant to benzene toxicity 

suggesting that the conversion of benzene oxide to intermediates in the liver by mEH is a 

crucial step in the development of benzene toxicity (Bauer et al., 2003; Recio et al., 

2005).  Studies looking at polymorphisms in humans indicate that variations in MPO 

conferring lower enzyme activity protect against benzene-induced toxicity indicating a 

role for MPO in bioactivating benzene metabolites in the bone marrow (Lan et al., 2004).  

It is also interesting to mention that studies have indicated a role for the AhR in certain 

aspects of hematopoiesis.  It has been shown that the AhR has a role in the in vivo 

maturation of murine bone marrow B lymphocytes as the presence of the AhR is required 

in both hematopoietic and stromal elements for maintenance of B cell subset maturation 

profiles (Thurmond et al., 2000).  Future evaluation of these AhR
-/-

 mice will hopefully 

lead to further clarification of the role of the AhR in benzene initiated toxicity.   

In conclusion, our results demonstrate that benzene, HQ or BQ do not activate the 

AhR suggesting that increased AhR activity cannot explain benzene-initiated toxicity.  

Considering the evidence indicating the involvement of the AhR in hematopoiesis and 

regulation of enzymes involved in the metabolism and detoxification of benzene in the 

bone marrow, further research regarding the role of the AhR in benzene-initiated toxicity 

is definitely warranted. 
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